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Summary

Some aspects of the behaviour and applications of adaptive digital fil-
ters are considered. Tbe structures examined are finite impulse response

transvergal and lattice filters, using both gradient aud optimum least

square adaptive algorithme. Most of the material is concerned with the

lattice, rather than the transversal, atructure. Topics investigated include:

comparisons between different adaptive lattice algorithms, convergence

models for lattice structures, an analysis of the bias and variance of all-

pole spectral estimates.derived from transversal and lattice structures,

eeveral radar applications of adaptive lattice filters, and some implemen-

tation considerations relevant to very large scale integration.
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Main mathematical qrmbols used

adaptive ûlter transfer function (subscripts r and d

indicate real and imaginary parts) (*)

i-th forward linear prediction coefficient for the

n-th order predictor (if the superscript is omitted

the predictor is assumed to be p-th order) (*)

¡-th backward linear prediction coefficient for the

n-th (or p-th) order predictor

cur¡ent forward prediction error, n-th order

current p-th order forward prediction error

distribution function of all-pole spectral estimates

frequency, normalised by the sampling frequency

current d-th reflection coefrcient (single coefficient

per lattice stage)

current r-th forward refl.ection coefrcient

curreut ¡-th backward reflection coefrcient

number of samples in rectangular window for same LPC

statistics (see sectiou 5.1)

time constant for prediction error covariances (see

section 3.2)

Nell

(*) A prime superscript (') may be used witb these variables to e>rplicitly indicate

they are derived from imperfect (noisy) estimates of the Linear Prediction Coefrcients

e.g. Q'(u) in sectiou 5.1.
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mathematical symbole (continued)

p order of the all-pole model

Qþ\ relative all-pole spectral estimate (*)

R autocorrelation matrix of signal y¿

RiU,j) composite autocorrelation function (see section B.S)

Rl,, current n-th stage forward error covariance (ELS-UP)

RI,, current n-th stage backward error covariance (ELS-UP)

r(r) variance of á'(u)

ri autocorrelation of sigual y¿ at d-th lag

t¡,t current n-th stage backward prediction etror

,S scaled ¿utocorrelation matrix inveme, see (5.2b)

s(ø) function of a! and frequency, see (5.7)

ú time, integer values represent multiples of the sampling interrr¿l

un,t current n-th stage partial cncss-cotrelation (GRAD-EM)

u'n,t current n-th stage partial cross-correlation (GRAD-F+B)

ün,t curreut n-th stage mean error corr¿riance (GRAD-HM)

,1, current n-th stage forward error covariance (GRAD-F+B)

tl,, current n-th stage backwa¡d error covariance (GRAD-F+B)

gt current (ú-th) sarnple of zero-mean time serieg

a(ø)

"ll,t

4,,,,

6(")

correctiou function for Q' statistics, see section 5.1

current n-th stage complementary gamma term (ELS-UP)

current n-th stage partial autocorrelation (ELS-UP)

normalised variance of á'(ø), see (5.9b)
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mathematical symbols (continued)

n magnitude oI A(u^) at pea^k ø_
I exponential weighting factor

o! ¡-th order prediction error power (p-tn order if
subscript is missing)

"'^ r¡ariance of A!r(w)

o?" rrariance of A!,(u)

o2. weight variance in LMS adaptive ûlter

u frequency in radiane
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Chapter I Introduction

1.1 Subject Coverage

During the last two decades adaptive digital ûlters have become increasing im-

portant in a wide range of signal processing applications. This thesis is concerned with

some aspects of these devices from a theoretical and practical point of view. Most of the

material concertrs uudersta.nding the behaviour of, and differences between, adaptive fil-

ters, either by analysis or simulation. In addition Bome implementation aspects relew¿nt

to recent adrr¿nces in Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) are considered, plus some

interesting applications to radar. This chapter seeks to provide a largely descriptive in-

troduction to the operation and uses of adaptive filters, together with some background

information to the topics covered. A summary of other chapter's contents is also given.

The adaptive filters under consideration form a small subset of all digital fiIters.

They are adaptive because their coefrcients are continuously updated in response to a

time sampled input signal (time series), to achieve a specified criterion, such as minimum

mean Equa¡e error output. T\po finit+impulse-response stnrctures are considered: the

transversal and lattice adaptive ûlterg. The eecond of these receives more treatment,

as it has a number of important advautages over the older transversal type but ig less

well understood. Several algorithms for updating the fi.lter coefrcients are considered

with respect to the balance between algorithm complocity (i.e. number and type of

arithmetic operations) *d performance according to varÍous criteria. Thie is done

using the theory of linear prediction and least square estimation.

1.2 Review of Adaptive. Filter Operation "'d Applications

Adaptive transversal filters preceded their lattice counterparts atrd have been

in use since about the 1960s. Figure l.l shows an example of their structure, in this

case incorporated into a one step predictor. The input signal is represented by the

1-t



aection 1.2 Rcvicw of Adøplioc Filler Operotion ond, Applícotiont

Figure 1.1 Adaptive transversË I fi lter in
I i near pr ed Í ctor ar r Ëngement

B t
vt

N

Yt_:

sequence g0r. .. gb I¡e thege samples propagate through the tapped delay line, they are

multiplied by variable coefrcients c1, ...&p, where p is the number of stages, or order,

of the filter. The weighted samples are summed and the resulting linear combination of

past data sa^mples form an estimate, 9¿, of the current data sample y¿. The prediction

error e¿ between the current data srrnple and its estimate is minimised by adjusting the

multipliers after each new data gample, to achieve the minimum mean square error. This

adjustment is carried out according to Bome adaptive algorithm, the simplest aud most

widespread of which requires only two multiplications aud additiong per data sample

per fi.lter stage.

The reduction of the error output may be viewed asr a remo\ral from the current

sample of those correlated componente which may be predicted from the last p samples.

The output will then ideally be completely unconelated (i.e. white noise), and the

ûlter acts as an adaptive whiteuing ûlter. The euccess of this whitening depends on

the validity of the assumption that the current data may be repreaented as a linear

t-2
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+
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cect;on 7-g

Figure 1.2 Adaptive lattÍce filter
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combination of the last p samples. Assuming that the output sequence is white, its power

spectral density is coastant. The power spectrum of the input ie therefore proportional

to the reciprocal of the filter transfer functior magnitude squared. This provides a

mears of power spectral estimation which ie examined in some detaii in later chapters.

The trausversal filter described thus far is a one step linear predictor. Its output

ie a forward prediction error because its prediction is forward in time. A backwards

predictor may be similarly developed. If the forward and backward predictors are

combiued stage by stage, a lattice structure is produced (see Figure 1.2). The multipliers

are now called reflection coefrcients, and again must be adjusted to miuimise the error

outputs from each stage. The optimum sets of for-wa¡d and backward prediction errorg

in the lattice (to,r,. .. ep,r êrrd r0,r-1,. .. rp,r-r) are the same as woulcl be produced from

optimum forward and backwa¡d trangversal predictore. In practice the lattice exhibits

some well documented advantages [9,12] over the tranversal adaptive ûIter, including

better cotrvergence and stability and less noisy and less biased coefrcients.

l-3
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tec,;oí 7.2 Rcview ol Adoplioe Filler Operclío¡ ond Applicotiont

There are a large number of sgradient' algorithms for updating the coefrciente

of adaptive filters. These algorithms are so called because the adjustments a,re made

accordiug to the slope of the error surface with respect to the coefrcients, so as to

minimise the mean square error. Whilst thege algorithms may be relatively easy to

implement, ud might perform adequately for the application in hand, they are sub-

optimum in the sense that the total mean square error is greater than that achieved

by alternative block processing techniques. Recently a new class of lattice algorithms

has been derived [6,f0,f2] which achieve the aoract least squar€' error solution. Com-

parisons of lattice performance using different adaptive algorithms, including spectral

estimation capabilitiea, are made in later chapters.

Adaptive ûlters have found numerous applications. These can be broadly di-

vided into those which use the information provided by the converged coefrcients for

signal modelling, spectral estimation and event detection, and those which use the error

sequence for prewhitening applications. Examples of the former areas include speech

analysis [8,16], eeiemic event detection [15] and clock synchronization [3g], whilst in the

latter category there are sonar [20,76] and r¿dar (see Chapter 7) uses. Variations on

the basic etructure allow applications involving more thau one iuput signal. In Figure

1.1 the input to the tapped delay line at point oNo may be fed with the second in-

put instead of the one step delayed primary signal. This allows co¡related componeuts

present in the second input to be removed from the first, and has been used for adaptive

noise cancelling [3] (see Figure 1.3a). System identiûcation or related applicatious are

shown in Figure 1.3b and 1.3c. The former configuration is used in data co"''nunication

systerns to compensate for imperfect communicatione channels, and is called adaptive

equalisation [66,31,44]. The reference input in this situation is a pre-stored training

sequence. Figure l.3c showe ¡ur arrangement used in long distance telephone circuitg

to cancel echoea. The echoes arise because imperfect hybrids allow part of the received

signal to be returned to the sender; the trane-hybrib response represents the unknown

transfer function in this case. The echo may be removed, or at least mean-square min-

t-4
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Figure 1.3 Alternative AdaptÍve Fílter Conf igurations

imised, with a¡ adaptive filter [18,19]. The same Eystem modelling technique may be

used for time delay estimation [ll]. Both transversal and lattice structures have been

used for many of these applications.

Another class of applicationE sterns from the duality between time series data
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tect;oL 1.3 Otllilr of Thclll

and signals sampled fiom an amay of receiving elements. Electromagnetic (or other)

signals reaching the autenna :uray from different directions may be separated epatially

by beamforming techniquea, analogoue to the resolution of time series components by

transfolmation to the frequency domain. Adaptive noise cancelling methods offer al-

ternatives to some conventional a.rray procesaing methods. The weighting coeficiente

which linearly combine the array elementg may be adjusted adaptively to cancel in-

terference from unwa¡ted sourcee 1731771. The algorithms may include constraints to

maintain the desired look direction and frequency response [72].

For many adaptive whitening and noise cancellation applications theft) are few

alternative signal processing techniques. Ia applications not using the error output,

adaptive filters may provide altematives to block processing techniques. The continu-

ously adaptive methods may be preferred because the application requires contiuuous

estimates of system parrmeters, or because of better suitability for hardware implemen-

tation. The latter advantage has become more important with the advent of very large

scale integration.

Some of the principle references aud ûgures associated with the adaptive filters

coneidered in this thesis are now listed. Widrow et al. ûrst etudied a number of issues

relerrant to adaptive tranvensal filte¡s such as stabilit¡ convergence rates, weight noise,

excess mean square error and noise cancellation performauce. Many of these results may

be found in [Z,a]. Thie etimulated much further work of the behaviour and applications

of these devices 120,74175,76], most of which used the tilidrow-Hoff Least Mean Square

(LMS) algorithm (see Chapter 2). Itakura and Saito were early proponents of adaptive

lattice ûlters for speech applications [35], and recognised the orthogonality and stability

characteristics of lattice etnrcturcs. Makhoul, Grifrths, Eaykin (see references in the

author list) aud others were intereated in gradient algorithms for lattice structuree. More

recently Morf and colleagues have developed the E)<act Least Square (ELS) algorithms

mentioned above, and proposed many exteusions a¡d interconnections with other ûelds

16,lz,lgrz4,4gl.

l-6



tection 7.C O¿llinc of Thecit

1.3 Outlhe of Thesls

Chapter two first p¡esents Bome important conceptE from the theory of linear

prediction and all-pole modelling which a¡e useful for understanding the operation of

adaptive ûlters. Tbese a,re given briefl¡ with references to tutorial pape¡ìE where ¡ec-

essary. Adaptive tranwersal frlters using the LMS algorithm are then introduced, æd

a summary of eome new results concertring the statistics of all-pole spectral estimatee

is given. The discuesion aud derivation of these resulte is presented in Appendix A,

reprinted from the IEEE Ttansactions on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing.

The third chapter introduces the lattice structure and is conceraed with gradieut

algorithms. An attempt is made to show the derirntion and relationshipe betweeu

gradient algorithms, in order to understaud which might perform best. Section 3.3

examines error and coeñcient convergence in adaptive lattice gtructures. A new method

of predicting convergence, which ie relevant to ELS and gradient algorithms, is discussed

and tested with several computer eimulations.

Cbapter four initially provides a brief su'nrnery of different methods of recur-

sive least square estimation applied to the all-pole modelling problem. This is done

to give Bome perspective to the exact least square lattices. The derivation of these

algorithms is lengthy and readily available elsewhere, so only an overview is given in

section 4.2. Appendix C contains listings of other ELS lattice variants, plus an example

of their behaviour. D<traction of the linear prediction coefrcients from different lattices

is discussed in section 4.3. A comparieon is then made between an ELS and a gradient

lattice algorithm, including implemeutation differences and performaDce examples using

r¡arious simulated siguals.

Some ¡esults concerning the all-pole spectral estimates from lattice filters are

obtained in Chapter 5. These a¡e related to the earlier results gu""mariged in section

2.1. The emphasig is ou enabling lattice parameters to be adjusted so that spectral

estimates of negligible bias and guitably low variance may be obtained. For two stage

l-7



tcction 7.3 O¿llinc of Thecít

lattices simple resulte a.re poaeible. lVhen low va¡ia¡ce spectral eetimates can not be

achieved tbe all-pole spectral estimate distribution function is considered. A. simul¿tion

compa,res the predicted dictdbutiou function to tbat measured from various adaptive

lattices, and indicates Bome interesting differences.

The next trvo chapters mostly describe work done with real adaptive frltem or on

real, rather than simulated, data. Chapter 6 ie a short description of a ha¡dware imple-

mentatiou of au adaptive transversal fi.lter using the LMS algorithm. This was partly

constructed with a custom built VLSI circuit. Commeuts are made on the possibili-

ties of using the eeme techniques to ¡ealise other signal processing ftrnctions, including

lattice filters. Appendix D contains some supplementary information.

Some proposed rada¡ applications of adaptive lattice ûtters are then discueged.

This work was pnompted by an existing study [17] of a lattice method for suppressing

radar clutter. However difficulties arþse using this method, and the extensions and

new results are reported iu Chapter 7. A new application of adaptive lattices, target

classiûcation by signature analysis of the radar returu, is introduced. Some mention ie

also made of ways in which the propoeed techniques could be implemented. The last

chapter sumtt'arises new reeults and attempts to draw conclusions where appropriate.

The computer software used for the simulationa of Chaptens 3 to 5 forms a useful

eet of signal processing programs for adaptive filter investigations. Signal generation and

display routines are included. Listinç are not included in thie thesis (over 4000 lines of

code are involved) but Appendix B gives a speciûcation of the software capabilities for

potential users. Appendix E contains a brief description of the .TFB' sigual processor

chip currently under desigr at Adetaide University. This device will be well suited to

adaptive filter applicationg.

l-8



Chapter 2 All-Pole Models and Adaptive Transversal Filters

Some basic results from the Linear Prediction approach to all-pole modelling of

time sedes are described briefly in sections 2.1 and 2.3. These results are used fre-

quently in the following chapters. Comprehensive treatment of this material is available

in several excellent review articles [1,24,28]. The remainder of the chapter exa-ines

adaptive transvereal fiIters, as a prelude to the adaptive lattice structures considered in

later chapters. Section 2.4 summarises some new results on all-pole spectral estimates

obtained from adaptive transversal filters.

2.1 All-pole signal model and Yule-'Walker equations

The adaptive structures under consideration assume that the current data sample

y¿ of a zero-mean time series may be represented as a linear combination of past data

samples gr-tt . . . gt-pt plus an error:

lt:-la;y¿-;+et
p

i=1
(2. 1)

The coefficients açt...øp a,re called Linear Prediction Coefficients (LPCs). The enor

between the actual value of the current data sample and its predicted value from the

Past p samples is e¿. The error sequence is assumed to be uncorrelated white noise

of uniform power spectral density. This widely used model of the signal is called the

all-pole or autoregressive model. It assumes that the signal may be generated by an

all-pole (recursive) digital filter whose input is the white seguence ê0t...e¿. Figure 2.1

shows the all-pole model generating filter. Ta,king the z transform of (2.1) gives the

all-pole model transfer function.

n(z)-ryrrO:Ð*+ãz (2.2)

In general the linear prediction coefrcients are unknown apriori, and must be

determined from the data. This may be done by u blockn methods, in which a block of
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samples is analysed to give one estimate of the model parameters, or by continuously

adaptive methods, in which an updated estimate is generated for each new data sample.

the adaptive ûlters under discussion form an important means of performing the latter

function. Ilowever an analysis of the block methods is useful in understanding and

deriving the adaptive solutions.

In passing it should be said that the all-pole signal model is not well suited to

modelling all time series. A more general model includes nonrecursive paths in the

model generating filter, which leads to a polynomial in z-L in the numerator of (2.2);

this is the pole-zero or autoregressive moving average model [f ,5,28]. Whilst any signal

can be modelled by an all-pole model of high enough order [1], this may not be feasible

or desirable in practice.

To ûnd the optimum LPCe for a stationary, infinite duration time series, the

prediction error of (2.1) may be minimised in a mean square sense. If the partial

derirr¿tive of E{e2tlt is taken with respect to each of the a;, for i : 1,..p and set equal
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to zero, we have:

thus from (2.1)
'{#} :" {'#',} :0, d:1,...p

AII-pole eignol moðcl ond Y¿le-Wolhe¡ eqtolione

(2.3)

E{y¿-;e¿) :0, i: 1,...p (2.4)

The last equation is a etatement of the orthogouality principal of linear mean square

estimation, which states that the error must be orthogonal to the available data. Sub-

stituting (2.1) into (2.4) leads to a set of p equations, called the Yule-Walker or normal

equations. These may be written in matrix form as follows.

r0
rl

rl
r0

rp-l
rp-2

(2.5a)

rp-t rp-2 r0

where r;: E{y¿y¿-;} for ¡: 1,...p is the autocorrelation function of the sigual y¿ at

the i-th iag. An additional equation is obtained by multiplying (2.1) by y3 and taking

expected values: 
p

r¡--la;r;*o2 (2'5ö)
r=l

where o2 - E{e|} is the error (e¿) variance.

One method of linear prediction analysis involves first estimating the autocor-

relation function, and then solving (2.5a). The direct solution ø: -R-L¡, where the

variables may be interpreted from (2.5a), ie a matrix form of the Wiener Hopf equation

[8a]. Instead of calculating the .R matrix inverse directly to find the LPCs, the Toeplitz

nature of ^R ( szme elements on auy leading diagonal), may be exploited by using a

set of recursive equations known as Levinson-Durbin recursion. (For derivation see, for

example, [Z+] or [22] section 2.a.)

K;
(', * f;=i oï-",-¡)

(2.6ø)

(2.6ö)

(2.6c)

o?1-r

o3: ,o

a';: K;
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"'¡:oi-t + K;oi-|, r< i < t- I

o! -qr-x?)o?_,

(2.6r)

(2.6e)

The equations are solved for increasing predictor orders by repeating (2.0b) to

(2.6e) for ¡ : 1,...p, where øi is the i-th LPC for the n-th order predictor. (Ia future

when the order superscript is omitted for notational simplicity, the assumed order will

be p; the manimum order of the all-pole model") An additional set of rr¿riables occurs

iu these equations: K;, i - l, . . " p are called reflection coefrcients or partial correlation

(PARCOR) coefrcients and are directly related to the iattice structure (see Chapter B).

ar2 is the error power output for the ¡-th order predictor. Approximately p2 + O(p)

multiplications are required for these recursions, compared to O(p3) for direct matrix

inverse solutions.

We may note that the above solution was for a stationary input signal available

for all time. Tbis formulation of linear prediction analysis is called the autocorrelation

method, and generates a Toeplitz .B matrix which enables the basic Levinson recursion

to be used. With a fi.nite number of data points used to generate the autocorrelation

function estimates, this method applies an effective pre and post window to the data"

Alternative methods exist (e.g. ocovariance method') which do not impose this re-

striction, but take more operations to solve. In Chapter 4 some of these methods are

examined in relation to the exact least squares lattice derivation.

2.2 Prediction Error Filters a¡d the LMS Algorithm

We will now consider how the Yule.Walker equations may be solved iteratively,

using an adaptive transvertal filter and a simple algorithm to update the coefficients.

The structure of Figure 1.1 is described by the all-pole model (2.1). As its output is

a prediction error, it is also known as a (forward) Prediction Error Filter (PEF). The

variable coefrcients are frequently called weights. The structure has feedforward paths

only and therefore is an all zero filter. It is, in fact, an inverse ûlter to the all-pole
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generating filter of Figure 2.1; its trausfer function is the reciprocal of that of the signal

synthesis filter. Its zeroe should cancel the poles added by the generating filter, and

in this case its output will be an uncorrelated seguetrce, of power equal to that of the

generating ûlter input.

A simple gradieut algorithm may be derived by considering the partial derivative

of the current error squared with respect to the weights. In (2.3) the derivative of

the expected error squared was used; now if the expectation is dropped, the quantity

!p;e¡ represents the oinstantaneouso rate of change with respect to ø;. Following the

"method of steepest descent" [21], the weight a; is updated by subtracting a small

number multiplied by the current error gradient. This has tbe effect of moving the

weight in a direction opposite that of greatest error increase. Thus the mean square

error should decrease with each iteration during convergence. This is called the Widrow-

Hoff LMS algorithm :

P

(2.7)
i=1

@t,i : at-t,i - ZFeNt-;, i: 1, . .. p (2.8)

where the first equation is simply (2.1) with added time indexes and ø¿,; is the r-th
adaptive coefrcient at time ú. The parameter ¡r is called the adaption constant and

controls both the stability and convergence rate. The great advantage of the LMS

algorithm is its simplicity; only n: 2p multiplications are required per new time sample

to evaluat e (2.7\ and (2.8).

Performance characteristics of the LMS algorithm such as stability, convergence

rate, excess mae and weight vector noise, have beeu widely studied and many analytical

results are av¿ilable. l2r3r4r20l Some of these may be found in Appeudk A, section l.
The terminology used there is slightly different as it aligns closely with [2,3], however

no difficulty should be found in relating it to the more general nomenclature of this

chapter.
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An important conclusion drawn from studies of the LMS algorithm is that the

gtatistics of the input signal have a large effect ou performance; in particular the eigen-

values of the aignal autocorrelation matrix determine stability and convergence speed.

A large spread in eigenvalues implies that a lower adaptiou constant is required to

maintain etabilit¡ long convergence timee for the mean square error (MSE) to reach its

optimum value and possibl¡ bias in the converged weights. As the ratio of mærimum

to minimum eigenvalues is approximately equal to the spectral dynamic range [f], these

problems become more apparent for highly coherent input signals. An interesting ge-

ometric interpretation of the eigenvalue spread is possible. In the p dimension space

formed by the weight errors, i.e. estimated ø; - ideal ø;, the surface of constant mean

square error forms a (hyper)ellipsoid which becomes more elongated (less spherical) as

the eigenvalues diverge, because each ellipsoid a>cis length is related to one eigenvalue

[21]. The method of steepest descent, which moves the weights in the direction of ma>r-

imum error decrease (i.e. perpendicular to the ellipsoid surface), is thus less likely to

point directly towards the origin as the ellipsoid becomes more elongated, and so more

steps will be needed to converge to minimum MSE.

The LMS algorithm is not the only possibility for the adaptive structure of Figure

l.l, although it is the most commonly used. A number of variations on the basic LMS

algorithm exist to further simplify its implementation, for example use of only the error

sign to effect a small constant-size weight change [18], or updating only one weight

instead of p weights in each sampling interval [77]. Alternatively, the technique of

gradient averaging mentioned in Appendix A was found to decrease weight bias aud

numerical accuracy problems. Adaptive algorithms with better performance than the

LMS (for the tranwersal structure) may be obtained by multiplying the second term

in (2.8) by an estimate of the signal autocorrelation matrix inverae; this becomes the

realm of recursive least Bqu:re estimation and Fhst Kalman algorithms, and is mentioned

further in Chapters 4 and 8. Other adaptive algorithms for determining the optimum

weights of a linear combiner have performance inferior to the LMS algorithm, but may
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be ueed on a wider claaa of problems (such aa when the error sigual ie not available,

[83]).

It will be seen in Chapter 3 that many of the difficulties associated with transver-

sal ûlters using the LMS algorithm do not occur with the lattice structures, and this

gives them a significant advantage. The penalty, as usual, is increased algorithm com-

plexity and number of computations. A simulation of the MSE convergence (learning

curve) is included in Figure 3.3 for comparison with lattice results. The mean error pow-

e¡s from tranwersal and lattice filters are plotted from startup, and an abrupt change

in the input signal is included at time ú: 50 (see section 3.2). The superiority of the

lattice filters, both from convergence rate and excees MSE criteria, is evident.

2.3 AII-pole Spectral Eetimatee

The all-pole or autoregreeeive spectral estimate may be derived from (2.2)" Tak-

ing the complex magnitude squared, and substituting z : ei' to evaluate on the unit

circle in the z plane, gives the all-pole spectral estimate:

P(r): lf(et'ì rz - lÛ("i')12')|":ffi (2'e)

The numerator of (2.9) is simply the error power spectrum, which will be a constant

because the output error ig white. Since we are usually only interested in relative po$¡er

spectra rather than absolute, a relative all-pole estimate (following Grifrths [4]), may

be defined:

Q@):+ (2.r0)
ll + Dl=, a¡e-iku¡z

The spectral estimate Q is a function, at any frequency, only of the estimated LPCs.

Bias and variance of the estimate are thus determined by the statistics of the adaptive

ûlter coefficients. In the next section the quality of Q estimates is examined for the

adaptive transversal filter case.

Some general comments about the all-pole spectral estimate are ueeful at this

stage. It has been shown [25] that the all-pole spectral estimate is equivalent to the mÐ(-
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imum entropy method (MEM) of spectral estimatiou for Gaussian random processes.

The latter method was derived by Burg [26] in the late lg60s aa an alternative to con-

ventional (e.g. periodogram) methods. I-u particula¡ it achieved greater resolution than

existing methode. The MEM eeeks to extrapolate the known autocorrelation function

of the sigual so that the entropy of the probability density function is marcimised at

each step. This has been interpreted as imposing the fewest constraints whilst main-

taining consistency with the available data '27,28,231. As indicated by the comments

in section 2.1, this class of spectral estimate is not suited to signals poorly represented

by low-order all-pole models (such as einusoids in appreciable noise). The selection of

model order may be an important consideration, and has been addressed by Akaike

and others [1,23]. Another potential difrculty is that the method does not estimate

relative polvers between different components easily; L¿coss [AZ] has suggested that for

narrowband components the area under spectral peaks is proportional to power, rather

than peak amplitude.

2.4 Spectral Bgfi"nate Statistics for the Adaptive TÌ¡''sversal Filter

The bias and variance of the (relative) all-pole spectral estimate Q(") are anal-

ysed in Appendix A. Expressions are derived for these quantities when the adaptiou

constaut is sufficìently smaJl, and predicted results compared to simulated results with

reasonable agreement. The analysis assumes that under the LMS algorithm the weight

noise components are unbiased, mutually uncorrelated and of equal variance. These

assumptions have been shown to be reasonable [3 (Appendix D), 20,30] if the input

signal dynamic range is not too gleat and the adaption constant is small. A summary

of the results follows:

if A(u) :t * Ë ø¡,e-itcw (2.11)
ß=l

and Á'(t^r) is similarly defined, and producea Q'(ø), using the noisy versiong of ideal

coefficients a¡,

and á(r) - ^ll/l'(') - á(4!1Ì:'Etffil Qlz)
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(i.e. ó is the Dormalised variance of the adaptive predictor transfer function), also if øf,

is equal to the weight variance, then

r) 6(ø) - po2.Q@) (2.13)

2) if ó(r) << t nlQ'll - A = (2a - r)6Q

D{(Q'-q2}-2atQ2
(2.r4)

(2.15)

(2.16)

where
sin pt.l
psinøa(ø) : 1-.'t- cos ((p + l)u + 20A)

A: lÂl¿tot (2.r7)

a function whose range is 0 to 2.

The ma¡cimum bias and variance occur at maximum Q, æ ô is proportional to Q.

However, provided 6(r) << I for all ø, the bias is usually negligible a¡d the normalised

variance is small (i.e. s 26). As d is a function of the adaption constant (Appendix A,

(7))' the analysis enables a suitable value of ¡r to be selected so that spectral estimates

of adequately low bias and variance are obtained.

Situations for which this spectral estimation technique and results might be use-

ful are thoge requiring very frequent on-line spectral estimates, using simple dedicated

hardware with high data rate signals suitable for all-pole modelling. A VLSI signal

processor such as that of Adelaide University's TFB (currently being designed, see Ap-

pendix E), could perform 30 pole modelling, using the LMS algorithm, at over 30 kEz

sampling rates, and periodically provide sets of LPCs to a general purpose micropro-

cessor for spectral estimate calculation and subsequent analysis.

The type of application just outlined would make fairty ineficient use of the data

and thus not be suitable for all situations (e.g. when the data was only locally statiouary
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or limited in duratiou). This is due to the inherent limitation of the LMS algorithm

requiring a low adaption constant (to maintain stability and low weight noise) and thus

loug convergence times. The lattice filter c¿n achieve much better performance and

would thus be preferred. The statistics of the all-pole spectral estimates fnom adaptive

lattices ârê examiued in Chapter 5.
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Chapter I Adaptive Gradient Lattices

This chapter examines the lattice structure and its relation to the Prediction

Error Filters from Chapter 2. Several adaptive gradient algorithms are introduced, their

relative merits discussed and performance examined using simul¿tion results. Existing

studies of convergence are surveyed, and a new method of analysing lattice convergence

is presented. It is shown how this method may be used to predict coeficients and MSE

convergence for a ratrge of input signals, including certain non-stationary signals.

8.1 Lattice Structure

It is useful to review briefly how the lattice structure, shown in Figure 1.2, is

related to the Prediction Error Filter (PEF). The adaptive transversal filter of Figure

1.1 has already been identified as a forward PEF described by (2.7). A backwards PEF

may be similarly constructed; its task is to predict lrpÍromUtt gt-tt...!t-p+t
p-l

rP,t : grp *Ð4rr, (3.1)
r'=0

where ó1, fot i : 0, ...p - l, are the pth order backward prediction coefficients. The 1

step delayed backwa¡d error is actually more useful than ro¡, i.e.

rpt-r: Ð \yr-;-t (3.2)
p

r=0

where ôf is equal to one. The equivalent expression for the forward error is

V:af,-;, ¿:0,...p
3-l

!t-;al
t,

êprt
P

Ð
r'=0

(3.3)

where øfl equals one. The forward and delayed backwards errors are generated by linear

combinations of the same data, lrLt. . . g¿-p. This is depicted in Figure B.l .

For stationary signals the optimum backward prediction coefficients are equal to

the optimum forwa¡d predictor coefrcients in reversed order.

(3.4)
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Fl gure 3.1 Forwar.d 6nd backrtãrd

predíct Í on error fi lters
t

P¡a

vt
t-p- I

bP P [=r)p

tp, t- I

This may be shown by using (S.l) to derive the normal equations following the method

used in Chapter 2. If the resulting set of equations is compared to (Z.Sa) the above

equality is apparent.

The basic lattice structure may now be generated by considering how the n-th
stage forward error may be produced from the preceding stage. Substituting n for p

in (3.3) and using (2.6d) from the Levinson recursion, which relates LPCs of adjacent

orders, we have

ên,t:ioi-'v,-; r Knf oi-lv,-, (s.5)
j=0 ¡'=0

As øf-l is zero, the first term in (3.5) is ên-t,t Using (B.a) and (4.2) the second term

may be rearranged and found equal to Korn-y.¿-1. Thus,

êr,t : ên-L,t * Koro-¡,¿-1

"3 p
p

0

(3.6)

In a similar way, starting from (3.1), the following relation concerning backward errors

f=l)
a Þ

I

T T T T
t-2

p-

a Þ
2

bP

t-t
Pb I
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of consecutive orders may be established:

i¡rl: fn-lrú-l * Knen-t,t (3.7)

These two equations define the n-th stage of a lattice structure Bhown in Figure 1.2.

The p refl.ection coeficients Kr, ... Kp nor,v form the parameters which must be selected

for optimum performance in au adaptive lattice filter, i.e. optimum error minimisation.

From the derivation given above the forward and backward errors propagating along the

lattice are the same as would be found from correspondiug forward and backward PEFs,

assuming optimum coefficients in all cases. The error powers must therefore decrease,

or remain constant, from left to right as the prediction order increases. This is shown

by (2.6e). Note that the above approach to the Iattice derivation assumed stationary

siguals of unlimited duration, with the minimisation being in terms of expected values.

Several other characteristics of lattice filters may be briefly noted. Whereas the

PEF performs a single or global error reduction, the lattice achieves the same result

stage by stage, for successively higher prediction orders, by adjusting each reflection

coefÊcient for optimum etror power decrease from its stage. Successive stages in the

lattice do not effect preceding stages, and so the p-th order lattice contains the optimum

predictors for all orders I to p. The independence of successive lattice stages may be

considered in the following way [SS]. Suppose eo,¿ is available and is y¿ minus the best

linear combination of data y¿-1 to yr-n, (denoted by best LC{yr-t,...y¿-"}). Simitarty

nn,t-r is available and ir yr-o-r minus the best LC {yt-t, . . .yÞnlt. rn,t-r must therefore

represent !t-n-L without those components which may be predicted from y¿-1 to yt-n.

Thus to form er+L,t (y¿ - bestL0{yr-tr...gr-r,-r}), it is sufrcient to take er,,¿ plus a

constant times rn,r-tl this will add the appropriate component due to y¿-rr-r and not

affect the linear combination of the remaining past data s"mples. By similar arguments

the delayed backward etrors are mutually uncorrelated.

The all-pole model filter will be stable if all its poles lie inside the unit circle.

This corresponds to the zeros of the lattice filter, or associated PEFs, lying inside the
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unit circle. A useful condition for stability of the all-pole model ûlter follows from this

[1,351

ll(dl <1 i:l,...p (B.B)

Several alternative lattice forms may be derived with only one multiplier per stage [31].

These do not Beem as useful in continuously updated lattice filters due to the extra

difrculty in updating the modified reflection coefficients. Finally the orthogonality of

the lattice permits a useful factorisation of the inverse autocorrelation matrix, in terms

of upper and lower triangular matrices composed of LPCs of predictor orders I to p

[31,52]. This is used in Chapter 5.

9.2 Gradient Lattice -A.Igorith."s

Having defiued the lattice structure, it remains to determine suitable algorithms

for updating the reflection coefficients after each new data sample. Several solutions to

this problem exist [31,32,33,34] and a number of these are now considered in a uniûed

framework.

The most obvious technique is to minimise the sum of the forwa¡d plus backward

error powers for each stage. If the expected value of e2n,, * ,?,, is differentiated with

respect to Kn, using (3.6) and (3.7), and the result set equal to zero, we have

K _ -28{en-t,trn-t,t-tl,Kn:ffit tu:l'"'P (3'9)

The optimum reflection coefrcient is seen to be a normalized cross-correlation between

the forward and delayed backward errors from the previous stage. Burg's method of

mæcimum entropy analysis (see section 2.3) uses this approach of backward plus forward

error minimisation in a block method; the expectations of (3.9) are replaced by sum-

mations over the available data and the reflection coefficients are generated one stage

at a time.

In a continuously updated lattice a widely used method of estimating Kr,,¿, the

current n-th stage reflection coefrcient, is to estimate the denominator and numerator
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of (3.9) separately. The following equations (following [7]), are e\ãluated for each new

data sample.

l)n,l : ÀUn,¿-l - Zen-¡,¿fn-l,ú-l

l[n,l : )ürn,¿-l * ê2n-lrt * rzn-t,r-t

Kr,t: b. lÐnrt

(3.r0ø)

(3.10ö)

(3.10c)

) is a weighting factor between zero and one whose effect is to forget the influence of

old data and thereby enable adaptive respoDse under non-stationary input signals. The

Ko,¿ update may be rewritten from (3.10):

Ko$: -zDI =, (Àt- i e n- r,ir n- r,i -r) * À, u,,,e

r¿.Z-21= , Àt-i(e2 _r,i I fl_r,i_r) + Àtu)o,o

where u,',s ãDd ür'r,0 are the initial values used in (3.10). This scheme provides one

pole low pass filtering of the denominator and numerator estimates of (B.g). (Other

weighting functions have been used, for example in speech analysis [A].) The value of

À determines the cutoff of this filter; I closer to I indicates more stable, less noisy,

estimates of the expectations because of the large number of samples contributing to
the estimate, however, this is offset by the larger convergence time. Small À implies fast

but relatively noisy response.

Tbking expected values of (3.10a), and assuming stationarity of the predictor

elTorÊ' shows the mean value of u,. equals the numerator of (3.g) multiplied by NúÍ,
where

IN"¡:r_l (3.12)

Similarly for (s.tOb) , N"lf is the number of data samples in a rectangular window which

would give the same mean un and ur,,, assuming stationarity. In addition it is ea^sily

shown that for ) close to !, N"¡¡ is the time constant associated with the exponential

convergence of un and ur,r. Note, however, that /V"¡¡ is not the time constant for ffo,
whose convergence is more complicated and is examined in the next section.
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The exponential weighting defined by (3.10) Ieads to the Bame expression for the

reflection coefrcient (3.11), as a block minimisation of the exponentially weighted error

squared sum, that is if 
.

E,(t): Ð k,¡ + rz.,¡)xr-i (8.18)
j=l

is miuimised with respect to I{n,¿ the result is (3.11), assuming zero inìtial conditions.

Gradient algorithms do not achieve the minimum value oI E"(t) however, except for the

first stage, because all reflection coefficients are being continuously adjusted (and in turn

affecting higher order stages) with each new data sample, rather than by stage by stage

block minimisation. Eence the prediction errors at any given time for the block method

to which (3.13) applies, will not equal those obtained using (3.10). It will be shown that

certain gradient algorithms nevertheless achieve close to the optimum performance in

matry situations. It will also be seen that the exact least squares algorithrrs, whilst stitl

continuously updating the lattice coefficients, achieve their optimum performance by

adjusting the weighting given to each new prediction error, unlike the uniform weighting

used by the gradient lattices.

The algorithm of (3.10) appears to bea¡ little resemblance to the LMS gradient

algorithm of Chapter 2, but the similarity can be shown as follows. Using a similar

"gradieutn approach as previously:

Kn,t -- Kn,t-t - Uak'*"-! 
il")

ôKn,t (3.14)

where B is a small number corresponding to ¡r in (2.8). Evaluating this equation using

(S.6) and (3.7) and neglecting terms io þ2leads to

Knt : Kn,t-r (t - zBlez*-l,c * ,?-r,r-r)) - 4þeo-\¿rn-!,t-r (8.15)

Now if (3.10) is rearranged the reffections coefficient update may be written as

(r'n-r,,* t3-r,r-r) _ 2en-y,¡rn-1,t-l
unrlllJnr.,
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B.Drt
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Thus, if the adaption constant B is made equal to the reciprocal of twice u,,,¿ the

algorithms will be the equivalent except at startup when B will not be very small.

The advantage of the original algorithm is that the eingle parameter À may be chosen

independently of signal power, and allows a clearer interpretation of the exponential

error weighting. This class of adaptive lattice algorithms is sometimes called 'normal-
ized algorithms". They are generally preferred over those algorithms related to (8.15)

[7'36'34], although in some cases, those in the latte¡ class may have some computational

advantages. (For example if B is fixed at some small number in (3.15) no divisions are

required, however a suitable value of B must still be determined fo¡ each stage and

performance would generally be degraded.)

lVe will now consider adaptive algorithms which minimise the forward and back-

ward error Powers separately, rather than as a single sum. This approach leads to two

reflection coeficients per stage as shown in Figure 3.2. Minimising E{el,r} with respect

fo Ki gives

-E{'"- rn-f rr-l )
E{ fl- f ,,-l )

Kf,:

3-7
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Similarly, minimising the backward error power gives

Ki: - E{", -t,rr,n-1,t-l }
E{ -r,r)

G¡odíenl Lottíce Algoithme

(3.18)

So far the denominators of (3.17) and (3.18) have been assumed to be of equal mag-

nitude, eo the reflection coefrcients will be equal. This may not be the case for non-

stationary signals, or during convergence for a stationary signal. Algorithms employing

separate forward and backward reflection coeffi.cients might therefore be expected to

perform better under these conditions.

A potential difficulty with (3.17) and (3.18) is that the reflection coefficients

may be greater than one in magnitude. Ilowever, their product is always less than

or equal to one (by considering their joint second order moments, [38] p.210) so one

of them, at least, must be less than one in magnitude. This leads to the so called

'minimum methodo, in which the smaller is always used. Other possibilities involve

using a generalised mean value of Ki and Ki, whose mean magnitude is always less

than I [eZ]. One of these is the harmonic mean:

(3.1e)

which turas out to be equal to the c¡iterion first considered in (3.9).

In order to test the performance of some of these gradient lattice algorithms,

computer simulations of their operation were conducted using a number of synthetically

generated test signals. The simulation software is described in Appendix B. The gradient

lattice algorithms tested were all of the onormalisedn type. They were: the harmonic

mean algorithm (GRAD-HM) defined by (3.6), (3.7) (with K,,,¿ used in these equations)

and (3.f0); the forward and backward algorithm (GRAD-F*B), using separate reflection

coefrcients for each stage based on estimating (3.l7) and (3.18) as shown below; and

the minimum algorithm (GRAD-MIN), mentioned above.

3-8
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additional correlation updates (c.f. (a.tO))

G¡odient Lottice Algoríthme

(3.20ø)

(3.20å)

(3.20c)

ul,t:À*l,r-r*"?n-t,,

w'o,t: )rl,r-r * /o-r,r-,

u'n,t : ÀoL,r-, - ên-!,tîtt-!,t-L

for GRAD-F+B

K'o,t: a'n,t

,1r,,
(3.21a)

Kl,, - 
u'n,¡

(3.21ö)tf,,,

(and with K'n,, in, (3.6) and Kfi*ln (3.7) )

for GRAD-MIN

KnJ : minimum magnitude {Kl,r, K'r,r} (3.22)

As would be expected from the preceding discussion, the differences in perfor-

mance between these algorithms were small after convergence for stationary signals.

For non-stationary signals some r¡ariations were apparent. With respect to mean square

error nrinimisation, the GRAD-F+B performed best and the GRAD-MIN worst. An

example is shown in Figure 3.3, in which a transversal ûlter LMS algorithm plot is

inclucled for comparison (see Chapter 2). In this test an input signal was generated by

filtering white Gaussian noise in z 2 pole filter whose transfer function changed abruptly

after S0samples. In this uparameter jumpn test the ø1 coefficient (see (2.1) and Figure

2.1 changed from -0.5 to *0.5 at time : 50, while @2 remained fixed at 0.95. Four

stage adaptive filters were used, with ) : 0.95 for the lattices and ¡r - 0.05 for the

LMS algorithm. The plot shows ûnal stage error power averaged in time over 5 samples

and over 25 realisations of the signal. The transversal filter using the LMS algorithm

had slower convergence and greater excess mean square error. The GRAD-F+B reflec-

3-9
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tion coefrcients occasionally exceeded one in magnitude, but this occurrd only during

startup and did Dot Beem to cause any stability problems.

Other perfomance comparisons for these gradieut algorithms based on difterent

criteria are made in the next section and in later chapters. Section 4.3 discusses de-

termination of the predictor coefrcients from the reflection coefficients for gradient and

exact least square lattices.

8.8 Lattice Convergeuce Models

This section ûrst examines existing studies of lattice convergence and shows the

difrculties associated with coneidering multistage cotrvergence. A new method of con-

vetgence aualysis, based otr expoDentially weighted error minimisation as would occur

in a block solution, is applied to the lattice, and its predictions compaxed to simulation

reeulte for several test signals.

Approximate analytical solutions of single stage lattice convergence with station-

ary input signals are possible and several gradient algorithms have been studied [36,7].

By applying a similar technique to that used iu [36] to the harmonic mear algorithm

of the previous section, a¡ instructive result for the ûrst stage reflection coefrcient

convergence is obtained. After taking expected rr¿lues of (3.11) the right hand side ex-

pectation may be simplified if certain assumptions are made. Although the numerator

and denominator are both ra¡dom variables, if À is close to I and t large, the onoiseo on

each term becomes small compared to its mean value; furthermore, assuming statiouary

inputs ên-L,t alrd ro-1,¿-1 we have

D{K",¡l s -28{e"-1.lrn-t,r-l } I À'-i) * )'u,.,0
(3.23)

D{¿2"-tl t t]-r,r-r} , Àr-e¡ * l,u,o,o

The meau track of the reflections coefrcient is given by the ratio of two expo-

nential decaye. Deûning the "time constanto r as the number ef sarnples to move from

3-10
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its initial value, Knp, to (1 - e-l) of the distance towards its final value Kr,,-, i.e

Kn,o: v''o
. l0nr9

(3.zaa)

(3.24ö)

(s.zac)Kn,, : K,',o * (l - r-l)( Kn,* - K",o)

Ieads to the result

(3.25)

If the initial value uo,s is zero the predicted time constant is zero. This obviously can

not happen in practice, and is due to a breakdown in the assumptions leading to (3.23),

however it does indicate that the single stage startup convergence from zero initial
conditions will be fast.

Now consider the case if the lattìce stage had converged by ú ( 0, and at ú - 0

the crosscorrelation E{en-y,¿rn-1,¿-l} changed but the error power remained constant.

From (3.25) and (3.12) the time constant would be N"¡¡. Thus for this situation the

convergence time is easily predicted, however, with non-constant error powers, the con-

vergence may be severely effected. This is illustrated in Figure 3.4. The mean K1,¿ track

is shown for two signals, both generated from a one pole filter using the 'parameter
jumPn method again. At ú : 150 the a1 coefficients in both cases changed from 0.975

to .9; normally this would reduce the power of the output signal but in the second case

the signal was multiplied by a gain factor to keep its power constant. The effect on K1

convergence is clearly seen and agrees reasonably with the predicted r from (3.25).

We may note in passing that if the convergence derivation used above is applied

to the GRAD-F+B algorithm, the result is essentially the same. GRAD-F+B could be

expected to show similar performauce to GRAD-EM when the assumptions used above

are valid i.e. ) close to l, large t. Eowever, during startup these arguments can not

be applied; if expressions for K[ and Kf are written out for the first few samples, it
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is seen that they can be quite different. Thus the diferences between GRAD-HM and

GRAD-F+B should be most noticeable at startup or lo$' ) . This is substantiated by

Figure 3.4.

Multistage Convergence

The previous analysis of siugle stage lattice convergence caunot be easily ex-

tended to the multistage lattice due to the non-stationarity of the backward and for-

ward e¡ror signals into each stage" During convergence all stages adjust simultaneously

and independently without waiting for preceding stages outputs to stabilize. Several

stages might adapt initially to the dominant spectral compoûent of a sigual, then as the

crþss-correlations between backward and forward errors change, so high order stages

will readjust their reflection coefficients. The reflection coefficient tracks may therefore

exhibit interesting changes of directions and revereals during coDvergence. The action

of successive stages reaching their optÍmum stat6 has been called udecouplingS in [7J.

The output error power v¿riations during convergence of a multistage lattice

aPpear to be even more difficult to analyse than reû.ection coefrcient tracks. Since all

stages of the lattice will influence the final stage error and will attempt to miuimise

their outputs in the best way at any particular time, the MSE time constant would

be expected to be shorter than that of individual reflection coefrcients. However, each

stage is constrained by its omemoryo of past inputs (as determined by u,. and ur, for

GRAD-EM) so there is much scope for variation. For exa,mple, the MSE plots of Figure

3.3 were produced for ¿ 2 pole signal into 4 stage lattice ûlters. i.e. the last two stages

would normally be unnecessary. Eowever, after the step change in statistics of the input

signal, the last two stages, with effectively zero initial conditions, responded very fasi.

Figure 3.5 shows an expanded plot of the MSE response for 4 stage compared to 2 stage

lattice (GRAD-F*B) for the same signal: the former removed most of the excess rise

in only 3 samples, although NdÍ :20.

Honig and Messerschmitt [36,37] have developed a recursive method of multistage

3-t4
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lattice convergence aualysis which, while not producing analytical solutions, does allow

prediction of mean reflection coeff.cients and error power as a function of time. They

assume in part, that the onoise' on preceding reflection coeficients has no effect ou

the mean track of Kn,¿. Their method involves calculating the error cross-correlation

and power for each stage as a function of time, from which the evolution of the next

reflection coefrcient may be calculated. Then, by considering a set of time varying

forward and backward predictors, the output error statistics may be deduced.

A new method is now presented which appears to achieve comparable perfor-

rnãncêr while being considerably simpler and less computationally expensive. The evo-

lution of adaptive lattice coefficients is difficult to analyse because of the inherent adap-

tivity, and hence nonstationarit¡ of the lattice. However the optimum lattices (Exact

Least Square forms, see next chapter) give solutions equal to those of the block methods
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if they operate over the same data and use the same error weighting functioa. Gradient

Iattices achieve a some\ryhat suboptimum solution, as already noted. Assuming optimum

performance, at any time the lattice coefrcients may be predicted by considering tbe

appropriate block solution. It will be eeen that this may also be achieved if the data is

non-stationary. This process may be repeated to obtain solutions at times of interest.

Assume we wish to find the coefrcients ø1, ...ap at time ú for a btock solution,

to minimise

e(t):\"?r,xt'-k
ß=0

(3.26ø)

(3.26b)

using (3.3) and rearranging leads to

PP
e(t) : ÐÐ,"i"|

d=0 j=0

and taking expected values

[Ð*-,ro-,^'-n]

PP
minimise E{e(t)) : t | "7",try1;, ¡¡ (3.27ø)

i=0 j=Q

where
t

RiU,i):DE{y*-;y*-j}),-ß, 0(d,i <p (s.zzb)
ß=0

If an expression can be found for the "composite' autocorrelation RiU, j), which is

a function at any time t of the (non-stationary) autocorrelation Æ(h - i,k - j) :
E{y*-;yr-;}, then (3.272) can be evaluated using auy of the standard block methods.

When this expression is, to a good approximation, a function of lr - jl then (3.27a)

can be solved efrciently by the Levinson recursion, (2.6). Two such cases are now

considered.

Case I

Assume that the statistics of the input signal change suddenly at time s, 0 (
s ( ú and the autoco¡relation is knowu before and after s. Then

ealpt
ryG,i)--Dr!-¡ÀI-k+ Ð t{rn-;vr-¡}À'-ß+ D /!-¡À'-r (s.ze)

/c=0 È=a*l ß=e*P*l
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where

sume

aJr2

ß=¡*l

¡':0
i:1
i:2

i:o
2/¿

4
0

r';-i: E{Y*-;Y*-¡)

r!-i: E{Yr-;Yn-¡}

lc(s, 0(d,i<p
¡t> s*max[r,j], 0(d, j <p

Loltice Conoergencc Modele

(3.2eø)

(3.2eä)

/ a¡d /t ¿re the stationary autocorrelation functions for y¿ before and after time s, and

both are functions only of lag lr - f l. The middle term in (3.27) occurs in the 'overlap'

region where the statistics of !¿ are chauging. Assuming that the samples on either side

of the step change are uncorrelated, the overlap contribution may be approximated as

follows. Those terms straddling the step change have no contribution, i.e. E{g^yn) : O

when fr ) st n ( s or m 1 s, n ) s. This leads to the lower order lagsfrom the overlap

term having more effect as they straddle the step change less frequently, e.g. considering

the overlap term contributions in a second order case,

Ð ø{u*-;et -¡)

j:r j:2
r'/ 0

d+/o 4
lL 2/o

A triangular weighting as a fuuctiou of lag lr-71 may be observed in this example,

plus the non-Toeplitz structure of the overlap autocorrelation contribution. However,

the overlap contribution may be approximated by a Toeplitz autocorrelation if we as-

a+P I r\ -.+ d' -.\
__ì,ø{vr-;v*-rl* l#)tr-li-tl) (8.80)

Furthermore, assumìng that the exponential weighting in the overlap ter¡n is approxi-

mately constant, (3.28) becomes

Ri(;,j):)t_a(#)',_,-+(p_l;_il)À,_,_'-(#)*,

3-r7
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(3.31) is a function of lag only and so allows the Levinson recursion to solve (3.27a)

efrciently. Linear prediction coefrcients and reflection coefrcients may the¡efore be pre-

dicted as a function of time, kuowing the autocorrelation functions r' and /'. Although

the method uses a number of assumptions, most of these involve the overlap term which

will be relatively small if p is small compared to ÀLll.

Good agreement between simulations and predicted results have been found for

a range of signal types. An exa^rnple is shown in Figure 3.6. In this case, a sinusoid

was added to white noise and at sample 400 its frequency and amplitude were suddenly

changed (including random phase jo*p). The autocomelations / and /' were calculated

by

r;:o?6(i)*+cos(znifn) 0s¡sp (3.32)

where o2" is the white noise power, ø the sinusoid amplitude and /, is the sinusoid

normalised frequency (0 < t" < 0.5). The mean reflection coefrcient tracks Kg and
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I{6 from a simulation using 25 realisations of the signal are shown, plus the predicted

tracks using the method above. See section 4.4 for details of oract least square lattice

performance for this test.

Case 2

An alternative class of signals may be considered if we assume that the (non-

stationary) autocorrelation functiou is a continuous function of time which may be

approximated by an m-th degree polynomial for each lag

D{yr-;V*-i} : co,l;-il * cr,l;-¡l k + . . . c*,li-ilk^ (3.33)

This method obviously requires the autocorrelation to be a relatively (smooth" function
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of time; aD e>(ample is considered shortly. When (3.33) is substituted into (3.27):

m

ni(i,i) - D cn,lí-1.lsn,t (3.34)
¡=0

t
where Sn,! : ! r"¡,-* (3.85)

Ë=0

A recursive expressiou for ,S¡,¿ wâsl derived by * extension of the usual method of

summing geometric series. The result is

Sn,¿ : r"-À,-Di;'(ixs"-; ,¿-t"-') - 50,¿-t + I
(3.36)r-)

where So,r
1 _ ¡t+l
1-À

Using these results and knowing the polynomial coefficientl cn,;, the acomposite' auto-

correlation RtG - l) may be determined at different times and the Levinson recursion

employed to produce parameter estimates as the lattice tracks a non-stationary signal.

An ercample of the case 2 situation is the study of lattice response to a 'random

chirpo signal. A two pole filter was used to filter white Gaussian noise as previously

described, orcept that in this case the o1 coefrcient was made a linear function of time,

and ø2 remained constant.

or(ú) :b+ct (3.38)

The values of constants ó and c were chosen so that the power of the chirp remained

approximately constant over the analysis interval, for reasons explained later. To deter-

mine the autocorrelation function of the signal, consider the generating filter of Figure

2.t.

et : gr * øtyt-t * øzy¿-z (3.39)

Now, e¿ is uncorrelated with y¿-1 and y¿-2, so multiplying by y¿-1, taking expected

values and assuming, as before, the autocorrelation function ie a smooth, slowly changing

function of time, Ieads to
tr(ú) : -or(t)

l*ø2
3-20
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r1(ú):++=-"'ot (3.41)l*ø2' l*øz
The polynomial coefficients c0,0r c¡,1, ârd c1,1 of (3.33) are thus identified and for this

simple case the .K1,¿ solution to (3.26) is easily found to be:

KL,.ñH+(r+"r#F)
(This sanie result was first derived by considering the behaviour o!. Kl for the GRAD-

HM gradient algorithm for the speciûed signal using (3.23), with constant power as-

sumption for simplicity. With this direct approach, however, the analysis soon becomes

difrcult, even for Kz in this example.) In more complex oramples this simplification is

uot possible, but prediction of LPCs or reflection coefficients is possible via a computer

program evaluation of (e.sn) - (3.37) followed by efficient solution of (3.27a). These

computations would be made for each time the predictions are required.
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Figure 3.7 showe the simulated and predicted mean K1 tracks for the random

chirp signal. The "ideal? K\t , using only the current autocorrelations -r1(ú)/rs from

(3.40), and not a composite of past estimates, is also shown. After startup transients

the lag between thie ideal K1,¿ and the mean latticete K1,¡ tends to a constant, as shown

by comparing the ûret terms of (3.a1) and (3.a2).

For both case I and case 2, the MSE output may also be predicted as a function

of time. Although the Levinson recursion is used to solve (3.26), the error power ør2 from

(2.6e) can not be used in the present case, because the scompositet autocorrelation .Bf

is not equal to the signal autocorrelation at time ú. Put another way, the lattice error,

while achieving the specification of minimising the ocponentially weighted sum, is not

necessarily orthogonal to the data at any given time, so the usual error formulas can

not be used. However, from (3.3):

PP
E{ef,,) - Dlae,aJ&G,i) (3.43)

d=0 j=0

Thus, at each prediction time, t, after the LPCs have been determined by solv-

ing (3.27a), the mean error power may be found from (3.43) using the current signal

autocorrelation R (i,i). Figure 3.8 shows the 6th stage mean forward error power for

the siuusoid jump in noise example (Figure 3.6). The chief differences between the

predicted a¡d simulation resulte are due to the predicted values applying to diecrete

times (i.e. ú:360,370,...750), but the simulatiou software again giving an ensemble

and time average, the latter fo¡ flnal stage error squared from f : 361 to f : 380,

381 - 400,. ..74t - 760.

. This section has demonstrated that when the adaptive lattice gives close to op-

timum least square results, its mean coefficient response to the (well-behaved) tran-

sient and nonstationary signals coneidered here, may be readily predicted by usiug the

appropriately weighted input sigual statistics. Other characteristics of the coefrcient

response, such as variance, would be much harder to analyse under these nonstationary
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conditions. The convergence model presented above is implemented, for the two cases

considered, in program TRACKS (see Appendix B). Chapter I summarises some of the

results from this chapter.
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Chapter 4 Exact Least Square Lattices

This chapter er(âmines time recursive, optimum least square error solutions to the

all-pole modelling problem for time series. In particular, the recently derived "Exact'
Least Square (ELS) lattice algorithms a¡e considered, and compared to the gradient

lattices analysed in Chapter 3, from several points of view.

4.1 Recursive Leagt Square Eetimation Methods

The ûeld of linear least squares estimation is very broad; some indication of this

is that although the techuique was first used by Gauss to predict the motiots of heavenly

bodies, important advances are still being made. In order to put the ELS lattices into

perspective, this eection Burveys a subfield relevant to discrete-time recursive solutions

for time series all-pole models. Reviews of recent advances in this and related areas are

given in [43,59 appendix 2].

The aim, again, is to minimise the prediction error squared from an all-pole

model of the time series. Whereas this was done in Chapter 3 by a stochastic approach

(i.e. taking expected values and solving a set of linear equations involving second order

gtatistice of the signal), the present technique minimises the square error directly using

the given data. The one dimensional case is considered here, but may be octended to

handle a vector of data at eaù sampling instant , instead of a scalar observation (e.g.

see [tO,O]). If data samples y, to U are av¿ilable, a suitable objective is :

minimise V,t: D e?¡ (a.lø)
k=e*p

p

where eh: yrc + D ø;yk-; (4.1ä)
i=l

Thig formulation makes no assumptions about the data outeide the given region, and ie
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usually called the covariance method. In matrix notation (4.1) becomes

9t
9c*l

!t-p
(a.2ø)

(4.2b)

(a.2c)

(a.3ø)

(4.3ü)

(a.3c)

or

(using notatiou similar to [to] where the first of the 3 subscripts, if present, indicates the

number of columns, and the last two the range of data on which the quantity depends.)

solving (a.t) by differentiation leads to a set of norrnal equations :

Ecl : Ye+p,r * Yp,c,t-lAa,t

Vc,t: ET,tEr,¿

R2,r,r-L A, ¡ : -Yf,r,r-tYe tp,t

where \,e,r-L : Yf,,r,r-tYp,r,t-t

so AeJ: -Rn,!,r_{f,,r,t_LYa*p,t

where -B-l may be a generalised matrix inverse if Rv,c,t-r is singular [I0]. Obviously

these equations parallel those of Chapter 2, and specifically (a.ea) reduces to (2.5a), us-

ing estimated autocorrelations in the latter, under the "autocorrelation, or pre and post

windowed case. Here it is assumed the data is zero outside the interval ga*p-rt . . . gr_pt

and the error squared sum to be minimìsed is the same as above. In this situation the

data matrix Yp,a,t-L has triangular regions of zeros in the upper right and lower left

cornersr resulting iu the sample covariance matrix having a Toeplitz structure. The

prewindowed case is also of interest; usually it is assumed that the data samples ys to

!¿ a;r.e available, and that gr : 0 for ,t < 0 (thus s - -p). This, like the covariance (no

windows) situation leads to non-Toeplitz covariance matrices, which nevertheless have

special properties.

Block methods solve (4.3c) by exploiting the Toeplitz or allied properties of

the sample covariance matrix, e.g. Levinson recursion (see Chapter 2), fast Cholesþ
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f¿ctorisation [61,60,12]. Our interest is with time recursive methods, which update the

estimate of. Ar,¡, or Bome other parameterisation of the optimum predictor, as each

new data point becomes available. The conventional way of doing this uses a matrix

inveneion result, which avoids recalculating the new inverse at each time siep by using

a sequence of multiplications and scalar divisions in O(pz) operations. (See Chapter 7

of [a0], or [a5] for a good description of this method and its extensions).

Two "fasto methods of recurgive LS estimation have recently been derived by

Morf and others, which use only O(p) operations per time step [lt,O2]. Because of

the similarity of the first of these methods to Kalman filtering [63,59], this class of

algorithms has been called "fast Kalman' algorithms. They implement tbe recursive

LS solution in a tapped delay line form, whereas those in the second group use the lattice

structure (Exact Least Square (ELS), or simply Least Square (LS), lattice algorithms).

An important difference between these two is that the fo¡mer methods provide the

solution at each time step for a given order predictor, whereas the latter eolve for

increasing predictor orders, from 1 to p at each time. The lattice methods therefore

include update equations for both time andorder. They appear to have some advantages

over fast Kalman algorithms (e.g. uormalised algorithm forms, solution for all predictor

orders) and will now be considered in more detail.

4.2 Ebcact Least Square Lattice Algorithms

The ELS lattice algorithms were first derived by partitioning the covariance ma-

trix (e.g. see [43 appendix B]). A linear algebra approach using projection operators was

then suggested by Shensa [+Z], and has been useful'for insight into how the algorithms

operate and the introduction of normalised versions. The projectiou, or geometric,

deriv¿tion of ELS algorithms is lengthy and may be found in [6,10,47,51]. An overview

of the method follows. Substituting (a.3c) into (4.2b) gives

Drt : (I - Yp,",t-rLp,l,t_{f,,",t-t)Yr+p,t (1.+a\

- (f - Pp,",t-r\Yr¡p,¡ (4.4b)
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where the matrix Pp,a,t-L is called a projection operator.

Pp, c,t - L : Yp,, ¡ - | (Yf,,r,t - tYp, r. t - t ) - 
I Yp, r,t - t (4.5)

If Yc+p,. is considered to be a vector of current data samples, then the columns of Yp,a,ú-l

are delayed (shifted) vectors of data, whose delays range from I to p sampling times.

They span a vector Bubapace called the "subspace of past observationgo. The elements

of the sample covariance matrix in (a.3b) correspond to va¡ious inner products between

these delayed vectors. The function of Pp,c,t-rt which from (4.5) is composed only of

delayed data vectors, is to project the cunent data vector Yc+p,t onto the subspace of

past observations. The projection in (4.4b), (I - Pp,a,t-r), maps current data vectors

onto a subspace orthogonal to that spanned by past data vectors. Er,r, the forward

error vector, therefore represents that component of Yr¡e,¿ which can not be derived

from liuear combinations of past data vectors.

Time and order update expressions for the projection operators may be derived

in the prewindowed [6] and covariance [10] cases. The prewindowed order updates, for

example, result from splitting subspaces into non-intersecting components (orthogonal

decomposition). Thus as the forward error vector is orthogoual to the subspace of past

observatious, the subspace spauned by current and delayed data vectors is equal to the

direct sum of the subspace spanned by past obsen¡ations and that spanned by the error

vector. This gives an order update for the projection operator, which may be applied

to the current data vector resulting in (after taking most recent components) :

ên,r : ên-!tt+ -A"J-f¡-trr-l (4,6)
lÙn-1,t-1

where An,¿ is the partial autocorrelation between the current data vector projected onto

the (n-l)th order subspace of past observations and the n-th delayed data vector, and

ÆI-r,r-r is the scaled (n-l)th order backward error covariance at time ú-1. Com-

paring this to (3.6) indicates part of the lattice structure, and identifies the quantity

corresponding to tbe reflection coefrcient -Ko,¿. A similar ELS relation exists for ro,¿.
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Time update formulas give updates for the partial autocorrelations A,r,¿. It
trauspires that the time updates contain gain terms which represent the amount of

new information in the current data sample (the 'angleo between the subspace of past

observatione and that spanned by past ønd, current data [6]). These gains are not

present iu the gradient algorithms, and account for the principal difference between the

two (see section 4.3).

The time updates in the prewindowed case may be easily modified for the expo-

nential weighting previously eDcountered. This allows adaptive ræponse to time varying

data, and achieves, (c.f. (a.ta) )

Ð"nÀ'-rrnlntmum
ls=0

The ) weighting corresponds to a change in the inner product deûnition on the vector

BPace f6,471, i.e. if X and Y are two (t+1) dimensional vectors, with components ø; and

y;, then the inner product is

(4.7)
È=0

I¡ the covariance ca^se a rectangular weighting nsliding memoryt echeme is more appro-

priate for removing the effect of old data. As each new data sa,rnple becomes ¿vailable

both t and s in (a.fa) are incremented by I and the optimum LS solution updated.

Normalised versions of the ELS lattice algorithms a¡e available for the prewin-

dowed and covariance cases. Surprisingly, the normalised forms are often simpler in

terms of their number of operations than their unnormalised counterparts. The nor-

malised prewindowed ELS algorithm uses only three update equations per time step

(compared to about 3 times this many in the unnormalised form). This simplification

is due to the normalisation being more than just magnitude adjustments; an 'angleo

normalisation is included which eliminates several variables altogether and leads to a
remarkably simple algorithm [6]. The normalised algorithms are enpected to have better

< XY >r: D x;y;\¿-k, 0 < ) < I
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Y¿ "o,t

Exoct Leoot Sqvare Latlíce Algorithme

Flgure 4.1 ELS unnorrnallsed preHlndoxed

lattice fi lter

+ B P't
Bn-1 rt

K8nrt

KTfìr t

rn-1,1-l *

( n-th etage )

B.nrt
+

+tort-1 n prt-1

|. "nrt-1nrt

Performatrce for finite word length arithmetic implementations due to the error magni-

tudes remaining approximately constant from input to output. Two potential difrculties

exist for the normalised forms. ID some applications (e.g. adaptive prewhitening) the

unnormalised e¡ror output is required, and secondly, square root operations are required

in all update formulas. The latter aspect can be overcome with a class of bit recursive

algorithms ( CORDIC [64,65]), which enable the evaluation of certain transcendental

functions, including Bquare roots, as efficiently as multiplications. (Another advantage

of the unnormalised ELS forms ie the presence of the octra gain terms, which will be

discussed shortly. These have been used directly in some applications, e.g. [f6].)

The unnormalised prewindowed ELS algorithm ie now given. It witt be deuoted

ELS-UP. Its normalised version (ELS-NP) is given in Appendix C, plus the normalised

cor¡ariance ELS algorithm (ELS-NC) and some sx'.mples of their performance. Other

implementation details may be fouud in Appendix B. Figure 4.1 shows the lattice struc-

ture of ELS-UP, which also applies to GRAD-F+B.
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thenforn:ltop

I¡itialisation (for each new sample y¿)

Exoct Leoú Sqtorc Lotlice Algorílhmt

(a.8o)

(4.8b)

(a.8c)

€0,¿ : îo,t: lt
R|,t: 4,.: ÀÆ6,r-r * yl

'l3l: I

4n-lrtln-L,t-L
A¿,, : lArr,¿-t

Kl,¿:

Rl_\,
ênl: ên-L,t * K|Jrn-t,t-t

rnrl: f'¿-lr!-l * K"n,¿eo-yr¡

R'o,t: Rl-\, - Kl,tÃ,.,¿

R'n,t: R'n-t,t - Kl,tÀo,t
ô'.t

"13,t-t: ú-\t-r - '¡-1'l-1
lÍ-r,¿-r

Kl,,

(a.eø)

(4.eb)

(a.ec)

(4.ed)

(a.ee)

(4.e/)

(t.gs\

(4.er¿)

.8" and -Bt are the forward and backward error covariances respectively. They are

scaled, e.g. R: is approximately p{r?} times (t - ¡¡-t during steady state operation,

the latter factor beiug the effective number of data garnples involved. The 'y" terms are

the additional gain factors previously alluded to and can be shown to lie between 0 and

1. Morf and Lee have emphasised their connection to the log likelibood function [51].

They show that'if the data samples W to !çp (assumed Gaussian) are rcpresentative of

the sample covaúauce matrix ^B (which is implicit in the reflection coefrcient values),

then the joint probability distributiou of y¿ to gr-p is ma:rimised by the .y" terms being

close to unity. If this is not the case the small values of thes€ gain terms cause large

updates in (4.9a), and thus rapid adaption to the new data.

A simple non-probabilistic interpretation of these terms is also possible from
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(4.9h). Uuder steady state, couverged conditions the second term in (4.9h) will be

approximately I - I . The backward error covariance, from a time update perspective,

containg the past history of many errors and will usually be slow to change. A sudden

change in the input etatieticg however may cause backward errore to increase greatly

within a few samples, thereby making 'yc terms much smaller and so rapidly updating

the partial autocorrelations.

Finally note that the ELS-UP algorithm as displayed in (a.9) has been written in

a form consistent with preceding chapters and most suitable for comparison with gradi-

ent algorithms. Some subscripts, time indices and signs differ from existing references

[51,6,12], which also have differences between themselves.

1.3 Dete¡mination of the LPCg

In some adaptive lattice applications (e.g. all-pole spectral estimation) it is

necessary to determine the optimum Linear Prediction CoefÊcieuts from the lattice.

$pically this might be required at some submultiple of the sampling rate. For the

standard gradient lattices the procedure is straightforward. To obtain the forward

LPCs (i.e. the coefrcients in (3.3) resulting in minimum MSE) the impulse response

of the lattice, from input to forward error output, is required. (Recall that the ûnal

stage forward error ep,r fiom the lattice is the same as that from a p-th order forward

PEF, therefore their transfer functions and impulse responses are the same.) If the

impulse is applied at t :0, then the final stage error output at t : I (ep,r ) will be

a{, similarly ep,z : aPz etc. The LPCs for any order may be obtained, of course, by

using the appropriate number of lattice stages. The öf, for i : 0,...p may be similarly

obtained from the backwa¡d error output impulse response (using the curre¿t last stage

backward error i.e. rp,r), and will equal the ø! in reverse order (see 3.a). This procedure

is equivalent to using two equations of the Levinson recursion, (2.6c) and (Z.Od), to

obtain the LPCs for successively higher orders.

The two reflection coefrcients per stage gradient lattice, GRAD-F+B, was pro-
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duced by augmenting the standard lattice etructure to minimise the backward and

forward error powers separately, and in so doing the nonstationary response was im-

proved ( section 3.2). In this case the upper/ lower trangfer function represents the

best (estimated) whitening ûlter for the forward/ backward predictor. The a; and ö;

so obtained will uot, in general, be equal, although they will asyrnptotically converge

for etationary signals and ) : 1. Thie process for finding the predictor coeficients ie

described by a generalised version of (2.6c) and (2.0d) :

repeatform-ltop

forn-1,...m-l

ø#: K'^

bi:Kh

bT :bf;;/ + Kio|-t
øT:oi-L+Ki"bi:l

(4.10ø)

(4.10ó)

(+.toc)

(4.lod)

For the ELS lattices the solution for the optimum LPCs is obtaiued via the m¿th-

ematics of the projection operator deriv¿tion (e.g. [f Z,f0]) and is not as straightfonivard

as the gradient cases. The result for ELS-UP lattice is shown in Figure 4.2. The impulse

response from the top output gives the øf, for d: Or...p, while that from the middle

output gives the ö1, fot r' : 0, . . . p. This ûlter may be viewed as an augmeuted lattice,

with the extra scorrectiono terms (from the bottom line) a function, in part, of the

backward e¡Torg in the lattice at the specified time. Thie filter has been called the noc-

act whitening ûltef because it allows determination of the ocact (optimum) predictor

coefrcients at time t. Assuming lattice startup al t :0, as data passes through the lat-

tice the correction terms in the exact whiteniug ûlter become progressiveþ smaller (at

least in the I : I situation) as the error cova¡iance increases. Asymptotically therefore

these terms have no effect on the optimum LPCe. Other forms of the exact whitening
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lnput =l of T=0

=0 at T=0

0

-rn-t,t 'Rl-t,t

-rn-t,t 'ÚÏ-t,t

Comporícot of Grtdient o¡d ELS latlíceo

Figure 4.2 Exact rvhitening f i lter for ELS

unnorma I ised prewindowed lattice (ELS-UP)

+

*1,.

*1,.'

+ "3
0or

at T=0

etc.
J=at I

+

+

+ b3

bT

at T=0

¡t T=l

gtc.

+

n-th atager n=1 r.. Þ

ûlters exist (e.g. see [9]), but that shown in Figure 4.2 is convenient as all quantities

required may be extracted from the adaptive ûlter at one time.

Friedlander [12] has suggested an alternative method of ûnding the approfmate

LPCg for ELS lattices. This a¡nounts to not using the bottom line correction terms in the

whitening ûlter. As this so called lrozen' method would probably perform somewhere

between ELS and gradient algorithms, with the degradation from ELS performance

difrcult to predict, it is not used in the examples which follow, although the facility is

available in the simulation software.

1.1 Comparigon of Gradient and ELS latticee

This sectiou will ûrst examine the gradient forward and backward (GRAD-F+B)

and Exact Least Squares unnormalised prewindowed (EIS-UP) algorithms, and ehow
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they are the same but for the 'y" terms. This agreea with the conclueione of Medaugh

and Gri6the [a9], where a different version of the gradient algorithm was used and

additional assumptione were required.

Rewriting (3.20) and (3.21)

I(f,,t:

L - ên-Lrtfn-l,r-l
(4.11)Àr1,,-r * 4-\r_t

this may be arranged to give

ulr,¿-t €n-l,t rn-l

u'orl

w"rt

Àlr,r-

KI,t : ffI,,-rÀ

Kl,,K¡l:

,l-l (4.12)

(a.13a)

(4.13ó)

(4.13d)

(4.rse)

so

u'oJ u'r/
K o,t : \R o,t-t - ên-L,t1¡-l,t-l

.1,,,

ên,l : ên-l,t * Klrr¿ro-1,¿-1

l¡,! : rn-lrt-l * Kf,,¿en-¡¡

where

By similar operations on the other gradient reflection coefficient, the same result (a.l3a)

is achieved with

K*,¡: KÍ,twl,t (a.l3c)

Rewriting the error updates:

That part of the gradient algorithm represented by ( .l3a) to (a.l3e) is therefore the

s¡une as the ELS counterpart, (a.9a) to (a.9e) if the ELS .y" termg are unity. The

variablee which are not cornmon correspond as follows:

variable GRAD DLS

partial autocorrelation Rn,¿ Ao,r

forward error covariance ,1,, Rl_r,,

backward error cor¡ariance .'n,, Æl_t,r_t
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(The difference in subscripts here is due to slightly different definitions of the quantities

concerned, arisiug from the separate derivations of the two algorith-".) Now considering

the error covaria¡ce updates, tbe ELS equations are order updates ((4.9f) and (a.9g)),

whereas the gradient solution uees time updates ((3.20a) and (3.ZOb)). Time updates do

exist in the former case but are not usually employed as additional computations would

be involved. lVhen time updates for.B" and .B' are ocamiued ([6], equations (Sla) and

(54b) ) *d tranglated via the above table, they are the same as the gradient ûpdates

in (3.20) (again assuming f terms are unity).

Some performance and implementation comparisons between previously consid-

ered exponentially weighted adaptive lattice algorithms are now presented. Simulation

results for mean square error output and estimated filter parameters are given for a

range of input signals, and compared to predicted results from the model presented

iu Chapter 3 where appropriate. Other statistics of the parameter estimates, such as

their variance, are also of interest and are considered with respect to all-pole spectral

estimation in Chapter 5.

Coneider first the tone jump test from Chapter 3, with results for some mean

reflection coeffi.cients plotted in Figures 3.6a and 3.6b. These plots were for the GRAD-

F+B algorithm. The simulation results for both GRAD-F+B and ELS-UP algorithms,

using the same conditions and realizations of the data, were so close for the mean 3rd

reflection coefficient (K$ and Kfr were recorded in fact) that they were indistinguishable

from that shown in Figure 3.6a. For the mean 6th reflection coeficient the differences

in simulation results could just be seen; at the tuning point of < K6 ) in Figure 3.6b

the GRAD-F+B result was about 3% greater than EIS-UP (GRAD-HM was about 5%

greater than ELS-UP). F'igure 3.8 shows the mean error output for this test. Compared

to GRAD-F+B the ELS-UP error was actually 2% higher! GRAD-EM was l4Yo larger

than GRAD-F+B.

Figure 4.3 shows the MSE output comparison with ûner resolution in time than
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MSE output
0.60

0.qg

0.36

0.24

0.12

Comporircn ol G'ro,díenl ond ELS lotticee

Flgure 4.3 llSE coaparlaon for .paraneter Ju¡p, teet
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GR,\t)-l{1

6RÂtÌ-F+g

ELS-LF

alt ) = -.5
a(l ) = i.5
al2) = .95

col ld (upper I

daehed

col ld ( lorer )

ts50
t>50

t=50 lcnbtic = .95 p = q 50 overagee

6.90

the preceding example. It used the same conditions as in Figure 3.5, namely a two

pole signal with aparameter jumpo at time ú : 50 (see section 3.3). Four stage lattices

were used in thie test. Once again the ELS-UP and GRAD-F+B results are almost

identical, with the latter being slightly superior. The GRAD-HM has a significantly

higher forward error power transìent following the step change.

The mean tracks of two LPCs are shown in Figure 4.4 for the seme simulation

conditions. The LPC estimates were derived using the whitening ûlters from section 4.3,

at intervals of 5 samples. The predicted tracks, according to the model from Chapter

3, are also shown, and agree well with the simulated results. The GRAD-F+B and

ELS-UP exhibit very similar behaviour, except withiu the fi.rst few samples, where they

both give initially erratic estimates, as expected.

The examples presented so far have indicated little difference in MSE output or

5.20 5.60
Sanp I e Nurrber

6.00 6.40Íx 10111 )
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parameter estimates for the ELS algorithm and its closest gradient counterpart. This

coincidee with the analysis of the previous section, considering that the .¡" terms will be

almost unity. Some similar results have beeu reported by Medaugh and Griffiths [49,501

with a slightly different gradient algorithm, under these "well behavedo conditions. the
marginally higber ELS-UP transient error was not expected however.

Siguificant differenceg in the above two algorithmg are most notable when consid-

ering the initial adaptive response to deterministic signals such a^s from impulse response

tests. If the impulse response (with no added noise) of an all-pole ûlter is presented

to the adaptive lattices, the ELS algorith'ns cotrverge in p samples to the coefrcients

used in the generating filter [12]. This follows from the ELS lattice providing the opti-

mum least square solution, which in the noiseless case requires asr many aamples as the

unknown coefficients. The gradient algorithms show marked differences in performance

under these conditions, with GRAD-HM far from optimum due to its restriction of a

single reflection coefrcient per stage. An exemple is shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 for

the impulse response of a 4 pole syntheeis ûlter with coefficients:

o¡ 2.760T

ø2 3.8106

os -2.6535

a1 .9238

This signal, denoted iu simulations as "ub4p", has a power spectrum of high dynamic

range (s6a dB), with two closely spaced peaks (hence the ubeat' effect in the time

series), and ie used in spectral analysis tegts in the next chapter. (It is also used in

[23].) Figure 4.5 shows the impulse response time series and the final stage forward

errors (ú : 1,... 100) for a 4 stage gradient lattice. The GRAD-F+B error deviations

from zero may just be detected on this scale (ELS-UP errors were zero to within machine

accuracy).

Figure 4.6 shows the estimated o2,¡ at ú:5, 10,...100 for the same test. The

GRAD-F+B q estimates did not converge to the values given previously because by the
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time they were reaÍtonably close the impulse response had diminished too far. (Indeed

one of the reflection coefficients remained "stranded" just greater than unity but this

would only have caused ill effects if the estimated coefficients had been used in a signal

synthesis filter.) The corresponding all-pole spectral estimate resolved the peaks in

about 15-20 samples. In contrast the GRAD-HM a; estimates remained far from their

ideal values, and the reeulting spectral estimate never regolved the twin peaks.

In practical adaptive Êlter applications involving impulse-like inputs (e.g. speech

analysis), the performance differences cited above may not be so apparent due to

(a) the addition of noise to the input siguat

(b) imperfect inrpulse driving functions

(c) the use of a larger number of data samples

Figure 4.7 shows the estimated øz as a function of time for the same 4 pole signal

as above, with a¡ impulse forcing function at regular interr¿ls of 100 samples, plus white

4-t7
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noiee of small amplitude (mean signal to noise power ratio was 46 dB). The plot ie for

a single realisation of the impulse plus noise. Little difference is observed between the

GRAD-F+B and the ELS-UP algorithms after the eecond impulse. The ELS Estimate

may be seen to decrease slowly between impulsee due to the progressive effect of noige

being included in the LS solution. The faster response of ELS-UP at the second impulse

is also of interest.

The following table shows the number of arithmetic operations used in the varioue

exponentially weighted lattices. The eecond group of the table counte multiplication by

the forgetting factor À, as a shift and subtraction rather than a multiply operation.

Each group then shows the number of multiplications (ûrst column), divisions (second

colu*.) and shifts, additione and subtractions (third colu-.). (The factor of Z in (8.10)

4-t8
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is counted as a shift.)

lattice

GRAD-EM

GRAD-F+B

DLS.UP

defining equatioue *

(3.6),(3.7),(3.10) 7

(3.6),(3.7),(3.20),(3.21) 8

(a.ea)-(l.eh) 7

CompoÅrcn ol Crcdicnl ond ELS loilicc¡

6

I e+-

110
2tr
48

/
I
2

4

*

5

5

6

s*-

5

6

The ELS-NP algorithm has not been included in the above list because a special archi-

tectu¡e ia appropriate, as mentioned above. Due to ite attractive normalisation features

a shorter wordlength would be required to achieve the Bame performance ¡É unnor-

malised algorithms. The number of storage locations or memory required in each case

might seem a useful specification, but depends rather on the algorithm coding. ELS-

UP, for qxemple, requires a minimum of about 3p locations (not couuting temporary

stores), but is very much easier to implement if about 8p locations a¡e used. Memory

requirements would not usually be a limitation.

Care must be exercised in drawing conclusions about the relative computational

requirements from the above. E)<ecution speeds of different instruction types, data

input/output flow and algorithm coutrol r."ry widely amongst possible implementations.

To consider the TFB desiga again (Appendix E), ;ince its inherent parallelism would

generally enable shifts, additione, subtractions and data transfers all to occur during

multiply and divide operations, and that divisions ta^ke twice as long as multiplications,

then the relative minimum sampling time intervals would be approximately: GRAD-EM

7, GRAD-F+B 9, and EIS-UP 14.

This chapter has tried to present an overview of ELS lattice algorithms and

show their relation to the previously discussed gradient algorithms. It is believed that

additional insight into the operation of adaptive lattice filters may be gained by studying

the simila¡ities between these, largely independeutly derived, approaches.
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Chapter 6 All-Pole Spectral Eeti'nates

The all-pole spectral estimates were introduced in Chapter 2, where some new re-

sults relevant to adaptive transversal ûlters were summarised. This analysis is extended

to lattice filters in the following section, with the aim of providing, where possible,

expressions for spectral bias and rr¿riance. This enables the lattice parameter control-

ling the effective number of data samples used per estimate, to be tailored to generate

eetimates of euitable quality.

Section 5.2 considers those situations where the results of the ûrst section can not

be applied. The distribution function of the spectral estimate is considered, with a view

to determiniug confidence levele. Computer simulatious, using va¡ious lattice algorithms

presented in Chapters 3 and 4, are compared with predicted results in several examples.

5.1 Biae a-nd Va¡ie''ce of Lattice AII-pole Spectral Estirn¿trsg

As explained in section 2.3, the relative all-pole spectral estirnate is equal to the

reciprocal of the predictor transfer function magnitude squared.

Estimates of the LPCs (ø¡, for lc : 1,...p) are derived from an adaptive lattice by

using its reflection coefficients, as described in section 4.3. The (noisy) LPC estimates

will again be denoted by dashes:

e,@): , _l=-=, \ 
lA,(")12

where A'(r)- I * f,o',"-rr'
Ic=1

Øth: øt * nkr k: lr...p

where n¡ is the noise on the fr-th LPC estimate. Also define the vector

L: (nt, nzr...np)T

(5.1ø)

(5.1å)

5-l
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ceclion 5.1 Bioe ønd Vørionce ol Loltíce AII-pole Spcclrol Estímotec

The following analysis uses the result of Mann and Wald [SB], that the n¡ components

are a,symptotically uubiased and normally distributed, when øf, lc: 1,...p are the
least squares estimates of the LPCs (e.g. obtained by solving the normal equations

(2.5a) using the estimated autocorrelation functiou). This is a good approximation in
the stationary large sample case. The adaptive lattices provide LPC estimates which are

either exact least square solutions, or slightly suboptimum solutions, in the case of the
gradient algorithms. The former ELS algorithms give "prewindowed" or ocovarianceo

estimates, as explained in Chapter 4, both of which tend to the same oautocorrelationt

solution I ff, the number of samples, becomes large. The gradient Iattices might be

expected to give larger biases and v¿riances than their ELS (or block) counterparts
because of their less than optimum error minimisation. Simulations using the best

gradient algorithms indicate that often this degradation is small.

The covariance matrix of the LPC noise components is shown [58] to be propor-

tional to the inverse of the sigual covariance matrix, where the (zero-mean) signal g¿ is

assumed to be p-th order all-pole, i.e.

t7, æ /y(q, ^9)
-2where S - ffa-t

(5.2a)

(5.2ö)

(5.3)

-B is the sigual cova¡iance matrix, øN is tle p-th stage prediction error variance and JV

ie the number of data samples used in the LPC estimation, assumed to be large, since

(5.2a) is an asymptotic result. No assumptions are made regard.ing the distribution of
the data sequence y¿. Now define

x(w): A'(r) - A(r)
p

- I n¡¿-ikw
ß=1

Thus, from the above

.B{r(u.,)} - o

5-2
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(Let superscript * denote complex conjugate, and superscript * denote complex conju-

gate transpose.) Then

r(ø) - E{({ ù. ({ e\\

: tÐ"-,,cos(m -n)w
m=l n=L

where s-o is the m, n-th element of ^9. AIso let

s(u) - ^E{(r(u))2) : E{({ù({ e\}

:rTS"
PP

: D Ðt*or-i(m+n)u
m=L¡=L

I 2

E{A'(w)}: ,{(ø)

and let r(ø) -.8'{lu(ø)12} :Vør(A'(w))

e : (e-ia , e-i2"t ,.. . e-inø¡T

E{Q' - at: fiø{l;l' *Zuet#] }
:#(r+zn,[i,_""] .)

where A - lAleio't

5-3

(5.4å)

(5.5)

(5.6ø)

(5.6ó)

(5.7a)

(5.7ó)

:elSe
PP

To derive the bias and variance of Q'@), given lr(w)la(w)l < t, (and dropping ø

subscripts)

Q,
I

lA + rl2

('-;. (;)
lAl2 )) ('- (;). * (i).'

(5.8)
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I
l,{14
I

and E{(Q' - q,2) (
u
A

,{(

,{,

x +

) )')

i)'l
A
r ¡,

(

where 6(ar) :

láln A
æ Z6uQ2 if ó << I

* ZRe

(5.ea)

(5.eó)

(5.ec)

then from (5.8)

E{Q'-Q}*6QQa-L) (5.ed)

ó(a,,) is the normalised transfer function variance and the condition 6(ar) << I
(equivalent to var(./,'(r)) << l/.(")12) must be true for the results in (5.0a) and (5.9d)

to be valid. This might be arranged by ensuring .lY in (5.2b) is large enough, and will

be considered in more detail shortly. Note that the results in (5.9) are the same as the

transversal filter case, (Appendix A (17) and (1S)) but with different definitions of 6(u)

and o(ar). In the earlier case the covariance matrix ,S was assumed to be proportional

to the identity matrix, allowing easy evaluation of quantities r(u) and s(ø).

The above results may be further simplifred by considering the c(o) term. Frorn

(5.9c) and the definitions of r(ø) and s(ø) it follows:

0la(ø)<2 Vu

a(o) : o(r) :2

In the case of .9 proportional to f, Appendix .4. gives an expression for c(or) involving

sin(pø)/sin(ar) in (tO), and shows it equals unity p-l timeg between 0 and n. For

intermediate frequencies the function is close to unity, especially if p is large. With 
^9

given by (5.2b) a stronger statement may be made about o(ø) in the vicinify of strong

peaks in Q(ø), at least for the 2 pole ca-se. The peaks are of most interest as, from

(5.9a), they exhibit the greatest spectral estimate variance. The location of the single

5-4
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ceclioî 5.7 Bios ond Vuíance of Lotlice All-pole SpeetrøI Eatimølce

peak in the p-2 spectral estimate may be found by differentiatiug lr{(")l' to ûnd its

minimum value. This producee

(5.10@)

Now consider the situation when ø2 tends towards l, yielding a high dynamic range,

sinusoid-like input signal. Then

-trycosû.,m s f (5.10ö)

The signal cor¡¿riance matrix .E is

-@r(t + a2)
CüSw7¡ : 

-

4az

r¡
r0

r0
r1

where c is a constant of no interest here. Now solving (say) (Z.Sa) for p:2 t¡.tno

R_
)

thus from (5.2b)

.9: c

rL -tr1
ro l+ a2

so as ø2 tends towards 1, using (5.10b)

f1
- ÂJ cogûrm
r0

s(ar) may be evaluated using (5.7b),(5.11) aad (5.12):

I
-fr
t0

-rt
t0
I (5.11)

(5.12a)

(5.12ö)

(5.13)so

s(ø) - c(e-iz"t * e-ib - 2cos wme-ilu¡

- Zce-i3"(cosu - cosr,;-)

s(ø,'.) ar 0

To continue this enquiry s(u) was determined in the following manner for several all

pole signals (using 2 to 6 poles with dynamic ranges of <20 dB to >60d8). Starting

5-5
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from the all-pole coefrcients of r .. . ø$ used in the signal synthesis ûlter, the LPCs for

lower order stages were derived by using a backwa¡ds Levinson recursion [t]:

o;':tir-:,+* L<i<i-l (s.r4), r_þi), __¿

(This equation may be derived by rearranging (2.6c) and (2.6d)). The normalised au-

tocorrelation function (assuming ro :1) was then calculated (e.g. from (2.5a) assuming

the n-th order)

rl:-Ð"Ër"-* l1n1p (5.15)'r - l='
following which the unnormalised ¿utocorrelation function could be determined for spec-

ifred ol using (2.5b). The matrix .R was then inverted, using Gauss-Jordan elimination,

allowing calculation of r(ø), s(ar) and other quantities from (5.6b), (5.7b) etc. These

evaluations showed that s(ø) was approximately zero at spectral peaks for all signals

tested, and therefore the correspondiug c(ø) terms ü'ere approximately 1. Figure 5.1

shows a plot of a(ø) for the 4 pole, high dynamic range signal nub4pn, used in Chapter

4. The locations of the twin spectral peaks are shown, md at these frequencies a is
close to l.

The results in (S.O) may thus be simplifred: if w^ is the frequency of a peak in

Q(") and ó(u'") (( l, then

D{Q'@^)} o (1 +6(w*))Q@*)

E{(Q'@^) -Q@ð)'} * z6(w*)e2(w*\

(5.16ø)

(5.16ö)

A coueequence of these equations is that, as pointed out in Appendix A, the normalised

bias in Q'@) will usually be small compared to the normalised variance, and thus may

be neglected, e.g. if 6 - .01,

bias slpercent
standard deviation æ 14 per cent

and (5.16b) is thus a good estimate of Var(Q') if 6 << l. F\rrthermore the number

of ndegrees of freedom', cornmonly used to measure power spectral estimate stabitity,

5-6
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and defined by twice the average value of the spectral estimate squared divided by the

varia¡ce [82], is approximately equal to the reciprocal of 6.

Eaving derived the preceding results concerning spectral estimate bias and vari-

ance, it was found that Akaike had in part examined similar areaÍr [SZ], and a comparison

with some of his results is now made. He ûrst shows that the p-th order inverse co-

varia¡ce matrix .R-l may be usefully factorised into the product of upper and lower

triangular matrices, which .t" 
"o*posed 

of LPCs for predictions of order t to p - 1, i.e.

B-r _ BrD2B

5-7
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| { rl; {, ) ¡2 "- 
t2 (k +t) u o-2 (5.reb)

lc=0
k

I
øl

"l

0
I
al

0
0
0

i

0

0

0
I
- I

:
0

D2B_
o'-l o'-1øi-t oo-z

This is a convenient result for the evaluation of quantities involving R-1, as the matrix

inversion previously described may be avoided; for o<ample, knowing the p-th order

predictors, use (5.14) and, rearrangiug (2.6e),

o?-t: o!
2

l<i(p (5.r8)t-(

so 8-l may be determined. In practical lattice applications, however, the LPC estimates

for all orders would be available via the (whitening filtero recursions using the refl,ection

coeficients (section 4.3).

Substituting, (5.17) in (5.6a) and (5.7a) leads to

r(o) : A¡ (s.toø)(r)t oo'
p-l
Ð
Ic=0
p-1

"3jv

,@\:"Å

where Ax@): I * l"f "-t'"l=l
(5.20)

In [52] Akaike goes on to derive a result for all-pole spectral estimate r¡ariance. After

Bome manipulation this may be shown to be the same as (5.9a). The advantages iu the

current approach, with the use of the .B-l factorisation, are believed to be

(i) the introduction of ó(a,') and the specification ô(r) << I makes practical application

of the results more useful (see also next section),

(ii) the simplification resulting from a(ø-) nc I makes (5.16b) considerably simpler to

evaluate than Akaikete variance formula.

5-8
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To make use of these results for the e)cponentially weighted lattices, the relation-

ship between the effective number of samples N, in (5.2b), and the weighting factor ) is
required. This has not been previously established, to the author's knowledge. It may

be approached by considering the cross-correlation between the prediction error e¿ and

the past data sample y¿-1, | : l, . . . p. The distribution of this cross-correlation is used

by Akaike as a starting point in the above-mentioned work. In the (usual) rectangular

window case, following [52]

qn-lên I:lt...p (s.zrø)

For the exponentially weighted window the appropriate cross-correlation is

ci"U)-(1 -À) t 9,,-,e,Àtr-n I:t,...p (5.21ó)

cu,U): + Ën=1

JV

t¿=-æ

Now by equatìng the variances of these two normatly distributed cross-correlations, it
follows that the LPC estimates will have the same statistics (and so will the spectral

estimates) i.e. let

DlCs"(r)Cu,(k)) _ E{C'J"U)A,;"(k)) t,k - 1, . ..p (5.22)

the left ha¡d side is
IYJV

N2
I

Ð Ð ln-trm-kênêm
¿=1 m=l

Although e,, is only uncorrelated with yo-¡ for I ) 0, accordiug to established statistical

results [52,57], this variaûce equals

where

02 - E{e?,}

nb: E{yn-tyr-r],

Using a similar argument, the right hand side of (S.ZZ) equals

1r-r)r$rrr
5-9
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Hence by equating these ocpressions

Bios ond Vørionce ol Løttíce AII-pole Spcchøl Eilímotec

r+)
(5.23)/v r-À

This may be compared to the "intuitive" result that might be expected by apply-

ing the exponential window only to the time series; the weighting of the error squared in

(3.13) is equivalent to a l0'5 weighting applied to the data [a7]. The equivalent number

of aamples, .iYt, in a rectangular window might then be expected to be (c.f. (S.t2))

JV'n¡ (5.24)

Note that for À close to l, (5.23) and (5.24) tend to the same result.

Application of these reeults, nnd an example

Q(ø) statistics might be estimated for a¡ exponentially weighted lattice as fol-

lows. Assume the frequency of the peak spectral estimate is known and the LPC es-

timates for all orders are available from the whitening ûlter. (5.23) determines the

value of /V to be used in (5.tOa), which may be evaluated using (5.20), say at the peak

frequency. ((5.18) may be used to evaluate the error power ratios.) Now from (5.9b)

the mæcimum estimated 6 may be determined. If 6 is much less than one, (5.16) will

estimate the predicted spectral variance; otherwise ¿ value of JV (and so à) may be

determined to ensure this condition is met.

An example is now presented comparing measured and predicted spectral esti-

mate bias and variance, and illustrating some important practical considerations for

lattice spectral estimation. A stationary 2 pole signal was generated using the coeffi-

cientg øl : -.8 ztd ø2 - .95, and input to adaptive 4 stage lattice filters with both

gradient and ELS algorithms. (See Appendix B for details of simulation eoftware). The

sliding rectangular window length for the covariance lattice (ELS-NC) was 500 sam-

ples. The other lattices all used exponential weighting, so from (5.23) ) : .996. Three

5.10
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spectral estimates were calculated for each of 25 realisations of the data, at ú : 2000,

3000 and 4000. Quantities ó(r), a(u) etc. were predicted with the method described

around (5.14) and (5.f5). The calculated ó'-o" \tras .15 so uo signiûcant bias in Q'(ar)

wa"s expected (or found). Figure 5.2a shows the mean spectral estimates < Qt(r) >
from one simulation test. The plots are offset in the horizontal and vertical dimen-

sions to give a three dimensional effect, with time as the third dimension. The results

obtained by using different adaptive algoúthms (listed shortty), or by calculating the

all-pole model spectrum using the coeficients employed in the sigaal synthesis ûlter,

were indistinguishable when plotted in thie figure.

The simulated and predicted normalised varia¡ces show close agreement in Figure

5.2b. The latter variance is showu with and without the a(ø) : I assumptions, i.e.

using (5.9a) and (5.16b), and the differeuce is small. Again the plots have been offset

on the time anis for clarity, with the predicted va¡iances plotted at ú :1000 location

5-ll
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for convenience. It may be observed that the variances are sharply peaked, and at

other than spectral peaks are very small. Since the exact whitening ûlters give the

optimum s€ts of forward and backward predictor coefficients (see gection 4.3), either set

or some combination may be used to generate the spectral estimates. Spectral estimates

labelled oA' were derived from the optimum forward LPCg only (i.e. ø;, i:0,...p),
while those labelled 'E made use of the forward ozd backward predictors, according

to (q'+bp-ù12 for the r - úh component (see (3.4)). The simulated varia¡ces shown

are for the ELS-UP lattice using sE" type spectral estimates. Other simulations had

similarly shaped plots, with slightly different pea,ks (the following results are averages

over all 75 estimates) :

result type peak (var(Q,)lQ2)

predicted using (5.9a) .90

predicted using (5.16a) .31

sìmulated ELS-UP "8" .Bl

simulated ELS-UP "4" .gB

simulated ELS-NC "E" .94

simulated ELS-NC "Ao .88

simulated GRAD-F+B "8" .Bz

simulated GRAD-HM .gT

Some comments regarding these results are in order. The sliding window and

exponentially weighted ELS lattices gave similar performance due to the choice of À.

As might be expected the "8" type estimates exhibited only slightly lower variances

than the nA" variety, as in this relatively large sample case the backward and forward

predictors' estimates ïvere almost identical. However it is worth noting that the lattice

method does provide both predictors (in contrast to conventional LS estimation meth-

ods), and that better estimates may be made by making full use of the information.

The gradient algorithms performed worse than the ELS "Eo estimates but better than

ELS "4" estimates. (The original motivation for considering oEn estimates was that the

5-13
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gradient methods ïeere performing better!) Some gradient methods (e.g. GRAD-HM)

give only otre Bet of predictors (by using one reflection coefrcient per stage and implic-

itly assuming stationarit¡ see Chapter 3). Possibly the use of 'Ao spectral estimates

might have advautages in non-stationary environments (e.g. better resolution, bowever

eee êx'mple at the end of this chapter).

Effective window length for small Qt variance when p:2

In the two pole case an easy method of ensuring that relatively unbiased and

low variance spectral estimates are obtained, is possible. The following condition is

required:

var(á'(ø)) << lr{(")12 V, (5.25)

The minimum value of lá(u)12, using (5.10a) is,

lr{("-)l':(t-a2)2 ( (5.26)

arso ,:ft (:l -l
(5.27ø)

(5.27d)

In practice this scheme would operate by allowing the adaptive lattice to con-

verge, thus enabling estimation oî, a2 (: K2 for GRAD-HM), from which lV or À could

5-14
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rg

and from (2.5)

"*:fl#ì ((r+ a2)2-@,)') (5.27b)

Using (5.6a), (5.27a"), (5.12a), (5.27b) and (5.26), then substituting in (5.25) and sim-

plifying leads to

iv >> 'rr-ool¡ (5'27c)

e.g. for the signal just considered ø2 : .95 so lV >> 78 (in fact ff : 500 was used, and

ó was s .15). For exponentially weighted latticps, using (5.23) leads to

l-À aal-azl*a2
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be deduced. Generalisation of this result for higher caÁ]es appears to be difficult. A
crude apProximation would be still to use az aB above, thereby, for the purpose of esti-

mating /V, ûtting a 2nd order all-pole model to the signal. This is likely to give poor

results when the input is not well modelled using two poles (perhaps when < el > i;
much larger than ( 

"? , " larger safety factor could be allowed in setting /V). The

alternative more computationally expensive technique, as already explained, would be

to evaluate both gides of (5.25) al w* using (5.19) and the LPC estimates from the

whitening fi,lter.

6.2 Conffdeuce Levels f,or .A,ll-pole Spectral Esti'.'ateg

While the previous results on predictud Q(r) variance are useful, they may only

be employed if 6(ø) << I and they give no direct information about the distribu-

tion function of Q@). The latter will now be considered, under conditions for which

6(r) << I may not be true, with the intention of providing confidence levels for Q(ø)
estimates. Note that the LPC estimates a¡e still assumed to have their asymptotic

normal distribution, but as lV decreases this assumption is likely to become invalid.

Eowever, as will be seen, good agreement between predicted and measured distribu-

tions has beeu found for high dynamic range all-pole signals (> 60 dB) with ff as low

as 50. Baggeroer [56] has considered notr-a^symptotic MEM spectral estimate confidence

limitg using a generalised student's t-distribution for the predictor coefficients. His work

is applicable to block methods of estimating the cor"¿riauce matrix in which the data

series is partitioned into segments which are independent and jointly normal. He also

shows that as the sample size becomes very large his results are consistent with those

of Akaike previously mentioned [52].

It is useful to consider r{t(u) as depicted in Figure 5.3. Á(ø) moves about the

complex plane as a function of frequency and is closest to the origin at A(w^). The

lattice egtimatee of LPCs generate A'(r^), which lie in an approximately bell shaped

region around A(r^). If the "widtho of this region, which is inversely proportional to

5- 15
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Figure 5.3 A' in the co¡nplex plane
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the square root of the effective data length N, is much less than lr{(r-)1, (comesponding

to ó(ø-) << l) the distribution of Qt(ø) tends towards normal. On the other hand

if var(.{') is large, Eome A'(r^) will fall close to the origin and give rise to very large

spectral estimatee.

The distribution function oî. Q' mzy be analysed by resolvirg A'iuto its real and

imaginary components:

let A'(r): A!,(w) + jAi@)

and A(w): A,(r\ + iA;(w)

(5.28o)

(5.28ö)

J_!.

I{r,
Inl'r)l
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from (5.rb)

Confidcnce Letels lor All-pole Spectrol Eetimoles

4@) - A,(r): Ð n¡ cos Éø
P

ß=l
P

(5.28c)

(5.30o)

t!;(") - 4@): Ð n¿ sin ftur (5.28d)
ß=l

By considering (5.2a), áf and A! are unbiased. Their variance and cross-correlation

may be calculated as follows:

o?": ø{@!,(u\ - ¡,("))'}let

: E{DDr**costçøcoslø}
p9

&=1 l=1
PP

ß=l l=l

PP

- D D rn, cos /çø cog lø

similarly o?^: E{(Ai@) - A;("))21

- Ð D "n, 
sin ¡tø sin lø (5.30å)

ß=1 l=1

PP
and ø{@!,(u) - ,{,("))( l|(") - ,{;(r))} : t Ð r" cos /cu sin Iu (5.s0c)

ß=l l-1
: Po¡eoim

where p is the correlation coefrcient between the two jointly normal random variables

A!, aad A!t. In practice it seems that these variables are almost unco¡related at the

frequency of peak spectral estimate ø-, although the intuitive rea^son for this is not

obvioue. This has been shown by evaluation of (5.30) at the peak(s) for geveral all-pole

test siguals, aud may be proved in the 2 pole case. Using the assumption concerni \g øz

tending towards l, leading to (5.10b), ild employing previous formulas for the 2 pole

situation to evaluate (5.30) gives, after simplification,

at, ut : umt o?": "?^ (: o2,c)

P:O
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(Indeed, this follows from showing, in section 5.1, that s(u) s 0 at spectral peaks, since

if s(ø-) : g

E{(r(w^))'} - o

E{(A!,(w^) - A,(r^)), - (ái(",") - A;(r^))2

- zj(A!,(w*) - A,(w-)Xr{Í(r*) - ,{;(r-))} : o

Bo o?": o?^

and p-O\
To simplify the following analysis it will therefore be assumed that z{! and A| are

iudependent at ø-. Then as

var(.r{t) - ,?"*o?^

and oz¡:=# :'+ (5.8r)

the joint probability density function is

f (A,,,A!\:
2rozn

I
e- ((A', - A,)2 + (,ti- t ;)2 ) ¡ zo\ (5.32)

Thus to examine the distributiou function of the spectral estimate at the peak

frequency, u^rlet

{Q'@à < qI (5.33)Fq(q): prob

: prob {lA'(r^)l' t ;}
Now assume, without loss of generaliþ, that in Figure 6.3, A(w^) lies at the point (7,0)

q - lA(w^)l : (Á?(u *) + t?(w*))o.u (5.s4)

then ro(q) -- I lr,fir-fo-'t\'+c")/2o2¡dr dy (5.85)

where Do is the region outside a circle of radius q-'5. The shape of the integration

region indicates a change to polar coo¡dinates is appropriate:

g: fCOS?

5- l8
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9: rein0

then Fq(q) : 
I:-,,f,"-o'+¡t2)12o2^ ,llr* "r¡tcos,/o\¿s

A eubstitution of variables simpliûes further:

let v: 4
o¡

and
r

o4

(- 6('-) )

dr (5.86)

(5.37)
0.5

2

then Fq(q) :, - lo
q-o'5

oA
,"-0.5(v2+e') ll /

LZr Jo
d,s (5.38)

2r

"vc 
cos0 ¿g

It is interesting that this integral appears in the context of distribution functions

of the envelope of a noisy sinusoid, studied by Rice [55]. He points out that the inner

integral is a Bessel function. (5.38) has been numerically integrated, by Simpson's rule,

for the 2 pole signal ueed in Figure 5.2, but with lY : 100 samples instead of 500.

The result agreed well with measured distribution functions from simulations of ELS

and gradient lattices. To compare e>rpected and actual performance on a more difrcult

example, the sub4p' signal (Chapter 4, Figures 4.5 to 4.7) was tested with /V : 50

samples () - .96). In this case ó'*o" was ^r 1.5 so the formulas for normalised bias

and variance were not applicable. Figure 5.4 shows the predicted aud measured (by

simulation over 50 realisations) distribution functions for the first peak of "ub4pn. Sim-

ulation results included algorithms using forward predictor estimates only ("4" bype),

and forward aud backward predictors ('E' typ.) to determine the spectral estimates.

The lattices used 6 stages and spectral estimates were made at t : 2000, 3000, and

4000.

It can be seen that the distribution is highly non-symmetúc about the model

spectrum value Q-, and exhibits a long tail at large g. The ELS uEo and 'Ao es-

timates were distributed fairly well as orpected and in agreement with the numerical

integration prediction. The results from gradient algorithms are perhaps of most iuter-

est in this example. The distribution of GR.A.D-F+B estimates agrces well at high g,
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but is eignificantly different elsewhere. GRAD-EM, which ryould have been expected to

be comparable to the other gradient algorithm, has a quite different digtribution func-

tion, from which large bias would be orpected ( o a dB by comparing simulation mean

spectral estimates to the all-pole model spectmm). The tests indicate that although

there is little difference between adaptive algorithms in large sample 'well-behavedo sit-

uations, thie does uot always hold. As the gradient algorithms become more üke their

ELS counterparts, their performance improves. This effect becomes more noticeable

as the effective number o¡ samples decreases and the signal dynamis range iucreases

(thereby giving fewer independent samples). These conclusions are in accord with those

of section 4.4.

Non-etationar¡r data

Stationary data series have been assumed in this chapter until now. Analytical

results for non-süationary data would be much harder to obtain, although this area may

be investigated by simulationr. Figrr.". 5.5 (a) and (b) show some typical results. The

familia¡ parameter jump test was used, with'o¡ of the all-pole synthesis filter changing

from -.5 to *.5 after ú : 50¡ and ø2 staying fixed at .95. A four pole EIS-UP lattice was

used with À : .98 and 'Eo type prediction estimates. (For the corresponding stationary

case, (5.27d) does not bold, so large normalised variances should be expected.) Figure

5.5(a) ehows mean spectral estimates at intervals of five sâmples, while Figure 5.5(b)

does the Bame for normalised Q'(ø) variance. In the latter case the plots for ú : 5 and

l0 have been omitted to avoid masking later results. It is of interest that the spectral

estimate peak moves rapidly to the new position in a time much less thaJx that expected

from lattice coefficient convergence rates (i.e. a time much less than (t - f¡-t¡. This

is to be expected for the same re:rsons that rapid MSE convergence is often possible,

as discussed in section 3.3 and ghown in Figure 3.5. Another interesting feature is the

drop in normaliged variance during the period of most rapid adaption. This is probably

due to an increase in the denominator of (5.9b) (due to a reduction ia Q^o, ) rather
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tha¡ a change in the numerator. Finall¡ it may be etated that the same tests were

repeated with ELS-UP using only the forward LPC estimatee (nA" type), and although

the stability was noticeably wotÌ¡e, the speed of convergence did uot seem to be altered.

GRAD-EM was also tested and gave very similar reeults to those ahown.

Chapter 8 eurnrnarises 6ome of the main results from this chapter and indicates

how they may be applied.
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Chapter G Lmplementation of LMS Algorithm

An implementation of the adaptive transversal filters discussed in section 2.2 is

now described. This seH-contained hardware uses the LMS algorithm and is capable

of real time adaptive whitening, noise cancellation and all-pole spectral estimation at

audio frequency sampling rates. Part of the motivation for the project was that the

opportunity existed to realise a portion of the hardware in integrated circuit form. This

was made possible by the first Australian Multi-Project Chip (MPC) exercise conducted

by CSIRO, which enabled a number of VLSI circuits designed by different organisations

to be fabricated on one wafer [29]. It was not possible to include all the adaptive filter

comPonents on the VLSI project; this portion comprised a recirculating memory for

data samples and adaptive filter coefrcients. The complete system, including VISI
component, fast arithmetic processor, controller and host microprocessor, is called the

Adaptive Linear Predictor System (ALPS). A b¡ief description of ALPS follows, with

Bome addition information available in Appendix D. Section 6.2 explains how the LMS

algorithm is realised in .ALPS, and the last section mentions some possible extensions.

6.1 Brief Description of ALPS

Figure 6.1 shows a block diagram of ALPS. Components on the right hand side,

including data store, arithmetic processor and ûnite state controller, perform the signal

processing functions and may be called the ufilter hardwareo. The remaining itemsr

roughly on the left hand side, form a staudard microprocessor system which carries out

overall control and exterual co"'munication. The filter hardware and host microproces-

sor operate largely independently (over separate buses) to achieve mæcimum processing

speed.

Examining the VLSI data store first, the main components are two Recirculating

Shift Register (RSR) blocks. Each of these is an array of shift register:s, 8 bits wide

by 12 words long, which (upon receipt of a shift cornmand) moves data one place to
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sectíon 6.1 Bríel dercriplion ol ALPS

the right and circulates the rightmost data to the leftmost storage element. Twelve

successive shifts therefore circulate the RSR contents one complete revolution, leaving

no net effect. Two other operations are possible on the RSRs: the rightmost word

may be read to, or writteu from, the filter data bus. The VLSI data store also contains

three temporary storage (scratch) registers with associated read and write operations to

the external bus. Appendix D, section one, contains additional details of VLSI design,

including a photograph of the fabricated circuit.

The fast arithmetic processor is a commercially available, bus oriented integrated

circuit, capable of perforrring multiplication, division, sum of products and similar

operations on 8 bit operands. Multiplications take approximately 0.5 microseconds at

the ma:cimum clock rate of 8 MHz. Other components of the filter hardware, such as

the VLSI data store were designed to operate ¿t this rate.

The filter hardware is controll"d by a finite state machine along the lines de-

scribed by Mead and Conway [71]. At any time the filter may exist in any one of 64

unique sstates'. Each of these states might control one part of the algorithm's exe-

cution; for example, add the current data sample y¿ to the sum of products in (2.2).

The progression from one state to another may only occur following a new clock cycle,

and may be dependent on the status of various filter control signals. (To continue the

previous ocample, do not proceed to the state which adds g1 until a signal from the host

to filter interface indicates that this sample is available.)

The state transition information, in the case of ALPS, is stored in a random access

memory (writable control store), which may be accessed by the host microprocessor

during an initialisation period. This was done to achieve maximum flexibility. Apart

from the possibility of multiple applications, each with its own algorithm and therefore

unique control memory, the technique makes fautt diagnosig much easier. To simplþ
the setup of control memory for different applications, a simple 'microcode assembler"

was written to translate from a conventional state transition table to ûlter control
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memory contents. This runs on a UND( computing system and allows "downloadiug'
of the memory contents. An example of a frnite state sequence is shown in appendix D,

section 2.

The host microprocessor system performs overall control and supervision of the

filter hardware and peripherals such as the A/D and D/A converters and serial in-

terfaces. Raw data samples (or results) are presented to (or removed from) the filter

hardware by means of an asychronous iuterface between the separate data buses, with

a handshaking arrangemetrt for communication. The host microprocessor software is

largely interrupt driven. Of the two serial interfaces avaìlable, one is connected to a
terminal for local control functions such as stop, start or change operating parame-

ters. The other may be used to dump sets of ûlter parameters (weights) to a nearby

minicomputer for subsequent analysis.

6.2 Algorithm ¡ealisation in ALPS

The adaptive transversal structure of Figure 1.1 and the LMS algorithm de-

scribed in section 2.2 hzve been realised in the following manner. Assume that the

current data sample y¿ has just arrived via the host interface and has been stored in the

\TLSI data store. The upper RSR block now containe data samples W to !çp (again p is

the ûlter order - 11 in this case), while the lower RSR btock contains adaptive predictor

coefrcients as to ap æ follows: (¿o - 1)

9t-p Vt-t !t.

a1 øo

Enaluation of (2.7) proceeds by reading the rightmost element of each RSR, performing

the multiplication required aud then shifting both RSR blocks, thereby accumulating

the eum of products which eventually represents the p-th order prediction error e¿. The

error is eent back to the hoet and also a copy is stored iu the ûrst temporary storage

aP
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register (Ml). The contents of the RSR blocks have now been returned to the etate

depicted above, having been circulated once completely.

The coefficient update, according to (2.8), car now be completed in similar fash-

ion. The error is first scaled by the factor 2 p zr.d returned to Ml. Then, after shifting

both RSRs once, the rightmost data sample (top RSR block) is multiplied by the ecaled

eltor and added to the rightmost coefrcient. The result ie written back to the lower

RSR as the new coefficient, and the process repeats p times. The RSR contents are

then:

9t-p+t Vr-t !¿ t¿-p

ap-l øl ø0 Ap

If the lower RSR is shifted once and the next data sample, when available in the

following sampling interval, is written to the upper RSR, the data store will then have

been returned to the original condition.

Not withstanding the limitation of 8 bit accuracy, the ALPS was Buccessfully used

to demongtrate adaptive whitening and all-pole spectral estimation. Test signals with

various waveforme were geuerated by a function generator and pseudo random noise

source. Adaptive whitening could readily be observed in the time domain by monitor-

ing input signal and error output (the latter via the D/A converter). By periodically

dumping ûlter coefficients to a minicomputer, on-line all-pole spectral estimates could

be generated with (2.10). Figure 6.2 is ¿¡ srrrmple of successive spectral estimates of a

sinusoid in white noise, plotted versue frequency and tíme.

The ûlter eimulation program FSIM (see Appendix B) can also simulate the

ûxed point arithmetic used in ALPS. Figure 6.3 shows the input and output signals

when a sinusoid plus white noise was used. The signal to noise ratio was approximately

20d8, the input signal variance 12.8 and the effective adaption constant ¡r (after taking

account of rr¿rious data and coefrcient scaling factors) was 0.0011. The effect of limited

wordlength can be observed in the error series, although in this example the full precision
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simulation was very close to the 8 bit simulation result. Another consequence of the

limited Precision, which could be observed on other simulations and in practice, it that

when the adaption constant is made too small the weight correction terms decrease

below the least signiû.cant bit size of the weights and so adaption cezßes. This indicates

that higher pr€cision for the weights, at least, would be useful. The inability to reduce

f¡ often me:mt that the desirable condition for low spectral estimate bias and variance

(6 << l, see section 2.4) could not be achieved (as in Figure 6.2).

After construction and testing of ALPS it transpired that the only unforeseen

limitation was the speed of the hoet microprocessor. The ûlter hardware was capable of

aPproximately 40kEz sampling rates for the signal processing tasks mentioned above,

however the host could only keep up at about one tenth of this rate. This could be

overcome by higher speed ven¡ions of the microprocessor, and by restructuring host

3.00
Nu mber
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eoftware.

O.3 Possible ALPS htensions

A recirculating memory with only one currently accessible element cau obviously

be used in any sigual processiug application which must sequentially process a vector

of data. \ryith one such memory applications euch as scaling, mean value or variauce

estimation are possible. By using two recirculating memories, as in the VLSI data

store described, dot products may be evaluated, thus enabling convolution, DFTg and

trR (alt pole) or FIR (all zero, as in (2.7)) ûltering. h addition the types of linear

combinations used in (2.8) may be evaluated. Larger uumbe¡s of these memory elements

would enable either greater precision to be obtaiued (two RSRs in parallel) and/or more

variables to be etored (for example pole-zero fi.ltering with 3 RSR^s). Lattice fi.lters may

be implemented with two or more VLSI data etore chips, as shown in Appendk D,

section 3.

The concept of recirculating shift register memories is not new (for example see

[19]), but no others in integrated circuit form are currently known. The technique is

well suited to very large scale integration for the following reaÉ¡ons. Each dynamic shift

register element, orcept the rightmost, only communicates with its neighbours. It may

therefore be miuimum size, low power aud high speed. Process coutrol requirements are

simple compared to conventional raudom access memories. I¡ most sigual processing

applicationg the memory contents will be accessed regularly, and so refreshing will not

be a concern. If additional refreshing is required however, say due to very low sampliug

rates, the memory contents may be circulated periodically. This method is uged in

ALPS. Apart from simple fast memory elements the desigu dispenses with address

decodiug, sense ¡mplifiers a¡d similar circuitry needed in alternative memory designs.

This chapter has described a simple a¡chitecture and control scheme which ie

suited to a range of real time signal processing tasks, includiug adaptive filtering. The

concept ie well suited to integration, including the control and a¡ithmetic elements.
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Such a device could provide a low cost yet fledble solution to a number of applications

previously mentioned.
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Chapter 7 Radar Applications of Adaptive Lattice Filtere

This chapter focuses on some specific applications of adaptive filters to the area

of radar signal processing. The topice covered concerrr ideutification and classification

of radar signals. The lattice stmctures are shown to be useful as adaptive prewhiteniug

filters, whose coefficients may also provide information in eome casee. Other radar

applications of adaptive filtering techniques are possible but have not been covered in

this chapter, e.g. adaptive radar antenna arrays [81]. Several results from Chapters B to

5 are used in the following, with both real and simulated radar signals being employed

to demonstrate the lattice applications. A good general reference to radar is by Skolnik

[6e].

7.1 Moving Target Identiflcation

A common occurrence in surveillance radar systems is the obscuring of wanted

radar returns from objects of interest (hereafter called targets), by large returns from

ground, sea or certain meteorological conditions. The latter unwanted returns are called

clutter. Clutter removal or suppression is desirable, and may be achieved if the clutter

and target signals differ sufrciently in some respect to allow analogue or digital signal

processing techniques to separate them. A simple method of doing this uses the doppler

frequency shift present in targets moving radially with respect to the radar. Assuming

the clutter is stationary relative to the radar, its return sigual from a specified range

is substantially at D.C., and thus may be frltered from the signal leaving only the

desired components. This technique is called Moving Target Identifrcation (MTI, see

[69] chapters 17,18).

The approach described above discriminates in the frequency domain and fails

when the clutter has substantial high frequency components due to its movement. This

may arise, for example, when a storm approaches an air surveillance radar, Ieading to

poor performance when the radar is needed most. The conventional MTI is limited by
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the assumption of a fixed clutter poïver spectrum. Eaykin et al. [17, also 34,7] have used

Iattice filters to perform adaptive ûltering of the radar return signal as an alternative

solutiou, and reported good results. The idea of using an adaptive ûlter in this context

might first have been suggested by Bühring [68].

The adaptive ûlter clutter suppressor operates in the following manner. In a

(coherent) pulsed radar system the received signal is sampled many times after each

pulse has been transmitted; each sample representing the return from a given range.

As the radar scans in azimuth the time series from each range ring (with sampling rate

equal to the Pulse Repetition Fbequency (PRF)) is whitened by the adaptive filter, whose

etror output is then used for display or further processing. Clutter signals are present

for a relatively long duration compared to the target signals since the former are due

to distributed regions while the latter arise from point sources. For target returns the

number of (hits" (samples) per target is a function only of the PRF, antenna beamwidth

and scanning rate. The adaptive frlter convergence rate is chosen to allow adaption to,

and removal of, the clutter signals while not allowing sufficient time for removal of the

targets. An interesting feature of this scheme is that no prior assumptions are made

about the clutter and target power spectra; instead the discrimination is on the basis of

temporal duration of the respective signals. Thus the new method should work equally

well given rapidly moving clutter and almost stationary targets, as in the more usual

converse situation-

The use of an adaptive lattice MTI on some real radar data is now described,

and compared to results previously published. A simulation is then used to show the

possibilities of the new method to an airbome search radar, where the problems caused

by moving clutter are even more severe than cited above.

Lattice MTI ueing real data

The initial objective of these tests was simply to repeat the favourable results

reported in [fZ], with local d¿ta. Unfortunately a lack of data under all operating
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section 7.7 Mooing Torgel Identifi.cotion

conditions, particularly those involving moving clutter, prevented achieving the marked

improvements o<pected. Nevertheless the exercise led to some interesting observatione

and variations that are worth reporting. The simulations to be described shortly were

also prompted by these tests.

Coherently demodulated received data from inphase and quadrature (I and Q)

channels of an L band surveillance radar was digitised and stored. The number of pairs

of samples from each radar pulse (range extent) and the angular sector (in azimuth)

could be adjusted as required. The data was processed (otr-line) by a minicomputer to

determine the following MTI improvement factor.

-I is a function of the target and clutter signal statistics.

Initiaþ the standard, one reflection coefñcient per stage, gradient lattice was

used (GRAD-HM, see Chapter 3, deûned by (B.o), (8.7) and (8.10) and shown in Figure

1.2). One independent lattice was used for each of the I and Q channels. (A complex-

valued version of the lattice was aLso tested but with little difference in performance,

and this was expected since it was thought that the I and Q samples would be largely

uncorrelated.) Four or five stage lattices were employed because the clutter power may

be reasonably modelled with low order all pole models (e.g. see [t+]). With typical

radar data, whose clutter was close to stationary, the improvement (/) was found to

be strongly dependent on the exponential weighting factor ). As this approached unity

f increased. In addition when the lattice MTI was compared to the conventional dual

delay line MTI, simulated by

e¿ : 0.5!¿- V¿-r * 0.5y¿-2 (7.2)

with relative improvement factor defined by

f_ (7.1)

7-3
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then I' was slightly less than unity for À : .99, and considerably less for smaller values

A representative example of these results is shown in Figure 7.1 and Table 7.1.

The frgure represents a plot of signal power before and after MTI processing. Each

symbol indicates the power in I and Q channels for the nominated range ring, averaged

over 6 samples (equivalent to I degree in azimuth). A target is visible in range ring

8, below and on the edge of a region of heavy clutter due to nearby low ranges. The

total region shown corresponds to an arc approximately g km wide (lB to ZZ km), and

28 degrees in azimuth. The table summarises the mean clutter powers, peak target

Powers and relative improvement ratios (to the nearest dB) for two successive scans of

the radar. (The last entry, GRAD-SL, will be explained shortly).

Tãble 7.1 MTI Performance Example

MTI type

none (raw data)

dual delay line

GRAD-EM À : .8, p: 4

GRAD-EM ) : .99, p: 4

GRAD-SLÀ-.97, p:4

mean clutter

(tth ring)

3530.

104.9

t24.3

248.6

283.3

peak target (**)

scan I scan 2

0

I

o

I
t

c

0

o

I

I

L
scan I

-17

0

-7

-2

0

L
scan 2

-17

0

-9

-2

+2

(** target in 8th range ring, see Figure 7.1 for key to symbol powers)

Some comments on these seemingly poor results are appropriate. The optimum

value of À used in [t7j of .6, was smaller than indicated from the above for at least

two reasons. In that study the radar return was split into four time eeries to avoid

non uniform sampling periods (employed to overcome doppler ambiguities). Initiatly it
might be thought that to compensate for this effect the equivalent "unsplit" data window

Iength could be deduced and applied in the present case. As an approximation, using
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secl,;on 7.7 Mooing Taryel ldentíficotion

(5.23) or (3.12) to do this gives À s .9. However this argument neglects the following

target enhancement effect. The number of hits per target in [tZ] was reduced, from

about the same number used in the present study, to a quarter of the original number

(giving about 5 hits per target in each stre"m). This target duration is important

because, as shown in section 3.3, the error convergence may be very rapid and not

wholly dependent on the exponential weighting factor, especially if there,are 'unused'
stages in the lattice. For a slowly increasing target a.rnplitude the lattice may have time

to adapt to the target a¡d so reduce the improvement factor. This effect may be easily

seen in the input and output time series of Figure 7.2, which covers the same data as

the previous figure.

The conclusions to be drawn from these results are a,s follows. Target signal rise

time has an important effect on lattice MTI perfonnance, and should be as short as

possible for best results. Clutter which is substantially stationary may be processed

well by the conventional dual delay line canceller because of its double zero at D.C. The

sample results of Table 7.1 and those of [17] Figure 6 a¡e not inconsistent (the latter show

absolute improvement rather than relative improvement factors), and it seems probable

that for stationary clutter the lattice MTI was inferior to the dual delay line MTI in the

previous study also. However their data obviously had a wide range of doppler shifts

and therefore showed the lattice MTI under all conditions, so demonstrating its full
potential. The present data on the other hand shows a worct ürÉ¡e comparison between

the lattice and conventional MTIs. The latter's performance can only deteriorate under

different conditions, Ðd indeed gives a degradation (/ < l) when the clutter peak is at

a higher frequency than that of the target.

In an effort to improve the lattice MTI under stationary clutter conditions sev-

eral ideas were tried. The most promising of these was to use a slave lattice, whose

coefficients were determined by an adaptive master lattice. A delay of m samples be-

tween determining the reflection coefrcients and passing them to the slave is designed

to allow reasonably quick response in the master, but at the same time avoid removing
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Fi gure 7.3 Slave latt i ce for llTl

targets from the slave output. The slave lattice is depicted in Figure 7.3.

Some results for the slave lattice MTI are shown in the previoùs table under the

heading GRAD-SI. Although the mean clutter power is higher than the conventional

result the peak target enhancement is even greater, so that the net effect is a slight

relative improvement over the dual delay line canceller. Again this should be a worst

case test for the slave lattice MTI. (A small amount of oslightly moving3 clutter was

available, in which the clutter peak frequency, normalised by the PRF, was about .02

instead of the usual 0 to 0.04. The slave lattice relative improvement increased by about

2dB for this data, giving approximately 3dB better performance than the dual delay

line MTI.)

In the slave lattice scheme, æ ) is held fixed and the delay m increased, the

residue clutter Power increases as the reflection coefrciente become 'more out of date".

For clutter Buppression the delay m should therefore be as small as possible. Setting

m equal to 13 ensured that the target had reached its peak amplitude before any can-
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cellation could start to occur. As m was held fixed and À decreased to low values,

tests showed that the clutter povrer actually increased. This is probably due to the

master lattice responding to local perturbations in the data (at lower )), which are no

longer appropriate m samplee later. A compromise À of .9? was used in the example

ehown. Extensive tests using all types of clutter and target would be required to find

the optimum values of m and ).

Following the investigations reported in the nort section, a further scheme was

developed for lattice MTIs. This technique has been only partially tested for the real

data available, but would probably give performance at least equal to the dual delay line

solution with stationary clutter. This idea is discussed towards the end of the following

section.

7.2 Lattice MTI for Simulated Moving Radar

Clutter suppression for radarg mounted on moving platforms may be more diffi-

cult than their stationary counterparts due to the large, aud possibly variable, doppler

shiftg on clutter signals. The problem ie worse when using a low PRF, as this gives

a higber normalised clutter frequency. (The low PRF may be required, for example,

to avoid range ambiguities). Techniques using extensions of the existing conventional

methods have been developed for these situations, and are sometimes called Airborne

Moving Tbrget Indicators (AMTI). These methods, (e.g. Time Averaged Clutter Co-

herent Airborne Radar, TACCAR, see [69] chapter l7), generally use a clutter rejection

filter of fixed shape, such as the dual delay line canceller, for which the notch is arranged

to lie at the clutter peak frequency. This may be done by adjusting the local oscillator

frequency so that the demodulated radar return spectra has a ma>cimum at 0 Hz.

Apart from the ûxed shape clutter spectrum the above techuiques assume, they

suffer from the frequency control requirement. If atr open loop control system is used

the velocity and azimuth indicators muet be very accurate to avoid frequency errors; in

a closed loop, automatic frequency control approach, noisy or weak clutter aignals may
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Figure 7.4a AMTI sinulation geometry
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cause problems. Additionally, such systerns can only cancel one clutter peak, when in

some situations more than one could be present. The lattice MTI would seem to be a

candidate for AMTI applications. Its transfer function is adjusted adaptively and may

track changes in the clutter location according to the best minimisation of the prediction

error power. Some differences exist, however, iu how the lattice must operate in this

ca^se compared to the last (standard MTI). These will be explained after the following

model has been described.

The simulation model is shown in Figures 7.4a and 7.4b. An aircraft is assumed

to be flying North at height l¿ above the earth and constant speed uo m/sec. Its antenna

is scarning from East to North at fixed angle o¿ below the horizon. At the instant shown

the antenna's boresight is pointing towards X, at bearing 0¡lrom North. The surface

below the radar is assumed to have uniform reflectivity, from any incidence direction.
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toX

9max

e-e

o-0L

Figure 7,4b
Gausslan antennE' model

(see (7,7))

L

To determine the clutter power spectrum consider the signal received from point P, at

bearing á and angle a below the horizon. The surface distance to P is r (flat earth

assumed). The relative velocity towards A is

U¡: UøCOSCCOS0 (7.4)

and the doppler frequency of this signal is

lr:'Ío r,
c

(7.5)

where c is the speed of light aud /¡ is the radar frequency. Points on the surface satisfyiug

cos(c) cos(O) : congtant therefore produce the same doppler shift and contribute to one

element of the clutter power spectrum. Within the spotbeam region these poiuts almost

lie on the straight line OY, and to simplify the analysis this will be assumed to be the

case. As a is always a small angle this is a good approximation provided d does not also

become too small. This restriction does not impair the simulation because the worst

(most spread out) clutter spectrum occurs when 0 is not small, when traditionally AMTI
performance is worst.
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The total clutter power (from all ranges) at given frequency l¿ may be found

from the radar equation by

* g(0r0¡rara¡
dr (7.6)(/)

where ¡t is a constant, / is the radial distance AP : (rt + h2)0.5, and g is the antenna

power gain, a function of the directione of the boresight (AX) and the elemente under

consideration (AP). To model the antenna pattern :ßsume a Gaussian distribution, as

shown in Figure 7.4b.

g: gmarê-((a-o¿)2+(0-01)2)/2o, çz.zo¡

The standard deviatiou ø is related to the 3dB beamwidth (ó) by

P(l¿,an,\r) : O 
Io

(7.7b)

Since a is a small angle, further assume that

h
d- -r (7.8)

(7.10)

and that iu (7.6) / : r. Then

(7.e)

where 0 is a function of /¿ given by (7.a) and (7.5).

\ryith the aseumption of constant look angle a¿ duúng oue scan, the above inte-

gral need not be erraluated to obtain relative clutter power spectra at various 0¡ (In

fact this deûnite integral may be solved using a degenerate hypergeometric function, see

1701,3.462 (l),9.247 (1) and 9.254 (1), (2); however this does not help in determining

the clutter power from individuat range rings.) For convenienc.e let u be the ratio of

maximum doppler frequency to the aliasing frequency fo ç: PRF/Z).

P(Í¿, c,r, 0 r) : k0moxê-P-0112 /2o2 [ 
* 

"-(*-"1)2 
¡zo2 r-+ ¿,

Jo
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Then the relative clutter power for look direction d¿ is (neglecting the cos a term in
(7.4) according to the straight line approximation)

Pe 
"( 

f ¿) ¡1 ¿- ("'"'o' (ta l,ø ["¡-s 
")2 

12"2 (7.1r)

\ryith the clutter modelled as a function of bearing d¿, a (non stationary) Gaus-

siau distributed time series with appropriate power spectrum, chauging according to the

scan rate of the antenna, was required to simulate the clutter signal. This was achieved

as follows. At v¿rious angles 01 the relative clutter power spectrum was evaluated from

(7.11) and an inverge Fourier transform used to determine the autocorrelation func-

tion. A Levinson-Durbin algorithm (see Chapter 3) then fitted a fourth order all-pole

model to the autocorrelation function, and the calculated LPCs were used to ûlter white

Gaussian noise (using software described in Appendix B). This process was¡ repeated

lor 0 ¡ in approximately one degree increments, with the filter coefrcients being linearly

interpolated at each time step for intermediate angles. The synthesis filter gain was also

adjusted continuously to ensure constant total clutter power.

The clutter sigual thus generated represented the model parameters given in

Table 7.2.

Tbble 7.2 AMTI Simulation Parameters

aircraft speed

antenna beamwidth

radar PRF

radar frequency

verüical look angle

horizontal look angle

horizontal scan rate

50 m/sec ( 200 kph)

2 degrees

4.166 kHz

5 GHz (so ur-.8 from (7.10))

2 degrees (nomiual)

85.5-12.4 degrees

34.7 deg./sec

(120 samples/deg.)
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Power ( s10 ) dB
0 .00

Lottice MTI lor Simuloled Mooing Rødot

Ët 72.4 deg.
oz I muth

-1 .50

-3.00

-4.50

-6.00

0. I 1 0.?2
Frequency tHz )

0.33 0 .44 0 .55

Flgune 7.5 ,\llTl c lutter power spectra

Figure 7.5 shows the model clutter power spectrum at the beginning and end of

the horizontal scan. Again the frequency scale is normalised by the PRF. Äs mentioned

above the minimum azimuth angle was rest¡icted so that the straight line integral as-

sumption remained valid. In practice the power spectmm for due North heading would

be eveu sharper. The "sidelobeso and flat spectral floor visible in this figure were added

to stabilize the synthesis process. They cause a more slowly varying synthesis filter

gain. Figure 7.6 shows a realisation of tbe clutter signal using the model parameters

given above, for approximately the first quarter of the sector scanned. oTargetsn were

superimposed on the clutter signal by adding a sinusoid whose envelope was determined

according to the antenna gain (7.7a) *d the scan rate.

The target signal duration relative to the period for which the clutter is locally

stationary, indicates an important difference between this AMTI simulation and the

7-t4
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MTI data previously considered. In both cases the target duration may be considered

as resulting from a convolution between the autenna gain pattern in azimuth, and

a sinusoid of suitable amplitude and frequency. With the rapidly changing clutter

statistics in the AMTI case there is a significant change in spectral characteristics over

the space of the antenna beeme¡idtr¡. As the lattice ûlter, at any one time, can model

the clutter spectrum over only a relatively stationary period, its effective data window

should cover a small azimuth sector, a¡d thus be comparable with the target duration.

For these rea^sone the AMTI ca¡ not operate on the same principle of relative

signal duration as used in lattices of the previous section. (In fact with small values of

the relative doppler frequenry u and üarrow bandwidths ó, the same type of operation

could be employed, but since this problem has been considered it will be assumed thie

state does not exist. Conversel¡ in standard MTI applications the lattice MTI might
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degrade when u is large.) The slave lattice could only be employed if the delayed filter

coefficients were updated to compensate for the peak shift, which would be difficult in

all but the two stage case.

A method of achieving successful lattice operation in these circumstances is sim-

ply to use a filter of suitably low order. The "minimum order clutter modelling" ap-

proach works as follows. As already stated the stationary clutter signal may be well

modelled by a low order all-pole model. This is also true of the shifted clutter spectmm,

where a higher orde¡ will be required since conjugate pole pairs are being modelled. The

Levinson-Durbin four pole model described above leads to a worst case residue enor 35

dB below the clutter power for the 2 degree beamwidth. (For ü : 6 degrees it was 27

dB down.) Assuming the model order is known, z target of disparate frequency must

remain uncancelled or, if la.rge enough, remove two poles from the clutter model, thus

shifting one conjugate pole pair in the z plane. Either of these possibilities will cause

an error power increase and so provide a means of target detection.

To illustrate this technique targets were added to the clutter sigual partly shown

in Figure 7.6, according to the following lìst:

Tbble 7.3 AMTI Test: Tbrget Characteristics

peak target/ target peak

target mean clutter location Frequencies (normalised)

power

-r2dB

-24dB

-3dB

550

3050

5050

0

80.1

60.1

43.4

t target clutter difference

.18

.25

.05

I
2

3

.07

.20

.30

.25

.45

.25

The last target is large but located very close to the clutter peak. The resulting

signal was ûltered by 2 and 4 stage GRAD-HM. the emor pov/ers, averaged over l0 sam-
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ples, are showD in Figure 7.7. The 2 elzge lattice was adequate for clutter cancellation

during the early and later parts of the time series and so produced a small error output.

(Only two stagee were needed because at low frequencies the broad clutter spectnrm

could be modelled with real poles onl¡ while at high frequencies the clutter spectmm

was much sharper and therefore needed only one coujugate pole pair.) The targets in

this region gtand out well, while the eecond target is obscured by the excess clutter
prediction error. The 4 stage lattice, on the other hand, was able to completely cancel

the third strong target where it has spare stages, but the second target was detected.

The success of this method is dependent on knowing the comect model order at

any time. In addition this must be the clutter model order, not the composite signal

(target plus clutter) model order. The ratios of second to fourüh stage error powers, for

the clutter signal in this simulation, averaged over 1000 samples, were

time Gl l-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-O 6-T Z-B (thousands)

error ratio 2.1 3.8 8.2 17.3 18.8 5.1 Z.t l.l

By choosing an appropriate threshold for this ratio, below or above which the two or

four stage error output respectively is used, all targets in the example could be detected.

In practice the clutter model order could be determined by examining the error powerg

of adjacent range rings, thereby avoiding unwanted effects due to targets at the current

range. this is depicted in Figure 7.8. In the absence of clutter altogether, the controller

would naturally eelect the sero-th order error.

Although the simulation gives promising results, this method should be tested

on real AMTI data to confirm its usefulness. The assumptions concerning uniform

reflectivity and Gaussian antenna pattern would be somewhat different from realit¡ at

least over a land surface. This could lead to a higher order model being required. The

order selection and approdmate performauce analysis could be on the following basis,

which simply uses the fact that the adaptive lattice filter adjusts its coefficients to

minimise the output error power stage by stage. Assuming a sinusoidal target return,
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whose frequency does not significantly overlap the clutter spectrum, the target will

capture a conjugate pole pair from the m-th order clutter model if

case I

PrlE*-z-E^ (7.12)

where ^Q' is the r-th stage mean clutter power, & is the target power (m is the stage

whose forward error is currently being selected by switch S in Figure 7.8). Then, because

the (deterministic) target will be completely cancelled, the mean Equare output from

odept ive
adjaDent rBn ES

latt ice( s ) of

orden selection
f on rangP ir

olgorithm
see (7.14)

adaptive lattice of
r-enge i

detect i onl
i n{egr of ! o

torget
i dent .
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stage m will become E^-2. Assume that for reliable target detection, the ratio

must be greater than, or equal to, .R-¡r,. The value o1, R n;n will be a function of the

error gtatistics and the degree of error integration. If (7.12) is true

*:'#

(7.13)

(7.14)

thus m may be chosen according to

then from the above

mæcimum m for which '# ) R .o¿n

eñr _ clutter power
detectable target power

The clutter error power ratio would be evaluated on adjacent range ring(s), from m :
2,... and the largest value used. (If none satisfy (7.14) use m - 1). The lattice

algorithme contain error covariance rr¿riablee which could be used for this purpose (e.g.

w,,¡ \n GRAD-HM, see (3.10b)). If the sub-Clutter visibility (scv) is defrned by

(7.15)

(7.16c)

Smaller targets might also be detected under some conditions. With m again

choseu according to (7.t4) and fl 1 E^-2 -.Ð-, then

caæ 2

ñ E^*gho: 
- Ern

where g is the power gain of the lattice at target frequency (equal to the reciprocal of

the all-pole spectral estimate defined in (Z.fO) ), approximateþ unity or slightly less.

Witb R ) R*;n this gives

SCV.: :-:1&--' E^(R^in - 1) (7'16ö)
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Tbe case 2 situation would be more likely when the ratio E^-zlE^ is large. To derive

an approximate general result for the SGV, if the Dm-2 over .E- ratio ie ¡qsumed to

be close to .R-;o in case l, aud g is approximately unity in case 2, then combining casee

I and 2:

SCI' &rx u;ffi-¡ (7'16c)

The clutter modelling approach could also be used on non-airborne (standard)

MTI. Less error averaging would be possible because of the smaller number of hits per

target, and so 8-;o would need to be larger than above. Offeetting this fewer poles

would be required (at least for stationary clutter), so removing two would have greater

effect. To indicate possible performance some typical clutter (from range ring 4 in

Figure 7.f) was ad.aptively filtered giving the following clutter prediction error powers.

These are expressed as a percentage of the input clutter power .86.

Et Ez E3

GRAD-EM À - .8 tt.8% 6.e% 5.2%

GRAD-F+B À - .8 9.5% 4.3% 2.8To

dual delay line canceller - 3.O%

Of initial interest here is the signiûcant improvement of the two reflection coefrcient (per

stage) lattice over GRAD-EM. This is due to the small effective data window allowing

GRAD-F+B to respond better to short term fluctuations in the data. The Exact Least

Squares lattice EIS-UP (see Chapter 4) was also tested and was equal to the second

gradient lattice at the signiûcance shown above, which reinforceg the observations of

section 4.4. For MTI operation either a (typically) two or three stage GRAD-F+B

lattice could be used, and its performance would be about the same as the conventional

cauceller for stationary clutter. To avoid cancelling targete the ratios of error powers in

adjacent range rings could again be used to control the actual ûtter length.

Iìarget Classifleatio¡

Tb,rget classification is sometimes possible with relatively low resolution tracking
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radars by examining the radar return for changes in amplitude, polarisation or doppler

ehifte caused by target shape and movement. Knowledge of possible target geometrieg

and dynamics may enable identiûcation of a particular radar return, or passively received

signal, from a number of alternatives. As Casper says [OS]

oBecause of interference, ta.rgets moving relative to the radar pos-

eess widely fluctuatiug returns if the targets consist of a number of scat-

tering points. Asymmsfric objects which tumble have esgentially periodic

modulation fluctuations. Propeller-driven aircraft and helicopter returns

possess periodic modulation useful for classiûcation.'

Studies have oramined the doppler spectra of aircraft, for example [la], and been able

to relate spectral characteristics to target components, such as compressor blades.

Wheu the return signal contains some components which may be predicted as

a linear combination of the past p samples, an adaptive filter may be used to separate

these componetrts. The doppler shift due to a target's relative motion with respect to

the radar may be cancelled in this manner. If moving parts of the target sometimes

present an almost specular reflection, these nflashest might thus be geen in the error

output, even though they would be otherwise difficult to identify. Figure 7.9 illustrates

such a target return and the error output from a single stage adaptive lattice. Iu this

case the flash rate is periodic a¡d so might lead to target classification. Only one stáge

was required here because the doppler frequency was so low. This type of application is

similar to the ûrst type of MTI operation discussed, and has parallels with some medical

and seismic applications mentioned in Chapter l. The method works best when the non-

deterministic components have very sudden onset. The Exact Least Squares lattice gain

terms (I", see Chapter 4) have been observed to be erctremely sensitive to small but

abrupt changes iu the input statistics in some early simulations for this chapter.
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Implet'' entatio¡ Co¡sideratlone

Computational, control and storage requiremente of the above adaptive lattice

filters could be quite easily met due to recent advances in \ILSI technologT. For exam-

ple the .TFB" signal pnrcessing chip (see Appendix E), on present design specifications

could perform five etage (complex) adaptive lattice filtering (using GRAD-EM), for each

r:uge ring at PRFs of at least f0 kHu. A number of thege chips, plus a fast micropro-

ceasor controller, could be used to implement the lattice AMTI. This would replace a

considerable amount of analogue circuitry required iu ocisting AMTI radars. At low

PRFs, such a^s used in standard MTI, one signal processor chip could process data from

many range rings. Alternatively at very high PRFs, possible in target classification

applications, each chip could implement one stage of an adaptive lattice. Data acquisi-

tion requirements for these applications would be quite modest as l0 or 12 bit accuracy

could be used.

LIse of the All-Pole Spectral Eetimate

Another approach to some of the radar applications considered above would

be to use the all-pole spectral eetimate in place of, or in conjunction with, the error

output. Haykin [la] has suggested identifying different typee of radar clutter by MEM

spectral estimation. An alternative lattice AMTI could use a gradient lattice of perhaps

6 to I stages and periodically dump the reflection coefrcients to the control processor.

This would calculate the LPCs (via the whitening filters of section 4.3), then the all-

pole spectral estimate from (2.10) and ûnally.examiue spectral peaks to identify target

peaks. Chapter 5 gives some insight into the statistics of these spectral estimates. Using

the previous AMTI model parameters it seems (using (5.27d)), that the clutter peak

would have a fairly high normalised variance, although other parts of the spectmm

could be acceptable. The radar PRF and gcan ratea might be adjusted to suit the

spectral stability requirements. lVhile the frequeucy domain approach would require

more processing, greater information could be obtained (such as a target's radial velocity
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or the p¡esence of multiple targets). Greater Sub-Clutter Visibility might be posaible

with this method for clutter signals not as well modelled with a small number of poles. In

target classification appl¡cations all-pole spectral estimates could be used in conjunction

with e¡ror output info¡mation to examine specitc components of the data aequence.

Thie chapter has briefly examined some applicatione of adaptive lattice filters

to a specific ûeld. A aurpriaing number of the analytical and simulation regults from

earlier chapters were found ugeful. More tests on a comprehensive range of real data

would obviously be useful to conûrm the promising applications discuseed.
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Chapter I Conclusions

The following material sum-arisee the findiugs from previous chapters uuder a

number of headings. These headings may not necessarily be in the same order as the

preceding chapters. In addition some commentg are included regarding area^s of interest

to adaptive ûltering not covered in this thesis but worthy of further investigation.

Conparison of Adaptive Algorith'.,s

Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 7 contain a number of comparisons between different adap-

tive algorithms. Little time has been spent in compariug the simple LMS algorithm of

(2.7) and (2.8) with lattice algorithms, as the advantages of the latter are well docu-

mented, (e.g. [9,12]). Figure 3.3 presents one comparison showing mean square error

output. These comments are not intended to deride the LMS algorithm since its com-

putational requirements are much lower tha¡ alternatives. The ûrst group of operation

counts (arithmetic operations per sample per stage) in the table at the end of Chapter

4 must be compared to two multiplications, no divisions and 2 additions for the LMS

algorithm. Thus the LMS alternative would be the preferred choice wheuever possible;

unfortunately for ma¡y applications involving nonstationarity, Iimited data or signaìs

of high dynamic ratrge it is not suitable.

The lattice structure owes its better performance to the inhe¡ent orthogoualisa-

tion and decoupling properties. These result in the backward errors being uncorrelated,

and each stage adjusting independently of later stages. Chapter 3 attempte to show

how the gradieut lattice algorithms are derived from a common ancestry of expected

error squared minimisation. A similar (but necessarily more Burnrnary) ercamination of

the ELS algorithms shows them to be derived from a minimisation of the error squared

over given data. Different assumptions (required due to finite amounts of data) during

this minimisation give rise to either prewindowed or covariance ELS lattices. Despite

the considerable differences in derirr¿tion basis and complexity between the gradient and
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ELS approaches, two of these algorithme, GRAD-F*B and ELS-UR are the same but

for some gain terme, the values of which are generally close to unity (see section 4.4).

Since GRAD-F+B ig much closer to the optimum (ELS) prewindowed lattice

than GRAD-EM, it is not surprising in hindsight that whenever significant differences

are encountered between gradient algorithms, the GRAD-F+B performs better. This

is most notable in the impulse response tests of Figures 4.5 to 4.7, the all-pole spec-

tral estimate distribution test of Figure 5.4 and the clutter suppression test using real

data in section 7.2. The superiority of the GRAD-F+B has not been widely reported

beforehand. This might have been due to fears about the possibility of its reflection co-

efrcients exceeding one in magnitude. This behaviour was certainly observed for short

periods during eimulations but did not cause instability at any time. The unexpected

slightly lower transient MSE from GRAD-F+B compa,red to ELS-UP might be related

to this lack of constraint. F\rrther investigations on these topics would be useful.

In many simulations all of the lattices tested showed similar performance. These

situations were typiûed by an exponential weighting factor close to one (and therefore

long effective data window) and Gaussian distributed random data, while the perfor-

mance criteria were usually meãn ûlter parameters (reflection or linear prediction coeffi-

ciente) or mean Bquare error output. The most important of these conditions is the first.

Especially when I is small, or at startup, significant performance differences between

the algorithms considered could be expected. General conclusions about the "best"

lattice algorithms are not possible because in each case the algoúthms with superior

performance involve a computational and control penalty (not considering special archi-

tectures, see section 4.4). It may be noted, however, that the computational increase is

not large, so in situations requiring best performance the ELS class of algorithms would

usually be chosen.

Before leaving the discussion concerning various adaptive algorithms, the Fast

Kalman alteruative [al] should be mentioned again. This was described briefly in section
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4.1 but has not been o<plicitly stated or used in simulations. It may be considered as an
oexact least squareso algorithm for the transversal linear predictor eince it ig mathemat-

ically equivalent to the Kalman filter (when applied to the linear prediction problem),

but requires slightly fewer operations than the ELS unnormalised lattice algorithms.

Because the Fast Kalman algorithm produces an optimum least Bquare eolution the re-

eults conceruing couvergetrce and all-pole spectral estimation would also be applicable.

It has been suggested that because the Fast Kaìman does not possess the stageby-stage

minimisation of the lattices, its actual performa¡ce in finite precision implementatione

might be inferior [aa]. There appear to be few results available to confirm or refute this,

and it would be a useful area for investigation. (For some preliminary results on finite

word lengths in adaptive algorith-s, though not Fast Kaìman, see [ZB,?g].)

Lattice Convergence

Section 3.3 discusses lattice convergence, both siugle and multiple stage. The

former provides useful insights into factors effecting convergetrce, but is not easily oc-

tended to subsequent stages. The observations regarding the effect of unused stages on

MSE convergence ar€ shown to have practical implications in Chapter z.

The approach taken for multistage convergerce was to examine the optimum

least square solution at different times according to the exponentially weighted e¡ror

minimisation (S.Z6a), allowing prediction of lattice coefficients and error performance

under given conditions. Simple solutione using the Levinson recursion on a "composite

autocorrelation function" were possible when the latter could be ev¿luated. This was

done for two useful cißes: abrupt (known) change in the input's autocorrelation function,

and 'smooth" changes modelled for each lag a" a polynomial with known coefrcients.

Good agreement with simulatious was shown, which was certainly expected for the ELS

algorithms and perhaps not surprising for the gradient solutione in view of the reasonable

data window lengths. The AMTI lattice simulation of Chapter 7 could be extended

to use this method to predict lattice error power response for nonstationary clutter
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signals. This would avoid the need to generate time series of specified nonstationary

Power 8pectrum.

All-pole Spectral Egtimatee

Appendix A provides results on the (relative) all-pole spectral estimate, (Q(")),
bias and varia¡ce from adaptive transversal frlters uaing the LMS algorithm. These are

summarised in section 2.4. The derivation assumes that the adaptive coefficients are

unbiased and their noise components uncorrelated, which a^re rean onable assumptions

when the adaption constant p is small enough. Chapter 5 derives similar (but probably

more useful) results for spectral estimates derived from ocponentially weighted adaptive

lattices. The approach is more general yet simpler than that previously used. It is

assumed that the LPC estimates' distribution will be equivalent to an optimum least

squares solution. It is therefore strictly only relevant to ELS lattice algorithms, however

as noted above, it is a good approximation for the gradient lattices, especially GRAD-

F+8, in thoee cases where a signifrcant number of independent data samples produce

the estimate.

As ocplained in Chapter 5, the results for Q(u) bias and va¡iance represented

in (5.9) (0(r) << l) may be simptiûed to give (5.16). This simplification is a good

approximation for most frequencies, but especially true at spectral peaks. Some of

Akaikets earlier results on factorisation of the signal corrariance matrix inverse may

be employed (S.l7) to simplify the calculation of r(ø) (and thus A(")). (5.23) gives

the relatiou between the exponential weighting factor for prewindowed lattices and the

equivalent number of data samples in a rectangular window to obtain LPC estimates

with the same statistics. Note that this is approximately twice the number of samples

given by the usual time constant (l-À)-r for exponentially weighted lattices. The latter

actually applies to prediction error variances and partial correlations, and in some caseg

to reflection coeñcients, as explained in Chapter 3.

Section 5.2 e>rarnines the Qþ ) distribution function when the condition 6(ø) <<
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I doee not hold. The LPCs estimates are still assumed to have their asymptotic normal

distribution. The predicted distribution function, when eolved by numerical integration

at a spectral peak frequenc¡ gave reasonable agreemeuts with simulated results for the

example used. This involved a normally distributed sigual of high spectral dynamic

range, and used a small v¿lue of À so that 6 at the first peak was actually larger than l.

The discussions of sections 4.3 and 5.1 concerning extraction of the predictor

coefficieuts from lattices and their use in calculating Q@), explained that several alter-

nativea are available, at least for two coefficients per stage lattices. Under stationary

conditions it is probably best to use both the forward and backward coefrcient estimates

(uE" typ" in Chapter 5) to derive the most stable epectral estimates. As the effective

data window length increases, the difference between the rri and ö; decreases because

each predictor is using a progressively higher proportion of common data. For a given

window length the difference between predictors will be a function of model order and

signal statistics. In practice the effect seenu¡ to be worth noting, otherwise gradient

algorithms such as GRAD-EM may provide lower variance spectral estimates than ELS

lattices using (say) only forward predictor egtimates (see exa"'ple in section 5.1).

The work coucerning all-pole spectral estimation has been directed towards real-

time adaptive predictor applicatione. If the only goal is to provide periodic all-pole

spectral estimates of a relatively stationary signal, a simple autocor¡elation function

estimate could be used, followed by Levinson recursion and Q@ ) calculation. The

results of Chapter 5 may still be used in this ca^se to estimate r¡ariance etc. In other

situations an adaptive filter might be required for its whitening properties (i.e. to make

uee of the error output(s)) and the spectral estimate could algo be useful (e.g. Bome

of the radar applications suggested in Chapter 7). Also the ELS lattices can provide

prewindowed and conriance estimates of forwards ard backwards LPCs, which might

be prefened over the "autoco¡relation method" estimates just described. This might,

for example, enable higher reeolution spectral estimates.
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To eummarise ways in which some of these results could be used in a practical

situation, imagine that an adaptive exponentially weighted lattice is whitening a time

series of unknown and slowly rrarying statistics. (The data is assumed to be reasonably

represented by an all-pole model of either known order, or determined by one of the

standard methods [1,23].) LPC and all-pole spectral estimates are calculated periodi-

cally, and some estimate of the Q@) stability is required. First the effective yalue of

JY could be found from (5.23). Then (5.18), (5.20), (5.19a) and (5.9b) could be used

to estimate 6, the normalised transfer function variance, at the frequencies of interest

(e.g. peaks). If ó was much less than 1, the bias and rr¿riance could be eetim¿ted with

(5.16) or (5.9). (The former equation will give a marcimum varia¡ce under-estimate of

a factor of two, at frequencies removed from peaks.) If these results can not be em-

ployed, À could be changed to reduce ô. When this action was not possible due to signal

nonstationarity considerations, the numerical integration method could be employed to

estimate spectral peak confidence levels. The expression for lhe Q(a,.) distributiou

function (5.38) uses conveniently normalised va¡iables which would allow a fa"'ily of

resultg to be precalculated. Each m'ember of this family would be determined for one

v¿lue of 6. Finally, various simplifications to the above are possible for secoud order

models and these are explained in Chapter 5.

Radar Applicatione

Chapter 7 examines how adaptive lattice filters might be used in radar systems

to achieve clutter suppression a¡d target recognition. The former application has been

etudied by Haykin et al; the present work points out various difficultieg not previously

considered and how they might be overcome, together with some o<tensions. A method

of clutter signal modelling is propoaed for the Airborne Moving Tbrget Indicator prob-

lem, and shown to work well in a simulation. A method of selecting model order (7.14)

and estimating approximate detection performance (7.16c) is suggested. This Bcheme

could be ueed to detect short-term sinusoid-like signals iu the presence of a large in-
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terfering signal of unknown statistics, whenever the latter may be well modelled by an

all-pole model of known low order and ie relatively stationary compared to the sinueoid

duration. (If the aigual to be detected has a sudden onset the problem is much easier and

adaptive ûlterg have been used frequeutly in this sevent detection" role I15,16,17,g9].)

Commeute are also made regarding implemeutational aspects and the uee of all-pole

spectral estimation iu the radar applications considered.

Adaptive Algorithm Realisation

As mentioned previously the adaptive algorithms described a¡e well suited to

real-time signal processing applications subject to hardware constraints. Advances in

integrated circuit teùnology over the past decade have made more adaptive filtering

applications possible, and this trend is likely to continue at a¡ increasing rate. Some

attempts at DLS normalised lattice integration have already been made, as noted in

Chapter 4. These designs.use a specialised architecture and arithmetic algorithms to

implement the squ:rre root and other operations efrciently.

Notwithstanding these contributions, many applications will no doubt use general

signal processors of the type described in Appendix E. This would be an ideal candidate

for implementing many adaptive filtering algorithms at useful sampling rates, as shown

by the comments in Chapter 7. Chapter 6 describes a hardware implementation of the

LMS tranversal ûlter. This waÁ¡ an interesting exercise in VLSI design and adaptive

algorithm realisation, with a number of possibilities for expansion, as discussed.

Apart from the low-level implemeutations just mentioned, adaptive filtering al-

gorithme will obviously be ueed on general purpose computere as well. Softwa¡e used

for many of the simulations from earlier chaptera is degcribed in Appendix B. Since

these progmms were not written specifically for the simulations shown, they have fairly

general purpose application, and would be useful to anyone intereeted in this ûeld.

The adaptive techniques discussed appear to show congiderable promise for use
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in many areaa. Hopefully some of the results from thie thesis will prove useful in this

eDdeavour.
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Appendix A

The following article coDceras the statietics of all-pole spectral estimates derived

from an adaptive tr¿nwersal ûlter using the lilidrow-Eoff LMS algorithm. It appeared

in the IEEE Ttaneactions on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing in April lg82.

Sectio¡ 2.4 provides a brief summary of the main results.
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Appendix B Adaptive Filter Software

8.1 Introduction

A collection of computer progra''''s is now described which allows simulation of

various adaptive filters and comparison of the results with predicted responses. All of

the adaptive algorithms investigated so far are included, plus some others. Softwa¡e for

signal generation, plotting of results using graphics facilities and various other utitity

routines are included. After a general introduction in this section, specific program

descriptions are given in section 8.2 and some examples of their use in section B.3. The

software is written in Fortran -77 and has been run on a VAX ll1780 computer using

the VMS operating system. Source code is readily available on magnetic tape.

The software may be broadly divided into two parts. One group of programs is

concerned with using the adaptive algorithms on real or synthetic data and then dis-

playing or analysing output such as estimates of coefficients, all-pole spectral estimates,

MSE versus time etc. The main prograrns in this group are SIGS, FSIM and ESP. The

second group of programs uses theory developed in the preceding chapters to predict

adaptive frlter responses, such as mean coefficient tracks or Q(u) variance. Some of the

main programs here are REVLEV, TESP and TRACKS. In many cases the predicted

behaviour may be compared to that measured by simulations. Most programs store

results on, or use input data from, formatted or unformatted data files. The latter type

of files has been used where possible to reduce disk storage requirements.

The relationships between progr¿uns aud their databases are depicted in Figure

B.l. In general the flow of information is from left to right. For example a synthetic

signal could be generated by program SIGS and used to test various adaptive algorithms

with program FSM. All-pole spectral estimates produced during this process would be

stored on ûle Tsimop.dato, and could be displayed with program TEK10. In the figure

the symbol "-n is used to indicate that data files may have a general name. Very briefly,
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the main prograrne have the following functions:

SIGS

FSIM

ESP

REvLEV

TESP

TRACKS

signal generation

adaptive filtering

statistical analysis of simulation results

autocorrelation function manipulation

prediction of all-pole spectral estimate statistics

convergence model from Chapter 3

Prcgrom Deocriplione

There are two programs for displaying results on graphics terminals. Both of

these use the Tektronics "PLOTIO' software package, which is designed for Tektron-

ics 4010, or look-alike, terminals. One program (PLOT) allows general plotting of a

sequetrce of points on a connected-Iine graph such that the abscissa values are equally

spaced. Many files shown in F'igure B.l, and especially those not used as input for other

programs, contain results suitable for progra,m PLOT. The other program (TEK10)

allows a sequence of spectral estimates to be displayed against time and frequency.

Modified versions of these programs were used on a PDP lll34 minicomputer with an

augmented gPLOT1O" library and National fl,at-bed plotter, to obtain hardcopy plots.

Ascii data could be transferred between machines for plotting (VAX to PDP) or in the

opposite directiou in the cage of real data.

To obtain ensemble averaging of results the VMS command ûle facilities were

used. These allow a number of programs to be ocecuted in sequence, :u¡ many times

as required. By changing the random number seed each time around the command

fiIe loop different realisatious of data could be generated; furthermore by renamiug the

result filee all resulte could be retained for later analysis. An ercample of these (batch"

runs is shown in section 8.3 (see also ESP description in section 8.2).

8.2 Progr¡r" descriptions

The following descriptions include programs only for general adaptive filter in-
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vestigations and not specific topics from Chapters 6 and 7. Some programs using block

processing techniques are included for comparison. Program descriptions are arranged

in alphabetical order. The entry under ARLIB describes subroutines which are stored

in an object library and ueed by several programs.

ADDSIG

This program simply adds two unformatted (real-valued) data files, sample by

sample, for as long as possible, and writes the results to new file.

ARLIB

ARLIB is an object library for VAX versions of adaptive filter subroutines. It
is generated or updated using the VAX librarian. The library is composed from the

following source ûles:

source ûle subroutine(s)

arpsd, fft, psdsum

groupl, group2

graph

qdisp

qdisp2

range

groufl, grouf2

dum:ny hardon, hardof

invert

brief description of modules (alphabetical order)
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arpsd:

fft:

graph:

groufl:

grouf2:

groupl:

group2:

hardon:

hardof:

invert:

psdsum:

qdisp:

qdisp2:

range:

BLS

Calculates the all-pole spectral estimate from LPC estimates using zero-

padded 256 point FFT to evaluate (2.10).

Complex valued FFT (written by B.R.Davis)

Graph plotting using augmented oplotlOn software, originally written

by R.C.Bryant but heavily modified. Includes axie labelling, scale mark'

ing, etc.

Version of "groupl" for formatted files.

Version of "group2' for formatted files.

Reads first group of results from Tsimopn ûles.

Reads second group of results from "fsimopo files.

Dummy version of "hardono used on RSX system for hardcopy.

Dummy version of "hardofn used on RSX system for hardcopy.

Matrix inversion by elementary row operations.

Prints summary of Q(ø) estimate: peak sizes and locations and Q
lluntmum.

Q plotting in 3D (with hidden line removal), uses ugraph'.

Version of ßqdisp" without hidden line removal.

Finds mær. and min. values of data, used by ugrapho.

ATESP

This uses the alternative calculation of r(ø) and s(ø) in Chapter 5 by means of

(5.19) and (5.20) (see descriptions of REVLEV and TESP). The program does not do

the full variance calculation; it stops after showiug the values of r and s, which may

then be compared with those from TESP.

BLS

A block covariance eolution is found for the best forward linear predictor by using

(4.t) to (4.3). The sample covariance matrix is inverted by a direct method (routine
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"invertt in ARLIB) rather than one of the 'fastn methodg. The results may be used to

check the ELS-NC algorithm in FSIM.

notes: Link with ARLIB.

coNv

Converts data ûles: formatted to and from unformatted, integer valued to and

from real valued (written by M. Gill, see also FORMAT).

DURBIN

This program uees the Levinson-Durbin algorithm (2.6) to solve the normal equa-

tions. The autocorrelation function rs to ro may be eithe¡ estimated from a data file or

read from the file of autocorrelations ((n<x.dat") produced by REWEV. In the former

case a biased but positive semi-definite estimator is used ([ZZ] section 3.6.4)

-tI
tt 

- n Ðrrrr*r, i - 1,...p
l=1

where r; is the autocorrelation estimate at the i-th tag.

ESP

The name of this progrârn stands for (Estimatorg' Statistical Performancet. Its

function is to examine simulation results generated by the main program FSIM over

a large number of runs, each of which is stored in an {simop' file, and compile the

following statistics:

1) MSE versus iteration number (i.e. the learning curve)

2) mean Q@)

3) variance of Q(u)

Ð Q@ù distribution functiou for frequency hrd.

5) mean LPC tracks versus time

6) location of Q@) peaks

These results, in all but the last case, are stored on fi.le for later comparison with

predicted results (see TESP).
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The above list will now be explained in more detail, bearing in mind the operation

of progra,m FSIM. Assume that the algorithm used in FSIM was used n" times between

each set of coefficient and Q estimates, and that this process lvaa repeated no timee,

thereby using data samples yr,...gn,r...gn,no. The MsE results from FSIM are time

averages (".g. * Dljr(rr,,)2) for the ûnal stage error from the ûrst n, iterations. ESP

averages these results over a number of FSIM runs using differeut data realisations.

This gives an ensemble and time averager æ used in Figure 3.3. If z, is one, the MSE

is simply an eneemble average (e.g. Figure 3.5). The advantage of having both forms of

averaging is that the number of ensemble averages needed to achieve acceptable stability

is reduced; the disadvantage is loss of resolution in time.

The all-pole spectral estimates are calculated at 128 frequencies between 0 and

r radians in FSM. The mean and variance at each frequency is found by ESP, for

eachof thespectralestimates(i.e. thoseatú: nct...ncnr). Atthes:unetimetheQ
distribution function is determined by comparing the value of each spectral estimate at

the frequency of interest (o¿) with the apecified eet q;, i :1,...k (i.e. is e@ù < q¿,

for d : f ,... å?). This is repeated for estimates taken at different times, as above.

The mean LPC estimates or reflection coefrcients, whichever was selected for storage

in FSM, are also determined for each of these rralues of time.

All of theee results are stored on file as follows:

ûle

espmop

espvop

fqsim

results

MSD, mean Q@), mean e or K;, d - 1,.. .p

MSE, va¡iance Q@)

Q@ù distribution function

The first two of these a¡e in Tsimop" format (see FSIM) .od have filter types of S and

V respectively. The last is formatted and is used by FQCON (see its description).

ESP assumes the FSIM result fileg from a batch job will be called "fsimop.l",
ofsimop.2o, etc. It reads as many of these data files as possible (up to Tsimop.ggn)

storing the information pa¡tly on disk and partly in memory. A restriction of the latter
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storage method is that the product pnon. where the last term is the number of ensemble

averages (FSIM result files) and p is the model order as usual, must be less than 8000.

It is possible for ESP to skip over a complete grcup of no sets of results on

Isimop" filee. This was used in Figure 3.3 for example, where initially n,, w:rs 48 and

n{ was l, then n' was made I and no twenty. Only the second $oup of results was

analysed to obtain the figure.

FSIM

This is the main (and largest) program and implements all the adaptive filter

algorithms considered. It includes whitening filters, all-pole spectral estimation, error

averaging (in time), eurnmarieed result storage and graphics faciütiee. The algorithms

available are:

code

T tranwersal fi.lter using LMS algorithm, (full precision

or 8 bit simulation of ALPS hardware) .

gradient lattices.. GRAD-HM, GRAD-MIN, GRAD-F+B

unnormalised ELS (prewindowed).. ELS-UP

normalised ELS (prewindowed).. ELS-NP

covariance ELS (normalised) .. EIS-NC

The chos€n algorithm uees data stored on an unformatted data f.le. After a

degired period of operation the filter coeficients and time'averaged errorg are displayed.

The all-pole spectral estimate (Q(")) is also calculated and displayed graphically or

sutt"marieed by a printout giving peak locations and enplitudes. This whole process

may be repeated an arbitrary number of times with usnapshotso of filter status being

displayed. Final stage errors may be stored at each sampling interval if desired. The

filter coefrcients, meaD square errors and spectral estimates are stored on file for latter

use. This file, ufsimop.dat", is unformatted and also contains information such as the

time and date, where the data came from etc. other progr4ms (RLS, BLS, PER and
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SIGS) write results in the Bame format for subsequent processing by ESP and/or TEK10.

An identifier is used to indicate the "filter typeo in these frles as follows:

P block (covariance method) least squares (from BLS)

C covariance sliding window ELS lattice (normalised)

G gradient lattices

M model all-pole spectrum (from SIGS) or predicted var(Q) (from IESP)

N normalised (prewindowed) ELS lattice

P periodogram spectral estimates (from PER)

U unnormalised (prewindowed) ELS lattice

R recursive least square solution (from RLS)

S statistics of batch test; mean results (from ESP)

T transversal (LMS) fitters; full or 8 bit precision

V variance batch results (from ESP)

Two subroutines, ogroupl" and ogroup?'rare used to read these files. The first

retrieves a set of data common to all û.les, including the ûlter üype. The second routiue

then knows how to read the next group of results, whose format depends on the Bource.

The algorithms in FSIM are defined by the following equations:

LMS

GRAD-HM

GRAD.MIN

GRAD.F+B

ELS-UP

ELS-NP

ELS-NC

(2.7) and (2.8)

(3:6), (3.7) and (3.10)

(3.6), (3.7), (3.20), (3.21) and (3.22)

(3.6), (3.7), (3.20) and (3.21), see Figure 3.2

(a.9a)-(a.9h), see Figure 4.1

(C.1) and (C.2), see Figure C.l

(C.3) and (C.4), see Figure C.3

and the "whitening ûlters" (last six algorithms only) for determining the LPCs are

deû.ned in section 4.3 or Appendix C.

Initialisation:

In general all variables (backward errors, error covariances etc.) are set to zero
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before filtering coumences. For the first few samples the ELS lattices are 'turned onn

one sùage at a time, as specified in the relevant references (e.g. [tZ]). Thus the specifica-

tion "for i : l, ...p' preceding (a.9a) actually applies at or after t : pi before this time

the algorithm uses Tor r - 1,...úD where y1 is the first sample. The gradient lattices

were made to use this startup method as well, and their performance was improved.

Initialieation required at each new sample is given with the appropriate algorithm (e.g.

(4.8)).

Testing:

The program has been tested, as far as possible, to ensure that the algorithms are

coded correctly. This is quite important with the more complex lattice structures and

whitening fllters. Some of the testing methods were: comparison of algorithms against

each other (e.g. covaúance and prewindowed solutions are equal when a data file with

leading zeros is used), comparison with other programs (e.g. BLS), and testing with

specific time series, such as impulse responses (see also the example in section 8.3).

Nqise compensation:

For GRAD-HM only, a facility exists to compensate for the presence of white

noise in the input signal. This has not been described in earlier chapters, and a com-

pensation factor of zero would normally be used, thereby disabling the option. For

completeness a brief description of this method is now given.

Noise effectively adds zeros to an all-pole signal and this may cause a poor fit

to the all-pole model. When this occurs the performance of many of the adaptive

filter applications discussed so far is impaired, for example spectral estimates not only

lose dynamic range, as would be expected, but also lose resolution and become bia.sed.

Two possible solutions are to increase the model order, or to use a pole.zero model.

Another approach used in block Linear Prediction methods amounts to subtracting

an estimate of the noise power from the leading diagonal of the signal autocorrelation

matrix. FSIM implements a method related to this, as suggested by Kay [58], except

that the latter is for a block technique and FSIM performs continuous adaption. Each
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reflection coefrcient update is modified to account for the estimated noiee contributione

in the numerator and denominator of (3.10c). As the technique decreases stability, the

full estim¿te of the noise power should not be used; the noise compeûsation facto¡ sets

the maximum fraction of the noise power estimate which is employed.

notes:

(1) FSIM must be linked with ARLIB and PLOTIO übraries (see file ufsim.bld').

(2) It is usuaþ necessary to wait for p or sometimes p * 1 samples to be used followiug

startup before an all-pole spectral estimate is determined.

FORJVÍAT

Converts "fsimop.dat" files from unformatted to formatted versions. The latter

may be read by TEKIO using the GROUF routines (see ARLIB). This facility allows

(forrratted) file transfer between computers and was used to obtain hardcopy plots of

high quality.

notes: Only works for S, V and M filter types.

FQCON

As orplained in the degcription of ESP, the measured all-pole spectral estimate

distribution function is stored on file "fqsim.dat', for the frequency requested. This

contains a separate distribution for each of the no sets of spectral estimates calcu-

lated. FQCON simply averages these distributions, over the sets of spectral estimates

requested, and stores the resulting mean distribution on file'fqcon.datn. (This was

used, for example, for Figure 5.4.)

LINE

Adds sinusoidal component(s) to nominated data ûle containing time series data.

The sinusoid arnplitude and frequency may be specified plus the range over which it
should be added to the existing data. Dstimated signal to noise ratios are given.

PER

Periodogram method of spectral estimation using WOSA technique (weighted
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overlap segment averaging, see references in [58]). The number of averages per estimate

and the percentage overlap may be speciûed. The data is zero padded with an equal

number of zeros to ensure mæcimum resolution. A Eanning window is used in each

FFT.

notes: Link with ARLIB. For compatibility with TEKI0 use up to 128 data points

per FFT.

PLOT

The program provides a general purpose plotting facility using "PLOTIO' graph-

ics software and Tektronics 4010 or similar terrninals. Up to three connected-line graphs

may be plotted at once and the abscissa values must be equi-spaced. Data ûles may

be formatted or unformatted, one real value per record. The ordinate æcis may be

automatically or manually scaled, and labelled as desired.

notes: Must be linked to the oPLOTl0" library.

REVLEV

A reve¡se Levinson-Durbin iteration (5.14) is used to determine the LPCs for

predictors of all orders, starting from the model LPCs (i.e. all-pole synthesis filter

coefficients), which are stored in the specification file used by SIGS ( .rp"). The forward

prediction error powers are also calculated during this process (5.18). These results are

stored on ûle "dbmats.dato for use by program ATESP.

The normalised autocorrelation function is then determined using (5.15), from

which (2.5b) allows the unnormalised autocorrelations to be found. These are stored

on file 'r:o<.dato. The required model order may be higher than that of the all-pole

signal; in this case the higher order autocorrelations may be found from the p-th order

LPCs and autocorrelations as follows. Consider the all-pole synthesis ûlter of Figure

2.1 and its mathematical description (2.1). If this equation is multiplied by gt-* (gt-t,

is uncon€lated with e¡ if ,t > 0) and expected values are taken, we have

p

rh : -lo!v*_;
i=l
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from which the values of r¡ may be found for lc > p.

the autocorrelation matrix inveree is calculated with a simple inversion approach

using elementary rþw operations. Part of the arithmetic he¡e was made double precision

to avoid numerical accuracy problems. The inverted matrix is stored on file "rinv.dat"
for use by program TESP. This allows calculation (in TESP) of the predictor trans-

fer function variance (varÁ(ø) - r(ø)) and other variables by uaing (5.0b), (S.2b) etc.

ATESP, the alternative version of TESP, uses the autoco¡relation matrix inverse fac-

torisation (5.17) in terms of LPCS of lower orders to achieve the same end (with (5.19)

and (5.20)). The matrix inversion routine is checked by multiplying the .P matrix by

its inverse and displaying the result.

notes: Link with ARLIB.

RLS

This program implements the conventional recursive least square solution for the

optimum all-pole model. Thig ueee a sequence of matrix multiplications, additions and

scalar divisions to update the matrix inverse, as mentioned in Chapter 4. The resulting

equations are very similar to those of the Kalman filter. The algorithm is given in

section 7.2 oî. la}l. The program generates all-pote spectral estimates which may be

plotted if a graphice terminal is used. Results are stored in the usual forrnat.

notes: Must be linked with ARLIB and PLOT1O libraries (see file "rls.bld").

RXXSIN

The autocorelation function of a sinusoid in white noise is calculated by this

short program and stored on file or:oc.datn. This is done using (3.32). The results are

used by DURBIN or TRACKS.

SETDAT

Creates unformatted real-valued data files, one record per line, from keyboard

input.
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SIGS

This program generates a Dormally distributed white Bequence which is then

filtered using specified pole/zero coefficients. The normally distributed samples are

produced by summing 15 uniformly distributed numbers produced by a random number

generator and then demeaning the result. The noise variance ir å. The following types

of signals can be generated:

(l) stationzry polef zero signals,

(2) ugenerally stationaryo polef zero signals in which constant frlte¡ coefrcients are

used for nominated periods, and then suddenly changed to produce the "param-

eter jump" signals,

(3) nonstationary pole/zero signals in which the pole coefrcients (and gain) are ad-

justed each sampling interval, this was used, for example, to make the srandom

chirps" used in Chapter 3,

(a) impulse responses for pole/zero filters.

the pole and zero coefficients may be entered manually but are usually stored on

a filter specification file whose suffix ends in '.peo, e.g. ub4p.spe. This is a formatted

file with the following structure:

(q is the number of zeros, p is the number of poles, g is an additional gain or scaling

factor for the synthesis ûlter, and ö1,...óo are the coefÊcients of the zerots transfer

function, while ØLt. . . øp are the coefficients of the pole's transfer function.)

(a) for all but the third signal types listed above: (g > 0)

(ifz>0)
(if p > 0)

%Pt0

bb - -.bc

alr...ap

This group of up to three lines may be repeated as required. The difference equation is

'q p

fi : s(et+ t b;eç;)- D a;!ç;
j=l
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This is implemented in cannonic form in SIGS. The output power spectrum is calcu-

lated from the pole/zero transfer function and stored on file (cpsd.datn, which is in

"fsimop.datt form.

(b) for the continuously nonstationary signals: (g < 0)

(ifz>0)
(ifp>0)
(ifp>0)

9tPr9

brr. . .bq

ø1,...øp (initial)

Ørt... øp, g (final)

Again this group of lines may be repeated as required. The magnitude of g in the first

line is the initial value of gain; the final value of gain comes from the 4th line. The same

difference equation applies but now the ø; are time varying according to (for a samples)

ú:0,...n-1, i:L¡...p

and similarly for the gain g.

For all except the impulse responses, the synthesis ûlter is run for 2000 samples

before wúting results to ûle. This avoids atry startup transients.

notes: (1) Link with library ARLIB. (2) Manual input of filter coefficients can not

be used with the third signal type; a filter specification file ( .rp.) must be employed.

TEKTO

As mentioned previously this plotting program shows a sequence of all-pole spec-

tral estimates in frequency and time. It offsets successive estimates a¡d uses a masking

method to give a three dimensional effect a¡d not show hidden lines. The program can

also plot MSE curves, and it storæ this data on file 'err.dato so that it may be reused

more flexibly by PLOT. It reads files in the {simop' format (see FSIM).

notes: This program also uses "PLOTIO" and so must be linked to the appropriate

library, as well as ARLIB (see file "tektO.bldo).
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TESP

The name of this program stands for "Theoretical version of ESP'. It calculates

the predicted all-pole spectral estimate varia¡ce a¡d distribution function, which may

then be compared with the batch eimulation reeults determined by ESP.

The v¿riance is determined with the .B matrix inverse (stored on file 'rinv.datt,
see REVLEV) and the model LPCs from the filter specification frle ( .spe). The name

of the latter file is gtored in file orinv.dat,. (5.2b), (S.6b), (S.Zb), (5.9) and (5.16) are

used in these calculations.

The distribution function is calculated using (5.38) by numerical integration for

the frequency of interest. The numerical integration is done using Simpson's mle. The

values of the real and imaginary transfer function variance, or" atrd o;-, plus the cor-

relation coefficient p are also shown (via (5.30)), which allows some assumptions from

section 5.2 to be checked.

TRACKS

This program incorporates the convergence model presented in Chapter 3. It will

calculate the predicted LPC, reflection coefrcient and MSE trajectories versus time for

the two ca^ses considered. I¡ the first case, that of step change in input statistics, the

two autocorrelation fuuctions must be entered. This may be done manuaþ but is more

easily achieved by having them on ûle in the standard format (snÕ(.dal"). These frles

are produced by prograrns RXXSIN and REWEV. Recall that the model assumes the

sigual is uncorrelated across the step change in second order statistics; this wilt only be

partially true for the "parameter jumpo tests such as shown in Figure 4.4. Nevertheless

the overlap contribution is often small and good agreement with simulations has been

achieved. In the second case the smoothly changing autocorrelation function is assumed,

in this program, to be modelled by a quadratic for each lag, i.e. m: 2 and the general

recursive result (3.36) is not included. Only first order modelling was needed for the

"linear chirpo example shown in Figure 3.7. Three coefrciente¡ cg,.'r c¡,; and c2,; need

to be entered for each lag, i : 0,...p.
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Once the above data has been entered, the composite autocorrelation function is

determined using (3.31) for the first case, or (e.ea) and expressions for Ss,¿ to 52,¿ in the
second ca-8e. The Levinson-Durbin algorithm is then employed to ûnd the coefficient
values at the current value of ú. The MSE is also d.etermined. from (8.4g). These

calculations may be repeated at different v-¿lues of time and the results stored on file.

notes: The model does not predict lattice behaviour during the overlap period for
case I situations- This generally causes little inconvenience since this only lasts for p
samples. A warning message is given by TRACKS if this situation occurs.

XTRACT

TEK1O is the plotting Program for "fsimop" files but it can not display all the
information contained in these files. Most programs store either LpC or reflection

coefficient estimates as well in their "fsimopn-type result files. These may be extracted
(one at a time) by XTRACT to generate a sequence of (say) the Ka estimates at
regularly spaced intervals. This selected data may then be plotted using pLOT (e.g.

Figure 3.6a).

B.g Exnrrrples

Some üypical examples of interactive program use are given on the following
pages. The prograuls are largely self-explanatory so far as user input is required. User

responses have been underlined and some additional commentg included on the right
hand eide of the page. A example of a command file used to generate data for ensemble

averaging is also given.
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ccct;oß B.J

t type p2.spê
0r2,I .
-l .2r.92
I
I nm sigs

enter the randot m¡tber ¡eed(u¡r -ve nutber to get llpulsc norponrel
5678
rntcr the output filc nare

p2.dat
-ñoosÉ coeffE fron existing file? tyrN]
v
enter the spec file nane

p2.spe
-Tõñãny rarples are requÍned?

1000
ãoeffs of trans funct denorinetol äte ¡.-t.20000 0.92000

1000 signal sanples c¡lculated
calcul¡trd (output) signal vaniance = Q.B?09
naxùtun esti¡¡te is 13.5 dB ebove nean(spectral) dynanic range is JI.7 dD
F|IRTRâII STOP
$
tl nun fsin
enter the filter type (TrGrNrUrC) and onder, eg GS

u4
enter thc run description

exanple,lon +pendix b
rntcr n¡te of input d¡ta lile

trz,dat_ãÏõne forrard enron output/ganna tenr on file? tTrt{l
n
-store ai or ki on fslnop file? tArXl
a
-ent,en the forn of output required ..-l no output

0 graphlcs display of q astirate
I filter coeffs and erroîs
2 as for t plus q spectral suñilery3 as for 2 plus all q estitates

I
?ilten type ir U

rnten the cxponential reight factor
.?95
G qf rozen"[fJ oF !!ex¡ct,,[E sn4!.rÞi*+ni-ng-4i{tet
ô
-cnter nutben of iten¡tio¡s pen 0, and nutber of 0g
20012
itnn lganlactents¡
0.000

ftrn 2grnractÈr¡¡¡
0.000 0,000

Dzomplee

sanplc ft lter
spectflcotton fl le

generct-e 2 po le e I gno I

ELS-UP elnulatlon usf ng
aaae dqta
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ceclio¡ 8.8

itrn

sefrplê nunbcn = 200
leflr'n coeffs (or partial correl"n)

-43.2407 3ó.8t70 -t.1 tó3 -0.0óóó
äeerðge squiped (fonr,) erns for each stage:

0.ô122E+00 0.3783E+00 0.63{3E-0t 0.ói23E-Ot
lpc"s ane

-l ¡29ãl I I .0275ó -0. I t57t -0.00767
final stãge forr, ÈFn. poïer = -l.4l5 dD

applies uhen data 1¡ frot 'SIGSU progre,t

satple nurber Ë 400
refI"n coeffs (or partial correl.nl
-t09.580{ t02.8ó{0 -0.23ót 0.t4t?

avÊrege squared (forr. ) erns for each Ëüege:
0.t30lE+01 0,791?E+00 0.85ZZE-0t 0.BSt7E-0t

lpc"s ane
-t.2081 ó 0.?7973 -0.05{0ó 0.030?t

final stage fonr. err. pouep c Q.015 dE

Dzompleo

FSIII prtnte thc 9ö1116 c
galne tf the hlgheet order
ter¡ ts < 0.5r thla occurs
at stortup or lf the tnput
algnal gtatlgtlae change

pcrtlcl correlatlone
ô t,zoo a q,2oo

0,59718-0r

o1,2oo " oq,aoo

0.842 I E-0 I

restcrt slnulotton uelng
gradlent lcttfoe

0

it
0

it
0

it
0

.480
rn
.ó6t
rn
.st ó
FN
.995

itrn
0.574

itrn
0.956

i trn
0.9ó I

itrn 1

0.823
itrn I
0.995

itrn I
0,9t ó

3 ga;ra c terts:
0.480 0.000
4 ganra c tertrs ¡
0.480 0,t80 0.000
5 galta c terts:
0.5t0 0.389 0.389
ó gan;a c tcrfis:
0.206 0.201 0. I 2?
7 ganlr c tenars!
0.389 0.127 0.127
I gar;a c tenl¡:
0,55? 0.277 0.t0t
I gelra c terts¡
0.857 0.559 0.257
0 galna c terrs:
0.823 0.805 0.495
I gar;a c terðs¡
0.73t 0.50t 0.49ó
9 ganre c terls:
0.811 0.726 0.496

applies $hen data is frot 'SI0S. pfogran
continue or nestart (CrR)?

-?pu tite (secs) per iùeratlon = 0.0020g
enter the filter type (TrGrNrUrC) and order, eg 0S

gl
-Tnter the run descniption
6RAD-HH test
Ênter n¡re of input data file

o2.dat
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cection B.J

stone for¡rand error output/ganña terlt on file? tTrtlt
v

-lnten nîre ol error/ganne file
p2,enn
store ai on ki on fsinop liIe? tArl(l

d

-anter the fonn of output nequined ..-1 no output
0 griphics display of q estinate
I filter coeffs end ernons
2 as for I plus q spectnal suËäary
3 as for 2 plus all q estitates

2
Tìtter type'is 6

enter gnadíent ueightingt(l I and noise conp facttO-l I
and alg. type (1=GRAD-Hlt, 2e6RAIl-l{Il{, 3=BRâD-F+E)

.995,0, 1

use "frozen"[F] or "exact"[E or Al shitening filter
a
-ênter nunben of iterations per 0, and nunben of 0s
?00r2

Etnmplec

store flnol stage error
on ff le "p2.err."

KL200 Kq,200

0.ó5ó1 E-01

sanple nunben = 200
refI"n coeffs (or pantial correl"n)

-0.6288 0.88¿4 -0. I 2{3 -0.0224
ävenege squared (forH.) enrs for each stage:

0.ó{22E+00 0.3869E+00 0.ó92tE-0t 0.ó699E-0t
lpcns aré

-1.2935t t.010ó5 -0.09s22 -0.0224t
final stage forr. et r. pouen = -1.038 dE

applies ehen data is fnon USIÊS" prografi
peak 20. idB freq= 0. I 45
tin -10.ádB freq= 0.49ó 0 peak rqnmony

sarple nunber = 400
reflon coeffs (or pantial conrelnn)

-0.ól7l 0.9337 -0.0t52 0.02ó2
äverale squaned (forr.) errs lor each stager

g.¡36-l[+01 0.9005E+00 0.B7t8E-01 0.87BlE-01 0,8693E-01
lpc"s ane

-1.20787 0.97ó81 -0.04691 0.0?ó21
f inal stage f orr. -enr-. -+crer .E, --0*-l¡4-48

applies rhen data is fnon "SIGS" pnografipeak 25. $dB freq= 0. I 45
rin -l 0.3d8 freq= 0.1?6
continue or restart (Crßl?

n
?pu tine (secs) per iteration = 0,003ó5
FÍIRTRAI{ STllP
!¡
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seclion 8.8

t nun nevlev
enter the spec fi le nate

p2,spe
LPCg ane ..
-0. ó25
-t.200 0.920

forsard pnediction err poxerË: 0 - 2
0.890 0. Jt3 0.083

norralised autoconrelations are (fror o-th lag)..
1.000000 0.ó25000 -0. I 70000
R(0)= 0.890313ó
rhat rodel order is nequired?

4
- R ¡atrix is ..

0.890 0.55ó -0.15t -0.ó94
0.55ó 0.890 0.55ô -0. t5t

-0. I 5t 0.55ô 0.890 0.55ó'0.ó94 -0. I 5t 0.55ó 0,890
roHE slapped .. 2 3
inverse R is ..

r2.000 -t4.400 11.040 0.000
-t 4.400 29.280 -27 .64â 1 I .040
il .0f0 -27.á48 29.280 -1 4.400
0.000 n.040 -t4.t00 t2.000

rank of Rinv = 4
inverse test check..

t.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

FíIßTRAN STOP
û

Dxomplec

LPCg for all ordere
(lgt and 2nd tn thla case)

autoeonre latl on natr f x

eorresponds to 1ambdcc.995

r(0) .. r"(lZ7.pl/128)

003 0.003 0.003 0.003

0.000
1.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
1.000
0.000

000
000
000
000

0
0
0
I

$ run t.esp
Fnter N, the nurber of ernples (on the effective

nurber) used by filter to produce 0s
400

-p2.sge 
used to generate Rinv

$ith onder = {
F(as a functlon of freq. ) is :

0.003
0.002

0.003
0.002
0.001
0.00!
0. 001
0.002
0,006
0.0t3
0. 021
0.029
0.038
0.0t5
0.019

0.003
0.002
0 .001
,r tlrì I
0 .001
0.003
0.007
0.01 3
0.02 t
0 .030
0.039
0.015
0.049

.002

.00t

.+sc

.001

.004

.009

0
0
0
s
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
,t

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.0t 6
,025
.034
.042
.047
.050

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

02
0t
0t
02
0ó
12

.020

.029

.037

.044

.0¡l?

.003 0.003 0.003

.002 0.002 0.002

.001 0.001 0.001

.001 --4-0cl =H00 -

.001 0.00t 0.001

.003 0.003 0.004

.007 0.008 0.009

.0t 4 0.01 5 0.01 ó

.Q22 0,023 0.024

.031 0.032 0,033
,040 0,040 0.04 1

.016 0.046 0.047

.049 0.050 0.050

0.002 0.002 0,002
0.00 I 0.001 0.001

4.S+0 -C..00+-#0+.-0.001 0.002 0,002
0.005 0.005 0.005
0.010 0.010 0.01 1

0.01 7 0.0r8 0.0t9
0.02ó 0.027 0.028
0.035 0.036 0.03ó
0 . 042 0.043 0 .0{4
0.048 0.048 0 .048
0.050
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tecl;oD 8.3

iex 0 240.9899 at freq index of 37
largest delta = Q.llóó9ó8 at freq index of
largest !s!/r = 1.000000 at freq Índex of
lsl/n at langest delta = 2.5833165E-02
¡ssuäe alpha=l ?or var(0) calc? tYrNl

v
-largest norñalised var= 0.2333936 at freq index of

enter freq. index for nurenical int (-ve to stop)
37
laraneters of the ârrAÍ pdf ...

signa.ne, signa.in, rho = t.5ó1840¿E-02 1.5501738E-02
assuring the folloring ..
signa, eta, 1/eta+t2 = t.55ó01 978-02 6.{417012E-02
enten the nurber of integnation steps (even)

200
enten first q,

100r50ró
q= 100.0000

step size and nurber of steps

ter freq, index for nurerical int (-ve to stop)

FORÏRAN STOP
$
$ nun setdat
enter the lile nane

fibon.dat
enter the sanple values, 1 per line (-9? to sùop)

Exomplet

37

37

2.47 1 4591 E-02

240.9899

predl eted dtstrf butlon
functfon (by nunerlcal
IntegrrtIon) of peak
fr equency

rhot ace the predfctlon
coefffctents foc the
Flbonoecl requence ?

use 5.0000f to eneure o

sna I I predl ctl on error'
(othe¡wfee rhltenlng fl lter
wfll crash I l

uge covarlance egtl¡ator go

that no wfndowfng 6atunp-
tlons are nqde

q=
g=
q=
q=
q=
q=
Ên

t

1 50.0000
200.0000
250.0000
300. 0000
350. 0000
400.0000

F(q)=
F(q)=
F(q)=
F (q)=
F(q)=
F(q)=
F(q)=

1 ,4259ó36E-02
0 .1 587420
0.38ó897 I
0.578ó434
a .7117121
0.7??1847
0.85ó5834

1

1

?
3
5.00001
I

T3
-??- hîu nany zet'os Hould you like on the end ?
0

ToRTRRH srop
$
$ r*un fsin
enter the filter type (TrGrl{rUrC) and order, eg 65

c2
-ãnter the run descrlption
fibonacci

en eî neñe o input data file
fibon-ilore fonrard ennor output/garl,ra terñ on file? tYrt{J
ìì
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stone ä1 or ki on fsinop file? tArHl
ä
enten the fonn of output nequired ..-l no output

0 graphics dlsplay of q estinate
I filter coeffs and erroFs
2 as for I plus g spectral suñileny
3 ae for 2 plus all q estirates

2
filter type is C

enter sliding rindos length (<500)
6
use "frozen"[F] on "exact"IE or A] uhitening filter

â
and nunber of 0E

Ettmplet

olnost rfghtl
forrvard pradl ctors
coy (see (3.3))
'current element
r¡fnug prevfoqs two
ele¡ents ls approx.
zBro r

enter nuiber of iterations pen 0,
órl

senple nunber = $
exact a( i ) 1.000000 -0.?999?71 -t .00000J
exãctb(i) -0.999?952 0.99?9915 1.000000

refl"n coeffs (or partial correl'n)
0.9?23 1.0000

i¡verege squared (forr.) errs for each Étage!
0. ó688E+00 0.2326E+00 0. 27ó2E-04

lpc"s ane "
-1.00000 -1.00000

final stege fo¡u. err. poren = -34.7q7 dl
applies Hhen data is fror "SIBS' pnogran

iin -7.0d8 freq= 0.250
continue or restant (CrR)?

¡l-Fpu tine (secs) pen iteration = 0.00781
FÍ]RTRâI{ STOP
$
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teclío¡ 8.3 Ettmplet

eample so¡nand fl le ueed
to generate ensenble
óverages for Flgure 3.¿l

cftel thts hag îun 6a a
batch Job, the ff les
'fglnop.lrr ..'f9lnop.20'
ean be proceseed by ESP

tvoe stats.44$! stats.f4
$! lon f ig 4.4 Kl, conv€pgea{eJert+
$set noverify
$l use plnsl or plnsZ
g¿¡tr¡=npl nSl,,
$fÍlt="02"
$rht= " 4 "
$EXP=" .98,0. ,3u$l initialise ..
tseed=77
$datfs=datf+" . sFe"
$datf a=datf +u*. dat ; *"
$count=0
$del fsirop.t;+
$!
$start:
$seed=seed+l I 3
ltopen/rnite Eig sig.con
$l
$cnite sig'lrun Eigs"
$rrite sig seed
$rrite sig datf
t¡rite sig "Yu
$rrite sig datfs
$URITE SIG ''IsON
$rrite sig "ló0"
$!
$rrite sig "lrun fsir{"
$rrite Eig filt
$rnite Big "nun for fig 3.4 rr

$¡rite sig datf
*rrite sig "H"
$rrite Élg "K'
$rrite sig '-l"
$rrite sig EXP
$rrite sig
Srrite sig
$rrite sig
$close sig
$!
$Esig

r3ou

$delete'datf¡'
*punge sig.con
$count=c ount+l
$rena¡e fsirop.dat fsinop.'count,$if count.lt.20 then goto start
*dir/size fsinop.+;*
$exÍt
$

fht
"10
uNo
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AppendÍx C Normalised Dxact Least Square Algorithme

Chapter 4 discusses the Exact Least Square unnormalised prewindowed lattice

algorithm (ELS-UP) and points out some of the similarities to certain gradient algo-

rithms examined in Chapter 3. A normalised form of this algorithm exists (ELS-NP)

and is given in this appendix. Covaria¡ce forurs of the ELS lattices are available, and

the normalised sliding-window form (ELS-NC) is also given here. Both of these algo-

rithms are implemented in program FSIM. Derivations for these adaptive lattices are

not trivial and may be found in [6] and [t0] for the prewindowed and co'¿'¿riance forms

respectively. In section C.3 some aspects of their behaviour are discusded and some

performance examples presented. Again only the scalar case is considered.

C.T ELS-NP

As stated in section 4.2, the standa¡d prewindowed algorithm, (4.8) and (4.9),

may be nor¡nalised in a way that involves more than just magnitude norma[sation. The

result is surprisingly simple and elegant, with the number of update equations reduced

by a factor of two, to only three. The forward and backward error covariances and the

gamma terms disappear during the combined magnitude and nangle' normalisation. A

disadvantage is that additional types of arithmetic operations are required; in particular

the following function is very common and is called the complementary form of the

variable, denoted

,":(I_r2)o.b

with r-" meaning the reciprocal of ø".

The ÐLS-NP algorithm uses normalised backward and forward errors whose mag-

nitudes do not orceed unity. These will be denoted by r and ?. The initialisation for

each new time sample is

fir:Àß¿-r+y? (C.lo)
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Figure C.1 ELS nornalised
( ELS-NP )

pr ew i ndowed I att Í ce

n-th stage

en-l rt

rn-l rt

+

+

K
c r

e

-l,t-l

c
-l rt

e.fìrt

tn,t

rl

K

+

+

nrt

-c
K rt

9t.

Æro't

À ,as usual, is the exponential weighting factor, ( 1, and p is the model ordet. Then,

for z - 1,... min {p,t}

ëo,t F0,, (c.1ö)

(c.2ø)

(c.2b)

(c.2c)

Knl : Kn,t-t4-1,r4-l,r-t - én-t,rîn-I,¿-l

ëtl : (éo-t,, * Kn,ti n-tl-L) K;,Ti olr,r-t
înl : (Fo-t,r-t * Kn,¡ëo-t,t) K r,le;!r,,

Some signs have been changed in these equations, from [6], to make the lattice

structure consistent with previous prewindowed cases; the effect is to change the signs

of the reflection coefrcients. ^R¿ and the backward errors are all initially zero, before

startup. Figure C.1 shows one stage of this lattice. The exact whitening filter is shown

in Figure C.2, which indicates the relation between the predictor transfer functions

,4,(z) and B(z) for adjacent orders. This follows the practice used in [10], where the

vectors of LPCs are converted to polynomials in z-1, and it is shown how the projection

approach can also produce update equations for the whitening filter transfer functions.

The predictor values may be deduced in a manner similar to that described in section

c-2



scct;oî C.2

A fz)n-l 't

Brr-t,t f t)

ELS-NC

Figure C.2 ELS-NP whiteníng filter' (n-th stage)

K-c{
+

t

A tz)llrt

K

+

+

nrt

rn-t rt K-c
+

B fz)nrtIz
"n-1,

cn-l 't
tzl rn-t rt

c fz)nrt

4.3, i.e. to take the impulse response of the exact whitening filter (only one stage of

which is shown in Figure C.2). The impulse is applied at the .46 and Bs inputs.

c.2 ELS-NC

This algorithm uses the 'covariance' assumption regarding predictor estimates,

which, as explained in section 4.1, makee no assumptions about the data samples outeide

the specified window. Both "growing memory' and "sliding window' algorithms ocist

for the cov:rriance case. The second is more appropriate for adaptive estimators and is

given here. The optimum forward and backward predictors are determined with equal

weight given to all prediction errors in the window. As this rectangular window slides

forwa¡d with each new sampling interval, the oldest data sample in the window drops

out. Initially the data in the window is assumed to be zero, and while the window is
ufilling up" the covariance lattice is equivalent to a prewindowed lattice with ,\ : 1. Note

that to minimise the squared errors¡ êt--r...?¿ the data samples used alê!¿-s-pt...lt
for the p-th order forward predictor. Thus the value of s, the time index of the ûrst

c-3
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sectíoî C.2

Flgure C.3 ELS norrìalised cov6riance lattÍce
(n+l )th stage

+ K rr6-l tt ,t- I

Knr8-l ld

K"nrt era-t tt ,t
+

d + K
c

nrt re-l ¡t q ,t- I

Knrs-t ¡t

Qarrt K
-c a- ç

ra-l tt rt

ELS-NC

n+1 rt

n+l rt

n+ 1 rt

tn

a

|.

d

Qn+ Lt

sample used (see (a.la)), is ú - u - p. Interestingly, the lattice stnrcture consists of two

almost independent prewindowed (normalised) lattices, one fed with the current data

sample and the other with y¿ delayed ur times. This is shown in Figure C.3 and the

following equations.

+

(,
I

Ðv?
=l-ø

!t

For each new sample:

ëorr :70,, :

c-4

-0.5
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aeclíoL C.3

Then for ¿ - 0,. ..p - |

K n,a -!.t : Én,¿K n I - t4 | - t * ê n,tî n,t - L

K n I : ( K o," - L,t - ãn,¿Q n,,- ìãiT"i - t

ën*l,t : (êrr,t - K n,c -!:t7 r,t -t\ K ori-r*Çi -,
ã n+ L,t : (ão,t - K n, a - l,td n,t - t) K n,i - t *4 *i, - t

î n*t,t : (1 n,¿-L - K n,c - !:¿ en,t) Ki,| _tuëi,T

4 n+L,t : (qn,¿-t - Kn,a - L*d^,r) K r,Z -ruT^Ï

F\t¡the¡ Notec on the Normolircd ELS Forma

-0.5

9t-u (c.3b)

(C.aa)

(c.4b)

(c.ac)

(c.4d)

(c.ae)

(c.4t)

ã0,, : ío,t:

The th¡ee subscript notation again indicates the order and then the range of data

samples over which the (say) reflection coefficient depends. The second subscript is

omitted if equal to s (: t - w - n). The exact whitening filter for ELS-NC is shown

in Figure C.4. Again the actual LPCs may be determined by considering the response

when an impulse is applied to .¡l.o and .86. Intuitive understa¡ding of the operation of

these normalised whitening filters is difficult compared to their unnormalised counter-

parts. Although their derivation is complex, as Porat says, it may be obtained by an

"apparently mechanical proceduren, once the projection operator update formulas are

available.

C.8 Further Notee on the Normalised ELS Forms

The normalieed and unnormaliaed ELS algorithms of course give the same (op-

timum) predictor estimates when used over the same data. Because of the high numer-

ical accuracy of the simulation program FSIM, little difference in LPC estimates could

be observed between ELS-UP and ELS-NP. In practical filtering implementations the

normalised versions might perform much better that their unnormalised counterparts,

although they require a specialised architecture, as mentioned in Chapters 4 and 8. It
is possible to unnormalise the normalised variables (see, for example, ItZ] appendix 3).
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Figure C.4 ELS-NC whitening fi lter ' (n+1 )th stage
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oz

5. 00

4.00

3. 00

2. 00
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The main differences between the exponentially weighted prewindowed lattice

and tbe sliding window covariance lattice are ûrstly in the additional assumptions made

by the prewindowing method, and secondly, the difference in extent of the data samples

used. Assuming À and .lV, the number of samples in the sliding window, are related

according to (5.23), then the LPC estimates will have the Bame statistics provided N
and ú are large enough and the time series is stationary. In this case the prewindowing

assumptions will have been ïorgottent due to the expoDential weighting. However, if
the signal is only locally stationary, and perhaps exhibits ojumpso in its nonstationariry,

then the covariance lattice is likely to perform better. Also if t is not large enough the

startup effects may be significant. This is particularly true with more coherent signals.

Figure C.5 shows an example of ø2,¿ estimates for t: 15,30,...300 for signal 'ub4po

(see section a.a). The lattices were arranged to have the same size effective data window
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oection C.3 Ft¡ther Notec o¡ the No¡malíeeil ELS Fo¡ma

according to (5.23). The covariance lattice shows a sudden change in estimates when

the sliding window becomes full. (The "growing memory? covariauce algorithm would

have been a better choice during the ûrst 100 samples.) The prewindowed lattice showg

no such dr¿matic cbange and obviously takes a longer time to approach the ideal value

of 3.8106. ELS-UP and DLS-NP estimates are virtually ideutical, as expected.
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Appendix D Supplementar¡r I¡formation concerning ALPS

This appendix is divided into three sections, each of which gives additioual infor-

mation concerning the Adaptive Linear Predictor System (ALPS) described in Chapter

6. The first section gives some details of how the the ALPS data store was fabricated

in integrated circuit form. Section D.2 provides an example of part of a state sequence

diagram for the LMS algorithm, and the last section demonstrates how an adaptive

lattice algorithm could be implemented using the recirculating memory technique. A

number of ûnal year students assisted the author with the ALPS project and their as-

sisüance is gratefully acknowledged. Chris Carroll and Tony Chapman designed many

components of the integrated circuit data store, and John Stobie and George Bergholtz

assisted with hardvvare construction and host microprocessor software.

D.l ALPS Data Store

As previously indicated this portion of tbe AIPS hardware was implemented as

part of a Multi-Project Chip (MPC) exercise. Figure D.1 contains a photograph of the

completed device and identifies the main components. An nMOS process was used wiüh

5 micron minimum line widths. The device contains approximately 1800 transistors and

is 2.41 mm by 2.65 mm.

The VLSI design was performed using simple design rules [71] and a low-level

embedded layout lauguage called "Belle". Standard input pads and augmented library

cell tristate pads were employed. Software for design rule checking, circuit extraction

and switch level simulation was used to test the design. The output from the design

process wa,s a fiIe in uCaltech Intermediate Format" (CIF) describing the mask geometry

for each layer of the integrated circuit. After fabrication the project chips were tested

in the ALPS hardware using special finite state sequetrces to exercise each part of the

project. No design emors were found. The ma>cimum reliable clock frequency was 6.5

Mhz and the power dissipation was 165 mW.
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seclion D.2 Støte Seqtence Ezomple

A simplified circuit diagram of the integrated circuit is shown in Figure D.2. The

timing scheme uses two-phase non-overlapping clocks, with all data transfers during

phase 1, and precharging and refreshing on phase 2. Data is internally transferred

between components on a bidirectional pre-charged data bus. For example if the static

register ie writing to the internal bus, then during phase 1 if the read (R) and enable

(E¡) eignals are high, when the register output is low the bue will be discharged via

the pass transistor and the ûnal inverter pull down transistor. The signals R, W and S

shown in the figure are mutually exclusive.

D.2 State Sequence f,\ç¡rnple

Figure D.3 shows approximately a quarter of the finite state sequence generally

used in ALPS. This sample is now described to give an indication of how mathematical

algorithms are translated into control sequences in ALPS. The portion shown evaluates

(2.7); other state sequences initialise the data store contents with the nominated data

values, dump the adaptive weight values to the host processor, and perform the LMS

weight update, (2.8). Section 6.2 describes the data store contents before and during

the LMS algorithm computations.

Evaluating (2.7) uses states numbered from 25 to 41 (out of the total of 64 states).

Output signals from the control memory are shown no<t to those states for which they

are active. Some of these signals are shown in Figure D.2. Those used here are

signal meaning

S shift (right)

R read (from data store)

W write (to data store)

Ed enable data RSR

Ew enable weight RSR

In arithmetic processor instnrctionr r : 0 to 7
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ceclion D.2 Slole Seqvence Example

cet ctg. cnt.

R,Ed'16

tf Iner sarrple rdy. )

put eorrple
sn bur

S ' Ed,Er

R 'Ed, 16 RrErr 13

I

ff fatg,cnt.=0)

ll,Ed

R

R

R.EH ' IO

lne. ctg. cnt.

Figure D.3

ALPS state
sequence ex6mp le

T7 ll.El

\ilhen the new data sample g¿ is available at the host-ûlter interface (see Fig-

ure 6.1) the condition for transition to state 25 becomes true, and if the controller is

currently in state 0 this changes to 25 on the next clock cycle. The data sample is

read from the interface onto the filter data bus and written to the data RSR (state 26).

The same data is then read from the data store and an instruction (16) is seut to the

arithmetic process¡or to accept the first of two operands for a multiplication operatiou.

lnc. stg, cnt.

S,Ed

S, En
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Eec,ion D.g Adoptíoe Lattice Implementolion on ALPS

The second operand, the zero-th order weight (:1), is sent to the arithmetic processor

at state 28 with an instruction to start the multiply operation and tranefer the result to

the accumulator when finished. During the multiply time both RSRs are right shifted.

The loop from state 32 to 37 repeats these operations, except that the instructions 16

and 13 cause each multiplication result to be added to the accumulator to form the sum

of products. The stage counter is incremented once each time around the loop so that

the appropriate number of loops can be completed. The path through state 35 is only

taken on the last pass through the loop if non-adaptive filtering has been requested.

This leaves the data RSR ready to accept the next data sample in its right-most ele-

ment. When the result (e¿) is ready it is read from the arithmetic processor (I7) and

written to the first static register.

D.8 Adaptive Lattice hrplementation ou ALPS

Gradient lattice algorithms could be readily implemented using the recirculating

memory approach discussed in Chapter 6. To achieve this on ALPS two data store chips

would be used, thereby giving circulating memory for four data vectors. The following

notes indicate how the GRAD-F+B algorithm could be coded in such a scheme.

Assume that the backward errors, forward and backward error covariances and

error cross¡-correlations are stored in the four memories as follows. (This shows the data

immediately after the arrival of the new data sample y¿).

rp-Ll-l r1,r-r ro,¿-r (á)

up,t-! ult-t wlrt (B)

'l,r-t uI,t-t ,i,r-r (C)

u'n,r-, vL,t-t ,i,r-l (D)

Denote the righthandside elements, which are the only ones accessible, æ A, B, C znd

D. Five of the static registers will be used fo¡ temporary storage of results as follows:
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sectioÛ D.3

ML current forward error ê¡-L,t

delayed backward error rn-L,t-!

new backward error rr,,¿

current backward reflection coefrcient Kl,,

M6 current forward reflection coefficient Kf,,

The initialisation for each new data sample is

* -+ MLt M3

then

A-M2
M3-+A

ÀB+Ml*MI---+B

ÀC+ M2*M2--+C

^D-Ml*M2---+D
D+C+M4
D+B--+M5

M2+MíxMI+M3
Ml + M4 * MZ ---+ Ml

Adøplíue Lottice Implementøtíon on ALPS

(**)

for (3.20o)

for (3.20ó)

for (3.20c)

for (3.21ø)

for (B.ztö)

for (s.7)

for (s.6)

M2

M3

M4

Following this group of operations, all memories would be shifted to the right

once and the whole Bequence repeated (starting from (**)) p times. The coding of

this algorithm is surprising simple as the three time update equations (3.20) are well

matched to the data allocation scheme and memory access capabilities. The only slight

complication occurs with backward error order updates (3.7), as these errors must be
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eectíon D.9 Adoplioe Løttice Implcmenlølíon on ALPS

stored for use in the next sampling interval. This is done by transferring the old back-

$'ard error to M2 at the start of each loop, and using M3 as a temporary storage location

for the new (next stage) backward error during the shift.

Multiplication by the exponential weight ) could be achieved by a ehift and

subtraction:

Àr: n - 2-*s

This would slightly restrict the permissible values of À and require hardware for right

shifting by m bits, but save considerable time in multiplication operations. GRAD-HM

could be coded in a similar manner and only three memories would be needed. Although

the former algorithm generally performs better, in fixed point implementations the

possibility of refl.ection coefrcients exceeding one in magnitude should be provided for.

This could be done with some guard bits and extra shift operations quite readily.
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Appendix D VLSI Signal Proeessor

A signal processor is currently being designed at the Adelaide Univerrity De-

partment of Electrical Engineeúng for fabúcation on one VLSI circuit [AO]. Some of the

main features of its design are: a novel architecture featuring a high degree of parallelism

and suited to complex-valued operations; prograrnmable operation allowing reasonably

complicated algorithms to be used (e.g. adaptive lattice filterr); 16 bit arithmetic op-

erations, including division and 32 bit sum of products accumulation; suitability for

stand-alone or atray applícations; and finally, fast operation. It is intended that the

design will be fabricated by a two micron CMOS process and is likely to contain more

than 105 devices. The project is called oTFBo, which stand.s for Thansform and Filtering

"Brick".

8.1 Dvolution of the TFB Architecture

In approximately the middle of 1983 the signal processing and VLSI groups

within this department decided to work jointly towards a design specification for a sig-

nal processing chip capable of taking full use of adv¿nced VLSI design and fabrication

facilities. This was made possible by an agreement with the Microelectronics Centre

of North Carolina (MCNC). The signal processing participants, including several staf
members, postgraduates and the author, evolved a design euited to three target ap-

plications: FFTs for speech processing, convolution for acoustic ranging, and adaptive

lattice filtering for radar applications. This architecture featured four separate data

memories and associated buses, plus four multipliers and accumulators. The arithmetic

elements were positioned between appropriate buses so that complex-valued arithmetic

could be handled easil¡ or so that real operations could proceed in parallel.

After review of this proposal by the VLSI Soup¡ some significant changes to the

layout and interconnection between circuit elemente were made. The most important of

these was to connect the four previously independent buses into one circular (ring) bus.
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ccclion 8.7 TFB Componentt
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Figure E.1 TFB Architecture

This contains switches so that the bus may be segmented or continuous, u'hich allows

great flexibility in sequential o¡ para[el data flow. Figure 8.1 shows TFB architecture

aud layout. The following sectioû coutains brief descriptions of the main components

in the design.

8.2 TFB Componente

The ring bus shown iu the figure contains six pass/break switches labelled oBo
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eeclion 8.1 TîB Componenta

and four multiplex/break ewitches labelled uT". The ALU portion of the ring bus is 32

bits wide and the T switches control which, if either, of the 16 bits are connected to the

remaining 16 bit ring bus. By controlling each of the ring bus switches independently

very flexible operation may be achieved; for example with all switches open, four items

of data may be moved to 8 locations in the one operation and a complex multiply

initiated. Alternatively a single item of data may be moved to the opposite side of the

device with a choice of two routes. Most of the ring bus is "embeddedn in the data

memory or arithmetic components, thereby using chip area efficiently.

The four data memories are 16 bits wide and 32 words long. Two memory

pointers are associated with each memory for addressing the current word to be read

from, or written to. These pointers may be autoincremented or decremented by various

step sizes.

The ALUs each contain a multiplier/divider, adder/subtractor and an accumu-

lator. The multipliers are sequential devices so that most of the same circuitry may

be reused for the divider. Multiply operations require two operands; one comes from

the lower 16 bits of the ALU bus and the other comes serially from the "delocalised

multiplier registersn (d*t). This achieves the requirements of the original architecture,

but eliminates bus crossovers. To perform a complex multiplication, for example, the

operands ø and ó may be stored in the following data memories:

quadrant A

quadrant B

quadrant C

quadrant D

real (ø)

real (ö)

imag (ö)

imag (o)

To set up the multiplication each of these data words is latched into the multiplier

and dmr is its quadrant. The multipliers are started ou the next clock cycle, thereby
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tection 8.9

evaluating the following

quadrant A

quadrant B

quadrant C

quadrant D

Ez,ømplec ol TFB opplícotíont

real (o) real (å)

real (ö) imag (a)

imag (ö) real (ø)

imag (o) imag (b)

The real part of the product is obtained by subtracting the multiplier D result from that

of multiplier A, and similarþ for the imaginary compouent. The proposed multiplier

design takes I clock cycles and produces a 32 bit result. The divider will use a 32 bit

dividend and 16 bit divisor, and will take 17 clock cycles. Other arithmetic operations

and data transfers will take only one clock cycle.

On opposite sides of the ring bus are an input and output processor. It is envis-

aged that these will contain enough local intelligence to operate almost independently

from the other components, and allow 8 or 16 bit data transfers, either synchronously

or asynchronously. Synchronous operation in a linear or multidimensional array of TFB

chips will enable very high data throughput rates.

In the centre of the TFB design lies the program memory (control store) and

aseociated decoders, loop counters etc. The control store has 128 words, each 64 bits

wide, of random access memory. The width is needed to control the large amount of

hardware that may be used in parallel. Words in control store may either represent

instructions involviug data (conditional or unconditional), or 'load immediatet instruc-

tions. The latter class allows internal registers such as memory pointers, loop counters,

the program counter or control masks to be initialised.

8.3 f,!¡nrnples of TFB applications

(a) FFT Processors

One TFB processor could be used as the arithmetic element in a simple FFT pro-

cessor. A fast microprocessor controller and memory would also be required. {log,2 N
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butterflies are required per .lV point FFT, and each butterfly requires one multiplication

û + at

bt

by a complo< weight trr, followed by addition and eubtraction as shown, [85] where ø,

ö are the input data pair and ø', ö' are their transformed values. For a 1024 point

FFT, SMEz clock rate and 10 clock cycles between multipty starts (with all additions,

subtractions ¿nd data transfers being done in parallel with the multiplications) the

time taken is 6.4 milüseconds. This corresponds to a throughput rate of 160 thousaud

samples per second.

Alternatively a two dimensional array of TFB chips could process the FFT at

very high rates. For the 1024 point case again, 32 chips in each column (32 complex

samples per chip) and l0 columne (one per stage of the FFT), then assuming pipelining,

the throughput rate approaches 50 megasamples per second.

(b) tMS algorithm

The simplest adaptive algorithm is the transversal filter LMS algorithm given by

(2.7) and (2.8). If real-valued data is being used, a minimum of four stages per TFB

processor would seem sensible to take advantage of the four internal multipliers. The

algorithm could therefore be implemented in a linear array of TFB chips, four stages

per chip, to obtain the greatest speed, or a single chip could be used (with p < 63).

With this algorithm the error e¿ must be evaluated before the coefficient updates can

be started. In the array case the first chip would initially calculate the partial error

øoyr * "'* øeyt-s. The final error e¿ would be available after the last chip in the chain

had completed summing the partial sum of products from preceding chips. Each chip

F-5
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(3.f0c), and would preclude this algorithm from many altemative signal processing

chips. More than half the program memory ia required for thig algorithm.
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